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ABSTRACT 

The synthesis of optimal designs and decisions 

in complex civil engineering systems has assumed great 
importance in the face of increasingly limited resources. 
Uncertainty and competing requirements have a complicating 
influence on this synthesis. The construction of a 

rationale to deal with these problems is the primary aim 

of this work. The assimilation of uncertainty requires an 

extensive study of the fundamentals of probability theory 

and leads to the maximum entropy formalism for generating 

prior probability distributions from incomplete data. 

The measurement of value using utility theory is discussed 

and the combination of uncertainty and value is achieved 

in a prescription for decision- making. The advocated 

prescription is that of maximising the expected utility. 

Illustration of the rationale and its elements is given 

in several examples. Common sense requires that the 

techniques of assigning probability measures be both self 

consistent and mutually consistent within the chosen 

prescription. This consistency is achieved. A secondary 

aim of the work is to demonstrate that a systems approach 

can lead to insights into system behaviour. This is 

demonstrated by some applications to granular media, 
The work is specifically directed at the resolution of 

civil engineering systems but is in accord-with the 

general theory of decision-making and comments on current 
differences of opinion are valid in this wider sense. 
The application of the rationale is not restricted and 
this is reflected in the variety of the illustrations. 

In addition to an educative role the work offers some 

novel solutions to civil engineering problems. 

Suggestions for the future application of the rationale 

are presented. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The design and operation of complex systems, often 
in a sphere of considerable uncertainty and in the face of 
conflicting requirements, continues to present the civil 

engineering profession with its greatest challenge. The 

engineer must be able to express the objectives of the 

system and convolve these with an assimilation of the 
inherent uncertainties in a consistent prescription to 

produce the optimal design or decision. 

The techniques adopted for assembling the objective 
function and for managing the uncertainties must not only be 

self consistent but also mutually consistent within the 

ehosen prescription for decision-making. The prescription 
itself must reflect common sense. 

These ideas have been developed extensively in 

other disciplines but they have not, to date, received 

widesprcad support within civil engineering; much confusion 

still exists in the assessment of uncertainty and the 

expression of objectives. There is a need to construct and 

explain a rationale for use in civil engineering systems. 
A construction coming from within the civil engincerifig 

profession might gain the acceptance that has been lacking 

hitherto. This thesisq though specifically airied at such 
a construction, is nonetheless in general accord with 
decision-making in a wider context and any attempts to 

resolve existing differences of opinion are valid in this 

wider sense. 11 

The formulation of a problem from a systems 
viewpoint often leads to insights into system behaviour in 

addition to its contribution towards the rationale for 
decision-making. 

These thoughts form the background to the 

authorts Thesis: 
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THESIS 

The construction of a rationale for decision- 

making in civil engineering systems can be 

achieved by a coherent systems approach. 

The construction will involve the assimilation 
of inherent uncertainties by use of probability 
theory and the assembly of an objective 
function using the elements of utility theory. 
Integration of these two components is achieved 
in a suggested prescription for decision- 

making. 
All components must be both self and mutually 
consistent. 

2 The application of these systems techniques 
leads to insights of system behaviour. 

Some explanation of the form the thesis takes is 
desirable here. Chapter 1 introduces the basic notions 
and elements of the decision problem and is succeeded in 
Chapters 2.3 and 4 by detailed discussions of these 

elements and the techniques necessary to deal with them. 
The next three chapters then mirror these detailed 
discussions, demonstrating how probability statements can 
be generated, utility functions assembled and how they both 
combine in the prescription for decision-making. Finally, 
Chapter 8 demonstrates the ability of systems techniques 
to lead to greater understanding of system behaviour. 

The specific examples used in Chapters 5 to 8 

have no particular link save'for the underlying theme for 

they merely serve as illustrations and demonstrate the 

universality of the techniques discussed. 
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The separation of Chapters 5 and 8, which both 
deal with granular media, might seem a little odd. Their 

separation is quite deliberate. Chapter 5 is primarily 
intended to demonstrate the technique for generating 
probability distributions that is used in the decision- 

making process and any appreciation of soil behaviour is 

a by-product, whereas Chapter 8 is directed towards a 
demonstration of the secondary aim of the thesis, namely 
to show how system behaviour can be explained by a systems 
description. 

Because of the varied nature of the chapters, 
any appendices have been included at the end of the 

relevant chapter rather than at the end of the whole text. 

No attempt has been made to follow the application 

of the ideas expressed herein to a single project; efforts 
to do so would have been disadvantageous, involving the 
discourse in the details necessary for real design (but 

which form a distraction in this particular medium) and also 
masking the universality of the rationale by the study of 
just one aspect of civil engineering. Some ful 

' 
1-scale 

applications are suggested in the Closure and are being 

pursued elsewhere. 
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1, DECISION-MAKING UNDER UNCERTAINTY 

1.1 THE NECESSARY COMPONENTS 

A decision problem consists of a set of feasible 
ACTIONS whose CONSEQUENCES are generally beyond the control 
of the dccision-malcer, but depend upon the prevailing 
STATE OP NATURE. The combination of an action and a 
state of nature is called an EVENTUALITY. Any feasible 

eventuality may be viewed as more or less desirable than 

any other. I 

The decision-maker will use some PRESCRIPTION 

for decision-making. Any suggested prescription must allow 
him to incorporate his subjective aims and use all the 

available information in a consistent and logical manner. 
It must be pointed out at this stage that the inherent 

stochastic nature of most problems precludes a prescription 
that guarantees any particular eventuality; it is perfectly 

possible for the prescription to suggest the adoption of 

an action that when chosen leads ultimately to an 

unfavourable outcome. The prescription does not operate 

with the benefit of hindsight. 

1.2 THE DECISION TREE, 

The situation facing the dccision-makcr is 

perhaps best illustrated by a DECISION TREE. An example 
is shown in Figure 1.1. In this example the actions 
available to the decision-maker are a, or-a 2 from the set 

of feasible actions A, and the states of nature that may 

prevail are 01 and E) 
2 from the set The combination of 

an action a and a state of nature results in an jk 
eventuality e. from the set E 

ik 

A special feature of this type of problem is 

that the states of nature that apply are independent of 
the action chosen and this allows the problem to be posed 
in the matrix-type format shown in Figure 1.2. 
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Figure 1.1 

Figure 1.2 

e11 

e 12 

e 21 

22 

el 11 el 211 

ACTIONS 

a21 e2l I e22 

STATES OF NATURE 
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Not all decision problems are of this type, 

since different states of nature may relate to each 
action, as shown in Pigure 1-3 below. In this 'case the 

matrix-type display is not easily reproduced. 

Figure I. 

e 11 

e 12 

e 21 

6 

22 

Oij jth state of nature relevant to ith action 

eij eventuality of ith action and 

jth state of nature 
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1.3 NECESSARY THEORIES AND NOTIONS 

The decision-maker will hayd to reconcile three 

things in order to resolve any decision problem. Once 

he has defined the set of feasible actions he is faced 

with the problems: 

What possible states of nature, beyond his 

control, will affect the outcome of any 

chosen action? What can be said of their 

likelihood of occurring? This involves 

the use of PROBABILITY THEORY. 

2, How does any particular eventuality compare 

from his subjective viewpoint with another? 
This involves the use of UTILITY THEORY. 

3. How does he intend to make his decision? 

Is there some logical, consistent and 

possibly unique scheme that a'decision-maker 

should use to achieve his objectives optimally 
in the face of uncertainty? This involves 

the specification of some PRESCRIPTION for 

decision-making. 

Each of these aspects is discussed subsequently. 
Without pre-empting these discussions a preliminary 
investigation of the problem is presented here to highlight 

the difficulties of and the desiderata for decision-making 

under uncertainty. Some concepts are introduced without 
the full rigour nee essary for a complete description, the 

more formal analysis being confined to later chapters. 

This preliminary excursion can be illustrated by 

reference to the much discussed "Umbrella Problem" as 
described by Fisliburn (1964). 

0 
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Here the decision-maker must decide whether to take his 

umbrella to work not knowing with certainty the state of 
the weather. The problem is of the type shown in 

Figures 1.1 and 1.2 and is illustrated by Figures 1.4 and 
1.5 below. 

Figure 1.4 

Figure i. 

Ol 

ci1 el , e 12 

e 21 e22 

f ine rai n 
STATES OF NATURE 

a 

e11 

e 12 

e 21 

e2 2 

take umbrella 

leave umbrella 

I- 

ACTIONS 
IA 
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1.4 PREFERENCE ORDERING, DOMINANCE AND ADMISSIBILITY 

Suppose it were known for certain that it would 
be fine. Presumably, the decision-maker would be able to 
discriminate between the two possible actions. Equally, 
if rain were the state of nature known to prevailý the 
decision-maker would again reach some definite conclusion 
between the two actions. For example, he may have the 
following preferences.. 

eý el 21 1 

ee 12 22 

uliere >, E preferred to 

The decision-maker's ability to form such 

preference relationships makes it possible, under riskless 

conditions, for him to. choose his optimal action. If such 

an ordering cannot be specified then no decision is 

possible. More exactlyt any decision will suffice. 
However, it is assumed that the decision-maker, if only 
by virtue of his position, has some powers of discernment 

and for the more typical situation involving uncertainty, 

an ability to state a preference ordering over all the 

possible eventualities is a necessary requirement. 

Merely as an illustrationy supposo the 
decision-maker stated the following unlikely-looking 

preference relation over the complete field of 

eventualities. 
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e ý. e 12 e 11 21 >e 22 

where such an ordering is transitive. 

In this case the preference ordering has the following 

8pecial property: every eventuality resulting from 

action C4 is preferable to every eventuality resulting 
from action a2 The decision-maker therefore has no 
difficulty in opting for a, in preference to Ct 2' 
Action a is said to DOMINATE action a 12 

Indeed, in formulating decision problemsp most 

readily identifiable dominated actions will be excluded 

from the analysis by the designer or decision-maker. This 

process generally results in a set of feasible actions in 

which no one action dominates all others, The essence of 
decision-making is to cope with this situation. With 

reference to the umbrella example, a preference ordering 
that highlights the problem of decision-making under 

uncertainty is 

eee 21 12 ý' 22 

The cho ice of action in this case is not at all 

obvious. Perhaps the situation would be simpler to 

resolve if some numerical value of desirability could be 

attached to each eventuality. How such assignments are 

made is discussed in Chapter 4, and instead a problem is 

posed in which the eventualities are already expressed on 

a cardinal scale. The numbers may be taken to reprdscnt 

small sums of money. The proviso that the amounts arc 

small in comparison to the decision-makerts working 

capital means that any gains or losses will not affect his 

material status, The full implications of this condition 

will become apparent in the light of Chapter 4, but for 
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the present the amounts are assumed to reflect accurately 
their worth to the decision-maker. 

Consider, then, a decision involving the choice 

of an action from the set A= (alia 
2jaja)- 

The consequences of each action depend on some set of 
states of nature 0= ((), 

JE3 
). The problem is shown in 2 

matrix form in Pigure 1.6 below. 

Figure 1.6 Ol 09 

cl 3 

a4 

3 2 

-ACTI ON S 

STATES OF NATURE 

The data in Figure 1.6 implies the following 

preference relationship 

p 

I 

e 21 >' ell >* e12 "'-' 041 >' e32 >' 022' ý" e3l > e42 

iihere preferred to 
indifferent to 
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It can be seen that regardless of the 

prevailing state of natureq. no advantage could ever be 

gained from choosing a since it is dominated by actions 4 
a1 and a2 Action C14 is termed INADMISSIBLE. 

Dominance and admissibility are defined as follows: 

An-action at dominates an action aS if 

et. ý- e or e-e- for all states of nature j If this 
S) tj Si 

c6ndition is met then Cl S is termed inadmissible. 

1.5 POSSIBLE PRESCRIPTIONS 

: -There are actually only two admissible actions in 

Figure 1.6 but the question that still remains is : 

"What should the decision-maker do? " Perhaps it would 
be advantageous to investigate how some other type of 
individual might reach a conclusion. How would a 
"compleat" gambler act for instance? A"' compleat" 
gambler might be defined to take that action that could, 

give him the greatest gain. Figure 1-7 shows the 

PAY-OFF MATRIX, where each entry in the matrix represents 
the numerical value , U(eij )I of each eventuality eij . 
(For 

. 
convenience U(eij) is written U Ij 

). The maximum 
gain possible for each action C11 is indicated and is 

denoted MCIX(Uij) 
i 

Max(uij) a maximum value of Uij pj=1,2 n 
i 

where n is the number of states of nature for 

action C li . 

The "compleat" gambler will choose the MAXImum 

of these MAXima and hence lie opts for action C1 20 'is 

strategy is called the MAXIMAX straýogy. 

ic. Choose action ai such that it produces MaX[MCIX(Uij)] 
ij 
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Figure i- 

01 

al 

a2 

a 

a 4 

(D o 

MCIX($) = Ull i 

Max(u 2j )= u 21 =7 iI 
mgx[max(u 

Max j 
j 

(u3j) = U32 =U 
21 =7 

Max(u4j)'= U41 =2 

This prescription might be counterintuitive in 

some instances; for example, the action that could 

produce the best eventuality might also be capable of 

resulting. in the worst. Arguments against this rationale 

are therefore not difficult to sustain and the gamblerts 

unrealistically optimistic attitude cannot easily be 

defended. Perhaps the behaviour of a cautious individual 

might be more instructive. Such a person could be 

defined as someone who adopts that action which minimises 
the worst thing that could happen to him. 

Sýccifically, he will adopt'the actýon that 

produces Mgx[Min(uij)] 
Ij 

where Min(u minimiun value of U. - 1,2 

The necessary details are shown in Figure 1.8. 
The chosen action according to this prescription is 1Y 

which can result in a gain of 2 units in the worst case. 
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Figure 1.8 

al 

a 

1ý 

a 4 

Min(u lj)= ý2 =2 iI 

Min(u )= u0 2j 22= 
Max[Min(u 

Min(u3, ) = U31 
j2 

i u, 2 

mirlu 
jV= U42 

This prescription may be preferred to the 

"compleat" gambler's and is termed the MINDIAX or MAXIMIN 

strategy. (The two names derive from aspects of duality 

implicit in Game Theory) 

A pertinent question to ask at this juncture is 

this: "Does the prescription become invalid in any way if 

some knowledge is available regarding the likelihood of 

occurrence of any of the states of nature? " Specifically, 

if the probability of occurrence of 01 in the above 

example is known to be 0.9, then does the cautious person' 

still prefer a,, or does he opt for some other action? 

If he does change his mind, then what has caused him to do 

so? Before considering such matters, it is instructive to 

see how different interpretations of the pay-off matrix 
influence the chosen outcome according to each of the two 

prescriptions discussed so far. 



1.6 REGRET AND OPPORTUNITY 

In the example shown above, the decision-maker 

would have no hesitation in choosing a2 if 01 were known 

to prevail. On the other hand, if he had opted for a 

and 01 occurred, it is natural to think that he would 

regret his decision by 

u 21- u 11 
4 units 

(For a discussion of the validity-of such operations, - 
reference should be made to Chapter 4) In general, if the 

best that can be obtained for each state of nature is 

denoted by M. 
i 

where Mi MCIX(U 
i 

then the pay-off matrix can be transformed to a REGRET 

matrix by the operation 

r.. = M. - U.. 1.1 
lJ J. Ii 

The result of this transformation on the pay-off 

-, matrix of Figure 1'. 6 is shown below in Figure 1.9 

A decision-maker 
* 
regards a higher regret as less 

desirable than a lower regret. Consequently the "compleat" 

gambler chooses the action that produces 

Max[ Max(- r.. ij li 
or equivalently 

Min[Min(r.. )] 
ij ij 

/ 

and the cautious decision-maker chooses the action that 

12 

produccs 
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Mqx[Mjn(-r. A 
Ij Ij 

or equivalently 

M in [Max(r 
ij 

The Maximax and Minimax strategies are shown in 

. Figure 1.9 below and it is apparent that the 

transformation alters the choice of action in the Minimax 

case. 

Figure 

a1 

a2 

a3 

a4 

REGRET - MATRIX 
() 1 02 

4 0 

0 Maximax : Cý (or a, ) 

Minimax : a2 

Lm2 

'4 U12 ý2 

u 21 7 

An alternative transformation of the pay-off 

matrix is possible: for each state of nature there is 

some worst outcome W- 
i 

where Min(u 
j 
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and knowing that a particular state of nature prevails, 
the decision-maker could effect an improvement oU on 
the worst outcome. 11cncc an OPPORTUNITY matrix can be 

derived by the transformation 

0 UO - WO 1.2 

The effect of this transformation on the 

pay-off matrix of Figure 1.6 produces the opportunity 

matrix shown below in Figure 1.10. 

Figure 1.10 

OPPORTUNITY MATRIX 
e1 E)2 

01 

a 

03 

a4 

4 7 

8 5 

0 6 

3 0 

Maximax :a2 

Minimax : a2 

L 
W2 U4 2= -5 

W, U 31 -1 

The "comPlcat" gambler chooses the action that 

produces 

Max[max(oij)] 
ij 
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and the cautious decision-maker chooses the action that 

produces 

Max[Min(o 
ij ij 

Once again the Minimax choice is different to 
the original one, although in this case-the Maximax 

strategy remains invariant under either transformation. 

1-7 THE EFFECT OF PROBABILISTIC INFORMATION 

It was mentioned earlier that probability 

statements relating to the likely occurrence of the 

states of nature, E) 
, may have an effect on the 71 

decision-makerts choice of action. In particularg 
knowing that in the example described by Figure 1.6, 

the probability that prevails is 0.9 would surely 

cause most people to opt for action Cý in preference to 

the Minimax choice of action Cý. The Minimax criterion 
takes no account of probability assessments and a 

convincing argument can be pursued to render this 

discarding of relevant information as being illogical. 

One is entitled to ask,, however, that if the 

decision-maker is affected by such probabilistic 
information then what process has he performed to change 
his mind? It is not unreasonable to suppose that some 

concept of "expected value" is being used. 

THE EXPECTED VALUE MODEL 

Formally, if the probability of occurrence of 
a stato of nature is denoted by R0 and the numerical 

valuc of tho combination of action CI! and state is 
denoted by the utility U 

Ij , 
then the expected value or 

expected utility of action ai is defined by 

E[ulad ý---Pj 
uij 1.3 

i 
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The notion of expectation is familiar in 

probability theory. Applying this expected value analysis 
to the pay-off matrix of Figure 1.6 results in the 

following: 

E[ula 11 ý P, ul 1+ P2 ul 2 

E[ula 21 ý PI U21 + P2 U22 

E[ulc 31 p 1 U31 "' p 2 U32 

E[ula I P1 U41 "' P2 U42 4 

The prescription of STATISTICAL DECISION ANALYSIS 

is to choose the action with the greatest expected value. 

Recalling that the regret-and opportunity transformations 

altered the result of the Minimax strategy, it is 

instructive to see the effect of such transformations on 
the expected value prescription. 

For the regret matrix: 

r.. '=M. u.. Ij i ij 
E[rlai I=I pj rij lp 

i 
(m 

i -u ii i, i 

E[rla iI pi uii + pi mi 

The last term in the above equation occurs in 

each expression for E[rjal and so choosing the action with 
the greatest value of Efrial results in the same decision 

as choosing the action with the greatest value of MUM. 

Similarly for the opportunity matrix: 

U 
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Elola 
IIpi0 ij 

zpj(uij-w 
i i 

Efola i1 
z1j, 

ij -ýIM 

Hence the prescription of maximum expected value 
is unaffected by any such transformations of the pay-off 
matrix. It is contended here and in Chapter 4 that the 

expected value prescription provides a logical foundation 

on which to base a theory of decision-making under 
uncertainty. 

It has been the purpose of this opening chapter 
to provide a background to the subsequent work and in 
doing so no credit has been given to previous writers in 

this field, not because of a lack of respect, but merely 
to allow a brief and flexible introduction. Credit 

for contributions in this field will be indicated latero 
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2 PROBABILITY, ITS FOUNDATIONS AND APPLICABILITY 

2.1 DECISION-MAKING AND PROBABILITY 

In the development of decision-making under 
uncertainty some concept of probability theory is essential 
if any progress is to be made beyond the Minimax criterion. 
In particular, the precise meaning of probability must be 
defined and its range of applicability determined. The 
latter point is crucial; it is easy to envisage a situation 
in which an engineer chooses an action under a state of 
uncertainty without full recourse to probabilistic 
statements about the states of nature. A rigorous analysis 
of the inherent uncertainty can only serve to make the 
decision process more rational, and help to eliminate any 

pitfalls that a cursory view may not expose. It is 

sometimes argued that cardinal, or indeed ordinalp 

expressions of probability are unattainable in particular 

situations. This restriction depends on the theory of 

probability held to be valid. Despite these arguments and 
possible restrictionsp a decision-maker in such a 

circumstance is compelled to come to some decision and it 
is reasonable to ask if he is indeed acting in accordance 

with some quasi-probabilistic reasoning. If he is then it 

would seem advantageous to formalisc his ad hoe notions. 

The type of statement that is often hold to be 
an invalid use of probability is one such as: 

"The probabilty of rain tomorrow is 0.7 it 

ic. A probability relating to a singular event. Ii is 

remarkablep then, on this hypothesis, that the decision- 

maker in the umbrella problem described in the previous 

chapter ever comes to any conclusion. It is altogether 

more remarkable that lie will undoubtedly take into account 
the weather today or take notice of a weather forecast. 

Clcarlyq the dccision-waker does use some concept of 
probability, however irrational his conccpt may be, to 

assimilate the information provided by weather forecasts. 
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If the facceptedt theory of probability is insufficiently 
broad to encompass such problems then the decision-maker's 
irrationality is likely to increase. 

It is intended that this chapter should 
investigate the meaning of probability in the knowledge 
that most engineering situations involve an clement of 
uncertainty and with the ideal that rational behaviour 

should account for this in reaching an optimal decision. 

2.2 THE MEANING-OF PROBABILITY 

It has already been indicated in the foregoing 
that there is no unanimous answer to the question: 

"What is the meaning of probability? " 

Worse, the foundations of the subject are 
riddled with conflict. Of the many different views of 
probability and its measurev there is fortunately, if not 

surprisingly, a unifying theme; the mathematical 

consequences and rulesýof manipulation of the different 

views are equivalent. That is not to say that the axioms 
or ideas upon which they were based were identical or even 
that the ranges of applicability are the same. 
Good (1959) has written: 

"The mathematician develops symbolic tools 
without worrying overmuch what the tools are for; tile 
statitician uses them; the philosopher talks about them. 
What is it that has interested philosophers? 
Principally, it is the question whether probability can 
be defincd in terms other than itself. " 

The. tools are not in dispute. The most formal 

axiomatization is that due to Kolmogrov (1950), 

comprising part of set theory. 
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2.3 THE BEGINNINGS OF PROBABILITY THEORY 

The study of probability as a serious and formal 
branch of mathematics started some few hundred years ago, 
long after Aristotle's legendary statement: 

"The probable is that which usually happens" 

Although insurance had been practised in Roman 
times, the major developments occurred in the Renaissance 

with the drawing up of mortality tablesq and the laying 

down of the foundations of life insurance. In a different 

sphere, the study of gambling and games of chance 
developed, though speculation exists-as to whether this 

interest stemmed from academic curiosity or a desire to 

make an easy living. Maistrov (1974) asserts that the 

development of probability theory had little to do with 

gambling, although Cardan, one of the early probabilistsp 

was an inveterate gambler, and concentrated his efforts 
towards his gambling problems. 

A brief discussion of some of the various theories 

of probability is presented below, highlighting the 

criticisms and countercriticisms posed between them. 

The titles of each view and their respective adherents 

must inevitably be imprecise and an unwillingness to be 

categorised renders an exact classification impossible. 

The discussion below has been formulated and moulded 

chiefly from the works of Cox, de Finetti, Good, Jaynes, 

Jeffreyst Keynes, Maistrov, von Mises and Savage. 

2.11 THE CLASSICAL VIEW 

This stems from the pioneering work of Bernoulli, 

Cardanq Forniatp Huyglions, Laplace and Pascal; it has 

particular applications to games of chance such as die 

throwingy coin tossing and card dealing, 
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Suppose that a system possesses n mutually 
exclusive, collectively exhaustive and equally-likely 
configurations, of which nE correspond to some event E. 

Then the probability of occurrence of E, denoted by p(E), 

or more compactly by P is given by 

p (E) 
-nE 

2.1 
n 

For example, if a fair die is under consideration 

and E corresponds to the throwing of a5 or a6, then 

there arc six cqually-likely configurationsq of which 

two (5. and6 ) are favourable to E, and hence 

_2 _1 p-6 - 

Similarly, with the throwing of two die, there 

are thirty-six equally-likely configurations. If the 

event E corresponds to a total of seven on the two 

faces then 

= i. I 36 

since there are six equally-likely 

configurations corresponding to the event E 

. There are several difficulties associated with 
this Classical viciv, not the least of which is the 

circularity of the definition; equally-likely is 

synonymous with equally-probable and thus the definition 

uses the concept of probability to define probability. 

In order to counter this objection, the 

Principle of Insufficient Reason was proposed, first by 

Bernoulli and more emphatically by Laplace (1814). 

The principle stated that ail inability to distinguish 

between the probabilities of two or more events required 
the allocation of equal probabilities. Many examples have 

been produced purporting to show that the device leads 
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to inconsistencies. 

Paradox i 

Keynes (1921) posed the following problem. Given no 
relevant evidence relating to the colour of his book 
(A Treatise on Probability) he states that the Principle 

of Insufficient Reason leads him to make the following 

probability statements: 

p(the book is red) -t 1 
2 

since the book is either red or is not red, 
Similarly, 

p(the'book is blue) =1 2 

and 

p(the book is black) =1 2 

This implies that 

pt the book is red, blue or black) = 11- 2 

Paradox 2 

This example, also contained in Keynes (1921), concerns 
the country of origin of some individual. If nothing is 

known of the areal or population statistics of the 

countries of the world, Keynes concludes from the 

Principle of Insufficient Reason that I 

p( from Great Britain) 1 
2 

and 

PH rom France) =1 2 



P. 

Similarly 

P( from Eire. )=1 2 

and 

P(from France) -I 

Or 

p(from the British Isles) = j- 
2 

and 

P( from France) 2 
I 

The first two applications of the principle 
lead to 

P( from Eire or Great Britain )=1 

which is in plain contradiction to the third 

application of the principle. 

Although no-one would doubt the absurdity of 
the conclusions of these two paradoxes, it is maintained 
in this thesis that the inconsistency arises from an 
invalid use of the Principle of Insufficient Reason and 
not from the use of an invalid principle. For example, 
in the first paradox it is inconsistent to give trod' 

and tnot red' as the only two possible states and then 
to qualify 'not red' into 'blue? and 'black'. Many of 
the so-called paradoxes arise from similar tricks or 
misconceptions. 

Other difficulties ccntre on the practical 

problems in the identification of the equally-likely 

configurations. For instance, consider two tosses of 

a fair coin and lot E correspond to the event that a 
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head occurs at least once. D'Alembert(1754) considered 
that there were three equally-likely-eventualities, 
namely: 

a) a head on the first throw 
b) a head on the second throw 

c) no heads on either throw 

Hence he concluded that I. I 

p(E) =- p=I 3 

Most people would now regard this conclusion as 

erroneous, since they recognise four equally-likely 

events, namely: 

a) heads on both throws 

b) a head then a, tail 

c) a tail then a, head 

d) tails on both throws 

This analysis produces the result ., 

3 
p-i. 

This paradox has proved easy to resolve, but 
there arc many others that are more difficult, 

Another source of confusion occurs if no meaning 

can be attached to the equiprobability concept, For 
instance, if a coin is known to be biased, but the nature 

of the bias is unknown, it is deemed by some that the 

equiprobability concept is inapplicable. Essentially, 

this restriction stems from the frcqxicntistts idea that 

the probability distribution is related to the physical 

properties of the 
' 
chance mechanism under consideration. 

On the other hand, if the uncertainty can be associated 

with a lack of information, and the probability 
distribution regarded as a coding of ilia available 
informationt then the Principle of Inaifferencc can be 

used to produce a probability distribution. 
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Thus for the case of an unfair coin of unknown 
bias, the principle can be used to assign 

P(heads) -L 2 

P(tails) = 2 

If, however, the probability measure is thought 

of as some objective property, then no such interpretation 
is possible. 

Many authors have demonstrated paradoxes of one 

sort or another arising from the classical viewp and in 

particular they have castigated Laplace and Baycs for 

their advocacy of what has been described as the 

"notorious doctrine of inverse probability". This will 
be discussed fully although it may be noted that 

opposition to this technique stems from the supposed 

necessity for an equiprobable distribution, and hence the 

supposedly discredited Principle of Insufficient Reason. 

Many of the so-called paradoxes occur because of 
dn ambiguity in the definition of the equiprobable states. 
In the domain of problems known collectively as geometric 

probability, the Principle of Insufficient Reason can 

apparently be justifiably applied in several ways to 

produce conflicting results. Bortrandts Paradox 

affords a particularly instructive example (Bortrand(1889)). 

Paradox 3 Bertrandts Paradox 
A chord of a circle ii drawn at random. Ifliat is the 

probability that its length exceeds that of the side 
of the inscribed equilateral triangle? If chosen at 
random is interpreted in different ways, then the 

required probability can be shQwn to have different values. 
For example# considering chords that are parallel-to some 
given direction, the probability comes out to be 1 

2- 
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Alternatively, assuming the chords emanate from some fixed 

point on the circumference, then the probability is I. 
3 

There are many other possible interpretations of the 

phrase "chosen at random", and they lead to even more 

values of probability. 

Paradox 4 
A similar paradox to the one abovel and which has many 
variants in the litcratureg. was posed by von Kries(i886). 
A substance is known to have a specific density, oý 
between 1 and 3 The Principle of Insufficient Reason 
indicates that 

p(l<)P<2)= p(2<jo<3) = 12- 

However, the given data also implies that the specific 
1 

volume, lies between -y and the application of the 

principle leads to the probability assignment 

p(Z < /, < 1)-1 3-T 

Sincc 

-j- f-ji 

then the second application of the principle implies that 

PH < 17) = PO-f < 3) 

which plainly contradicts the first application. 

These paradoxes have a co=on aspect; 

cquiprobability is assumed for some continuously varying 

paramctcr. If the parameter is transformed then the 

probability distribution will not be invariant under 
this transformationg hence the apparent inconsistency. 

Jaynes has tackled these problems and discussion is 

postponed until Chapter 3. 
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Clearly, if the classical definition is to 

maintain any credibility, then a resolution of such 
paradoxes is necessary, or at least some modification of 
the definition is required. 

2.5 THE FREQUENTIST VIEW 

In the quasi-philosophic sense of Aristotle, this 
view held sway before the formalisation of the Classical 

viewpoint, and is based on Aristotlets observation that 
"the probable is that which usually happens". 
The incorrect use of the Principle of Insufficient Reason 
to produce bizarre and counterintuitive resultso coupled 

with the paradoxes previously mentioned, led to a 
fundamental reassessment of the foundations of probability 

and a formalisation of the frequency concept. 
The attack on the Classical view was led by Ellis (1863) 

and the mathematical framework of the Prequentist view 

was given by Venn (1866). One of the most committed 
frequentists is von Mises (1939). 

In its simplest form the frequentist view appeals 
to the layman's notion of "the long run". although the 

most incisive remark in this regard is duo to Keynes (ig2i) 

who said "in the long run ure shall all be dead". 

The definition runs thus: 

If the condition relating to some experiment is 

fulfilled n times, and the event E occurs nE timesq then 
the relative frequency of the event E is defined 

n 
2.2 

if-n is increased then the frequentist view of 
probability requires that the probability of occurren cc 

of E is defined by 

ri 
= [im (UE) 2.3 
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It is implicit that P is constant for all 

experiments. This statistical regularity and the 

associated convergence of rE is not strictly correct, for 

it is perfectly possible, though extremely unlikely, 
that the limiting value of rE differs substantially from 
P That this is so can be demonstrated by using 
Bernoullits Theorem. A more rigorous definition, 
incorporating this'reservation, is as follows (Maistrov 
(1974)): 

"If the probability of occurrence of an event 
in a sequence of independent trials is constant and 

equals P, then for any positive value & one can assert 

with probability as close to unity as desired that for a 

sufficiently large number of trials, n, the difference 
nE- P is less than e in'absolute value', where n is the 
iT E 
number of times E occurs in the n trials. 11 

P4 - Pl< S) >1-2.4 n 

once again probability concepts arc used to 

define probability itself, although the adoption of the 
Prequentist view as an alternative to the Classical view 
was intended to avoid this difficulty. Notwithstanding 
the circularity of the definition, von Mises (1939) 

thought that the criterion of independent trials needed 
a more rigorous foundation. To this end he proposed that 
the limiting value of rE should be calculated from any 
randomly distributed subset of of the collective (the 

whole set of results), thus excluding-tho possibility 
of operating a gambling system on the sequence. For 
instance, if a coin tossing mechanism generated the 

sequence 

HTHTHT ...... ...... HTHT 

then although the limiting value of ý=I as expected 2 
for a fair coin, the condition imposed by von Ifiscs is 
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breached, since it would be possible, knowing the result 
of the previous toss, to bet on the system and win. This 

attempt by von Mises to exclude such gambling systems 
imposes conditions on the definition that, to some authorso 
render it inconsistent and circular. The broad frequcntist 

definition does retain some appeal and is followed in most 
texts as the basis of statistics. 

The most significant drawback of the irequentist 

theory is its very limited range of applicability, 

particul. arly since it excludes the study of singular 

events. Admittedly, some frequentists will feel. quite 
justified in assigning the equiprobable distribution when 

confronted with a carefully manufactured-and apparently 
fair die. Von kises and others, however, regarded the 

assignment of any probability distribution without full*',. 

recourse to a series of tests as meaningless. 

In performing the necessary experiment to 
determind the probability distribution, the frcquentist 

must decide when the series of experiments is 

sufficiently completep since only a finite number of tests 

is possible. This inevitably involves some subjective 
assessment, A more serious difficulty ariscs in the case 
of singular propositionsp where no series of tests can be 

contemplated. Thus the statement "the probability that 
the pollption in London will reach a certain level by 1980 
is P" is utterly meaningless in the context of this theory, 
because no experJment is possible. 

It is apparent that viewing probability theory 

as the proper description of repeatable phenomena is of 
limited applicability. Unfortunately, its limits generally 
exclude the very situation in which an engineer would' 
find probability theory most useful. This unwillingness 
to assign probabilities unless extensive testing has been 

carried out often precludes the well-known Dayest Theorem, 

since it requires as input data a set of prior 
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probabilities and some conditional probabilities. 
The frcqucntist maintains that unless these prior 
probabilities can be interpreted on a frequency basisq 
then Bayes' Theorem is invalid. Once agaiýi, the 

circumstances in which this is so are rare, 

2.6 THE SUBJECTIVE VIEN 

The restrictive nature of the frcquentist theory 
has been emphasised and to counter this the gubjective 

view was developed by Ramsey (19309 de Finetti (1972) 

and Savage (1972), It was realised that decision-makers 

faced with situations involving uncertainty base their 

decisions on some concept of probability, disregarding 

the frequentist's assertion that no probabilistic 

statement is possible in the case of singular propositions. 
For instance, a soil mechanician faced with an unfamiliar 

and untested soil of known type will be able to give some 

probabilistic statement regarding its strength parameters. 
A more experienced soil mechanician might be expected to 

draw firmer conclusions. Moreover, if a. small number of 
tests were carried out, then both engineers would be 

expected to update their opinions, using their prior 
distribution as an input to Bayes' Theorem. Thus the 

subjective view allows the decision-maker the freedom to 

choose a distribution that reflects his degree of 

personal belief, although it is not mandatory for him to 

specify the 'correct' distribution, The central role 

Played by Dayest Theorem allows updating to be made on 
the receipt of any new information. Rationality does 

impose upon the dccision-malcor the need to specify a set 

of probability statements that are consistent with the 

calculus of probability theory. The most complete texts 

on subjective probability are those by Savage W72), 

who gives a rigorous exposition based on a number of 

postulates, and do Pinetti. (1972). A technique for 

eliciting an individualls probability assessments 
involves the use of artificial lottcricsp briefly 
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described below and more fully discussed in Chapter 4. 

Suppose that an individual wishes to discover his 

subjective probability that some proposition E is true. 
How would he act if he was faced with the decision 

problem (an artificial lottery) summarised by the 

decision tree in Figure 2.1? 

Figure 2.1 

zE occurs 

5 

10 

0 

-E E does not occur 32 = 
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The rewards of each possible eventuality are assumed to 

be utility measurest perhaps small sums of money subject 
to the same restrictions as in 1.4 and detailed in 

Chapter 4. The decision-maker is asked to choose between 

action al (the certain receipt of 5 units), 'or to-take the 

risky option C12 (receivelO units with probability p(E) 

or 0 units with probability P(-E) ). It is argued that 

if the decision-maker acts so as to maximise his expected 

utility then if 

C11 ý' C' 2 

then it may be concluded that 

5> p(E). (10) + P(-E). (O) 

but P(E) + P(-E) 1 

p (E) < 2 

Similarly if 

C1 2 -. < a1 

then 

p (E) > 2 

and if 

a, "' 132 

p (E) =1 2 

2.5 

2.6 

2.7 

If the decision-make'r acts in this artificial 

lottery such that Eq. 2.7 obtains then the unknown 

subjective probability is recovered. If Eq. 2.5 or 2.6 

resultsp then the reward for choosing a, is changed until 

the decision-maker is indifferent to C1, and C12 " and hencc 

a relation similar to Eq. 2.7 can be deduced. This process 
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is repeated for each unknown probability, and thus a full 

set of prior probabilities is produced. 

The practical problemsýinvolved in such a process 
should not be underestimated, not the least of which is 
guaranteeing that the numdrical values used as utilities 
are indeed correct utility measures. De Finetti W72) 

gives several other procedures for obtaining subjective 
probability measures. 

The major criticism of subjective probability is 
that two individuals possessing identical information are 
not required to arrive at identical probability . 
distributions. Apart from the ramifications that such a 

requirement would have in the domain of interpersonal 

utility measures, the practical difficulty in ensuring 
that two individuals arrive at the same distribution is 

obviously considerable. It is agreed by supporters of the 

subjective view that such agreement is unnecessary since a 
dccision-maker shouldp when maximising his expected 

utility, use probability statements that reflect his 

personal degree of belief. 

Despite this criticism, the subjective view 
offers considerable advantages over the frcquentist view; 
the range of decision problems that can be tackled is 

greatly extended. Furthert the use of Dayes' Theorem 
to account for new information is a considerable asset. 

Savage develops utility theory and probability 
theory as a unified subject specifically for decision-making 

under uncertainty. Although criticisms can be levelled at 
the theory because of its attempts to cope with singular 
events, subjective probability at least provides a way of 
tackling decision problems that the frcquentist theory 

cannot approach. It would be desirable though if personal 
bias could be eliminated, so that two individuals 

possessing the same information form idcntical 

probability distributions. 
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2.7 INVERSE PROBABILITY9 BAYESt THEOREM AND LAPLACEIS 
LAW OF SUCCESSION 

A much discussed and controversial procedure for 

making inferences from incomplete information is that of 
Inverse Probability. The technique stems from the 
inversion of Bernoulli's Theorem by Bayes and later by 
Laplace. It will be recalled that Bernoulli's Theorem 

estimates the frequency of occurrence of some event in a 
series of experiments when the probability is known and 
remains constant throughout. Bayes-(1763) in his famous 

paper seeks to estimate the probability of occurrence of 
some event from a knowledge of its frequency in some 
finite series of experiments. The advantages of such a 

procedure are obvious, especially if the series of 

experiments is incomplete in the sense required by the 

frequentist definition. 

The theorem commonly known as Dayes' Theorem 

does not explicitly occur in Bayest work, but is due to 

Laplace. It does derive, however, from the following 

statement by Bayes: 

"if there be two subsequent events, the 

probability of the second -h and the probability of N 
both together jPq and it being first discovered that 
the second event. has happencdt from hence I guess that 
the first has also happened, the probability I am in the 

right is P 
b 

More formally, if 

PON probability that propositioni 
is true givcn proposition h is true, 

ij the conjunction of proposition i and 
proposition j* 



then 
. 

p(i. jlh) = p(iih). p(jlh, l) 2.8 

This is extended by Laplace (1814) and designated Bayes' 
Thcorcm: 

p(ilh. j) = p(ilh). p(jlh. i) BAYES t THE ORMI 2.9 
PON 

In his essay, Dayes inverts Bernoulli's 
Theorem stating explicitly that he is assuming 
equiprobability for the prior probabilitiesp PUN in 

Eq. 2.9. Laplace extends Dayes' ideas, once again using 
the Principle of Insufficient Reason in the assignment of 
the prior probabilities. This leads to the famous (and. 

some would say infamous) Law of Succession. It has to be 

remembered that the validity of these two latter 

procedures rests on the assumption of a uniform prior 
probability distribution, and hence the Principle of 
Insufficient Reason, and secondly that all the conditions 
pertaining to Bernoulli trials must hold. Criticisms of 
Inverse Probability usually centre on these two points. 
Often the critic applics'tho technique to problems where 
these conditions are patently breached and then seeks to 
discredit the method when inconsistencies result. 
Occasionally Bayes and Laplace themselves are criticised 
for making unjustified assumptions; it is inferred that 
ihoy regarded equiprobability and Bernoulli trial 

conditions to be implicitly fulfilled. 

Dayest inversion of Bernoullits Theorem can be 

written as (Kcynes (19.01) after Pearson): 

"Let the chance of a given event, E, occurring 
be supposed to lie between X and x+ dx, then if on n=r+s 
trials the event has been observed to occur r times and 
fail S times, the probability that the true chance lies 
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between x and + dx is, on the equal distribution of our 
ignorance: 

xr. XRd x P(x < P(E) <x+ dx) =I 
xr. (1 - X)'. d)ý 

Laplace's Law of Succession is given by (Keynes 

"There are certain conditions such that we are 
ignorant a priori as to whether they do or do not lead to 
the occurrence of a particular event; on r out of r+ s 
occasionso howevero the event has occurred. 
(The probability that the event will occur on the next 
occasion) is: 

r+1 
r+s+ 

These two extensions of Bayes' Theorem depend 

completely on the equiprobability concept. Dayest Theorem 

requires some prior probability distribution; if this is 

not to be the equiprobable one, then which other 
distribution is admissible? 

The attack on the Classical school, and 
particularly Laplacep centred on such difficulties. 
The resurgent Frequentist school often held that the 

required prior probabilities were meaningless anyway. 
No method for assigning prior probabilities existed at 
this stage in the development of probability theory that 

could achieve the necessary consensus. This led 
Fisher (1938) to reject totally any notion of Inverse 
Probability, claiming it to be founded upon an error. 
It is ironic that his alternative inferential technique, 
Maximum Likelihood, has been shown by Jaynes (1958) to be 

merely Inverse Probability with a uniform prior 
probability distributionp even if the available evidence 
contradicts such an assumption. 

Several examples that purport to demonstrate the 

apparent inconsistencies in the use of Inverse Probability 
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are given below. 

Paradox 5 
One of the most celebrated applications of the Law of 
Succession involves finding the probability of the sun 
rising tomorrow given the past occurrence of 1,826,213 

sunrises. The result according to Laplacets Rule is 
1.826.214/1,826,215 

. Cox (1961) states that "the 

calculation ignores the fact that if one sunrise-failbd 
to occur as expected this would, on any credible 
hypothesis, change the probability of the one expected to 
follow it. " Cox, howeverv feels compelled to add as a 
footnote Laplace's own criticism of the result, "but this 

]lumber is, incomparably greater for him who, recognising 
: th the-tbtality of phenomena the principal regulator 
of days and seasons, sees that nothing in the present 
Inoment can arrest the cause of it. " (Cox (ig6i) , after 
a translation by Truscott and Emory) Further, Keynes 

quotes a. result due to Bobok (Keynes (1921)), who 
calculated on the same evidence that Laplace used for his 

calculation that the probability of the sun's rising 
every day for the next 4,000 years is approximately I. 

3 
This, Keynes concludesq is a-result less dear to our 
hearts. 

Paradox 6ý 
Suppose the solidification of hydrogen to have been once 
accomplished. According to the Law of Succession, the 
probability that it will occur again if the experiment is 
repeated is 1. The paradox is that this does not in any 3 
way represent the state of belief of the scientist. 
(Jaynes (1958)) 

ThescAwo paradoxes result from incorrect 

applications of the notions of Inverse Probability. The 

phenomenon of the sun's rising is in no way regarded as 
a random cvent with a fixed probability of occurrence. 
If the sunts behaviour were part of such a Bernoulli trial 

then the result previously held in such disrepute would 
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assume much greater significance. It is dangerous to 
disregard one's prior knowledge and invoke some principle 
by assuming conditions contrary to one's beliefs, and then 
criticise the results of the analysis on the basis of onets 
original knowledge. 

2.8 THE CALCULI OF INDUCTIVE REASONING OF JAYNES AND COX 

Of the three different views of probability 
discussed so far, it is apparent that the Frequentist view 
is very much restricted in application. The Classical 

View, associated with the notion of Inverse Probability, 

allows statements to be made on wider classes of problem, 
but is subject to much dispute. Finally, the Subjective 

view, whilst unrestricted in application, is open to 

personal bias. 

Any attempt to unify probability theory has 

generally met with opposition. Venn (1866) has written 

"If (the different views of probability) cannot 
be reduced to on6 harmonious scheme, if in fact they can 
at best be brought to nothing but a number of different 

schemes, each with its own body of laws and rules, then it 
is vain to ondeavour to force them into one science. " 

Whether or not Venn is correct it would surely 
be desirable if some theory of probability could be 
developed that enjoyed the scope of the subjective view, 
but devoid of any personal bias that the lattcr involves. 

Moreover, if the given information were such that a 
frequentist interpretation could be made then this too 

should be capable of incorporation into the mo(lel. 
Purther, updating should be permitted when relevant new 
knowledge becomes available. If this updating technique 

is to involve the use of Dayes' Theorem then some 

uncontroversial method of assigning prior probabilities 
must be found. The calculus of plausible reasoning 
developed by Cox and later extended by Jaynes is 

sufficiently general to fulfil the above criteria. 
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According to von Miscsp the theory of 
probability is "the exact science of mass phenomena. of 
repetitive events". (Jaynes (1958)). As has already 
been noted, this myopic view is inadequate for most 
purposesq and so the viewpoint adopted by Cox and Jaynes 
is identical to that of Laplace, and rc-iterated by 
Jeffreys, namely that probability is the calculus of, 
inductive reasoning. It will be recalled that the 

syllogisms required for deductive reasoning are of the 
type: 

If a is true, b is true. 
Cl is true,, 
b is true. 

However, the syllogisms that are more often 

encountered are of the form: 

If a is true# b is true. 
b is true. 
a'becomes more plausible. 

or 

if a is true, b becomes more plausible. 
b is true. 
Q becomes more plausible. 

These are the relations upon which inductive 

reasoning rests, and thus some degree of plausibility is 

required, tempered by experience. Cox (19ft) opens his 
discussion with the following comments: 

"A probable inference, in this essay as in 
, 

common usagct is one entitled to the evidence of partial 

assent. Everyone gives fuller assent to some such 
inforcnecs and thereby distinguishes degrees of 

probability. Hence it is natural to suppose that under 

some conditions, at lcastq probabilities arc measurable. " 
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As a basis for the theory Cox takes the 

following two axioms, which he argues are acceptable to 

all existing schools: 

AXIOM i 
The probability of an inference on given evidence 
determines the probability of its contradictory on the 

same evidence. 

AXIOM 2 

The probability on given evidence that both of two 
inferences are true is determined by their separate 
probabilities, one on the given evidence, and the other 
on this evidence with the additional assumption that the 

first is true. 

It should be noted that common to both axioms is 

the idea that probabilities are always based on some 

evidence; ie. they are always conditional. 

Thus if a represents some proposition and h 

some evidence, then P(alh) represents the probability of 
a being true given h is true. 

Cox's development of probability together with 
Jaynes' extensions are presented below. Essential to the 

exposition are the tools of Boolean logic, (see Cox (iqft)). 

2.9 THE IMPLICATIONS OF COXIS AXIO. MS 
2.9.1 COXIS 2ND AXIOM 

From &xiom 2 the following functional relation 

exists: 

F[p(ilh), p(jlh. i)] 2. io 

where FH represents some unknown function. 
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If some proposition a. b. c is considered, 
Boolean logic requires 

(ci. b). c a-b-c a. (b. c) 

Putting 

b 

c. d 

then Eq. 2.10 becomes 

p(b. c. dla) = Ffp(bla), p(c. dla. b)1 

=F[x. p (c. d Ici. b) 1 2.: 11 

whcre x= p(blci) 

Letting h=a. b 

i= 

j=d 

then Eq. 2.10 bccomes 

p(c. dla. b) = F[P(Cla. b), p(dia. b. c)] 

F[y, z 2.12 

where y= p(cla. b) 

p(dla. b. c) 

Substituting Eq. 2.12 into Eq. 2. il gives 

. 
P(b-c. dja) = F[X, F[y, zll 2.13 
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Similarly, if 

cl 

i=b. c 

j=d 

then substitution into Eq. 2.10 gives 

p(b. c. dla) F[ p(b. cla) ,z12.111 

Ctnd if h=a 

i= 

I 

then substitution into Eq. 2.10 gives 

p(b. cla) = F[X, y12.15 

Substituting Eq. 2.15 into Eq. 2.14 

p( b. c. dl a) F[ F[xy I, z 2.16 

Equating Eq. 2.0 and Eq. 2.16 produces the result 

F[ xFIY, Zll = FIF[X, yl, zl 2.17 
P 

Cox assumes that tile function F[-] is 
differentiable with respect to its arguments, which it 

must be recalled are probabilistic statements. With the 

aid of some functional analysis Cox shows that Eq. 2.17 

requires that the following relationship must hola; 

C. R[P(I. jlh)] = R(pHIh). R[p(jIhJ)1 2. iS 

where RH is an arbitrary function of a single 
variable, and G is a constant. 
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Since R[-1 is arbitrary, it can be given any 
convenient form. The most convenient choice is to make 
R[-1 identical to its argument. 

ic. 

Hence Eq. 2.18 becomes 

C. p(i. jlh) = p(ilh). p(jlh. i) 2.19 

Jaynes, in his slightly different approach, 
assumes C to be unity, but without proving that it is 
laccessarily so, Cox explicitly states that the value of 
C is arbitrary. The'application of Boolean logic to the 

arguments of the probability statements of Eq. 2.19 leads 
to a numerical value for the probability of a certain 
event. 

Putting i=j 

and noting that 

then Eq. W9 gives 

h) = p(il h).. p(i I h. 0 2.20 

Thus 

2.21 

The normal convention in probability theory is 
that 

PHIIIA =1 

but as mentioned previously, Cox asserts that C is 

arbitrary. However, this appears to be a small oversighto 
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Since the analysis below shows that C must indecd be unity, 
in accordance with the usual convention. 

Recalling Eq. 2.19 and putting 

i= 

r. s 

h=t 

then 

C. p(q. r. sit) = p(qlt) . p(r. sl t. q) 2.22 

Applying Eq. 2.19 to Eq. 2.22 again 

C. p(q. r. slt) = C. p(qlt). p(rlt. q). p(slt. q. r) 2.23 

A study of Eq. 2.19 shows that the constant C cannot be 

zero and thus may be cancelled from Eq. 2.23 to give 

p(q. r. slt) = p(ql t) p(r I t. q). p(s I t. q. r) 2.211 

Which must hold for arbitrary mcanings of q, r, s, t 
11owcver, if 

q. r. s 

then Eq. 2.21 and Eq. 2.24 yield 0 

C=C. C. C =C 

This ensures that C must be unity, and Jaynes' assumption 
is validated. Thus 

p(l. j I h) = p(i I h) . p(j I h. 0 2.25 

That the probability of a proposition, based on 



evidence which includes the proposition, is a constant 
for all such propositions agrees with commonsense since 
degrees of certainty are not distinguished. 

Putting C1V-C1 

and substituting into Eq. 2.25 then 

P((av-a). jlh) = P(CLv-Q1h). P(j1h. (av-a)) 2.26 

Since (av-a). j j 

and h. ((3v. ci) h 

then Eq. 2.25 becomes 

p(j1h) = p(av-a1h). P(j1h) 2.27 

Hence 

P(av-cilh) =12.28 

Thus the probability of the truism based on any 

non-contradictory evidence is also unity. 

2.9.2 COVS iST AXIOM 

The next part of Cox's discourse concerns Axiom i 

'Which can be written in functional form as 

P(-ilh) f[POW] 2.29 

where is some as yet unknown function. 

For consistency, if 

0 

then Eq. 2.. 129 becomes 
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p(--j I h) =fI p(-j I h) I=fM p(j I h)] I 

but 

j 
Which givcs 

p(jlh) =f[f [p(jlh)] 1 2.30 

A more stringent restriction is placed on the 
XUnction f [, I if in Eq. 2.29 the proposition i is replhced 
by, i vj 

f [p(ivjlh)] = p(-(ivj)lh) =- p(-!. -jlh) 2.31 

Using Eq. 2.25 which expresses Axiom 2 

Mathematically, and Eq. 2.29 which expresses Axiom i, then 

the r. h. s. of Eq. 2.31 becomes 

P(-L-jlh) P(-Ilh). P(-jlh.. i) 

f lp(i I h)] 
-f 

[P(j I h. -i)] 2.32 

Combining'Eq, 2.31 and Eq, 2.32 gives 

f1plilh. -Ol 
f[p(IvjIh)1 

2; 33' 
fIpHIh 

Applying the function f[*] to this relation 

P(jIh-0 f f[p(ivjlh)) 1 
2.31, 

f[ PH I h)] j 

However, from Eq 2.25 

(j I h. - 
.0 p(-i. j I h) p (-i. j lh) 2.35 

PP Ih) f lp(ilh)] 
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Therefore, substituting Eq. 2.34 into Eq. 2.35 

pH. j1h) = f[POW1.1 f[p(ivilh)] 1 
2.36 f[p(ilh)] j 

13Ut, from Eq. 2.25 

p(-i. jlh) = p(j. -ilh) = p(jlh). p(-ilh. j) 

Using Eq. 2.29 this becomes 

P( i. jlh) = p(jlh). f[p(ilh. j)] 

but 

p(i I h. j) p(ij I h) 
p(jlh) 

thcrcforc Eq. 2.36 bccomcs 

2.37 

p(-i. jlh) = p(jlh). f PO-ilh) 
[ 

p(jlh) 
2.38 

Equating Eq, 2.36 and Eq. 2-38 

p(j I h). f p0j I h) 
f [p(ilh)] 

.ff[ 
p(ivj I h)] 

2.39 
[ 

p(j I h) 
[ 

f[p(ilh)) 
I 

This expression must hold for arbitrary meanings of 

Lotting i=a. b I 

j= avb 

so that ij = (a. b). (avb) = cl. b 

and ivi = (a. b)v(avb) = clvb =i 

then Eq. 2.39 becomcs 
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p(j I h). f p(i I h) 
f[p(iih)]. f f[ p(ji h)] I[f 

[p( iI h)] 

IE'Utting fyp (i I h) 

Und z p(jlh) 

then 

Z. fz2.40 [!, Y-, I=Y. ,II 
Cox is able to show that the only twice 

differentiable function that satisfies Eq. 2.40 is such 
that 

r+ 
(f w), =i 

to. ( p(i 1 h» r+( p(-i 1 h» r=12. lii 

where r is an arbitrary constant. 

Taking r to be unity the normal convention 

-results: I 

P(ilh) + Pkilh) =1 2.112 

Noting that PH&A =1 then Eq. 2.42 requires 
that 

2.113 

This holds for any value mo in Eq. 2.42. For r<O, then 

Howeverv the normal convcntionj and Ilic one 
used heroin, is that impossibility is represcnted-by zero. 
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Cox,, whilst making the assumption of 
differentiabilty, does not explicitly assume that the 
Probability statements are single-valued. On the other 
hand, Jaynes' desiderata include such a provision. Jaynes' 
desiderata are summarised below. 

2.10 JAYNESI DESIDEIUTA 

DESIDERATUM I 
Jaynes proposes that some association of plausibility with 
: real, numbers is*rcquired for the operation of a calculus 
Of inductive reasoning - QUANTIFICATION. 

DESIDERATUM 2 
The second requirement is that plausibility is associated 
Uniquely with some real number and vice-versa. This 
implies SINGLE-VALUEDNESS. 

3DESIDERATUM 3 
An infinitesimal change in plausibility should produce only 
Rn infinitesimal change in probability. This gives a 

condition of CONTINUITY. 

DE, SIDERATUM 4 
The rules should agree with common sense and thus should be 
CONSISTENT. 

Those desiderata are considered by Jaynes (1958) 

as neccssary to determine uniquely the set of rules for 
Plausible reasoningg and lie shows, with the usual 
Conventions for certainty and impossibility, that the 
function P(-) that associates real numbers with 
plausibility must satisfy: 

p01 h) --4 1 0% -% 2. 

p(ilh) + P(-ilh) 2.115 

p(i. jlh) PH lh) 
. p(jl h. i) 2. lj6 
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Jaynes designates Eq. 2.46 as Rule Ip and using 
this and Eq. 2.45 he derives the expression 

p(ivjlh) = p(ilh) + p(jlh) - p(i. jlh) 2.47 

Which he calls Rule 2. : 

At this stage it should be noted that Rule 
(Eq. 2.46) is manifestly an equivalent form of Bayest 
Theorem since 

I 
p(i. jlh) = p(ilh). p(jlh. i) = p(jlh). P(iih. j) 

hence 

p(i I h. j) = 
p(i I h). p(j I h. i) 

BAYESI THEOREM 2.48 PON 

Cox and Jaynes regard the relation from which 
this derives as funda*mcntal to their theory, and to dispute 
it would violate Coxts eminently reasonable axioms or 
Jaynes' equivalent desidcrata. It is maintained that any 
attempt to do so would place the proponent of such an idea 
In an untenable position. For example, Jaynes demonstrates 
that any inferential technique that does not involve Dayes' 
Theorem, but uses some other criteria, is in discord with 
his desiderata, which it may be recalled included the 
desideratum of common sense. 

Once a starting point is given in the form of 
some prior probabilities, the tools that Jaynes has 
dcvclopcdt summarised by Rules i. and 2, arc sufficient 
to allow plausible reasoning to proceed, and updating to 
be made on the receipt of new information. However, no 
obvious initial probability assignment has 'been given so 
far, and the theory must be extended so as to provide once 

Jaynes re-examines the evidence that led 
Bernoulli and Laplace to the Principle of Insufficient 
Reason. Ile proceeds as follows (Jaynes (1958)): 
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Suppose there arc n mutually exclusive 
propositions (al, a2, (13, "... - Cn) and the given evidence 
is summarised by h. What is p(a 1V CI 2V CI 3 v.. va n 

IN? 

From the repeated use of Rule 2 it can be shoim 
that 

n 

P(alva2v.... Vanih) = 
Tp(ailh) 2.49 
i=1 

since p(ai. ailh) =0 

If the elements of the set A= (aj, C12' **'** Cl,, ) are also 

collectively exhaustive, then Rule i-gives 

n 
(a, 1h) 2.50 

The usual form of the Principle of Insufficient 

Reason suggests that if h does not favour any one of the ai 

more than any other, then this Justifies the assignment 

p(al IN =1 
. 
2.51 

Jaynes produces the-following argument to show 

why such a distribution is valid if the given evidence 
is of this precise form. 

Probability assignments, in Jaynes' view, 

represent an encoding of the plausibility based on-the 

current evidence h; they are not a precise and static 

property of a chance mechanism. Indeed, the theory is 

based on desiderata that seek to allow updating. -Further, 
the desidcrata also require consistency, so that if tile 

problem was tackled in a different way, but based on 

precisely the same evidcncev then an identical probability 

assignment should be obtained, 

Thus Jaynes poses the following two problemst 

and investigates the effect that this consistency 
requirement has on the probability assignments. 
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Problem I 

Find p(ailh) i=1,2, 
... n 

where ai is a member of the set A= (alsa2l 
**, * an) 

of mutually exclusive and collectively exhaustive 
propositions. 

Problem 2 
Pind p(bi I h) oi =1,2, ... n 

where bi is a member of the set B= (blob21 
-... 

bn) 

of mutually exclusive and collectively exhaustive 

propositions, and where 

bi za2 

Cli 

3,4, 

Of course, the labelling is purely arbitraryq 
but Jaynes demonstrates the profundity of such a 
transformation. 

Consistency can only be ensured if, as a result 

of the solution of the two problems, 

p(blih) = 0321h) 2.52 

p(b2lh) = p(a, lh) 2.53 

But if the evidence h is indifferent to C11 and Q2 
(and therefore between b, and b2) then the two problems 

would be identical; exactly the same is known about the 

set A as the set 13. The only difference is the letter 

used to define each set of propositions, and this is 

arbitrary. 

Thus the dcsideratum of consistency requires that 

p(ailh) = p(bilh) #i=1.2, ... n 2.51, 
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Substitution of Eq. 2.52 and Eq. 2.53 into 
Eq. 2.54 yields 

p(allh) = p(c12lh) 2.55 

The argument can be extended to show that if 
favours none of the propositions then 

p(ailh) = p(a k1h) 

and hence that 

2.56 

1,2, .... n 2,57 

This provides the step that allows the 
inferential procedure to beging if, and only if, the 
initial evidence favours none of the propositions. Jaynes 

states at length that such a situation does not always 
occur, and for the cases where the initial evidence favours 

some of the propositions some other technique is required. 

The objection held against the use of Inverse 
Probability, that no initial assignment is possibleg has 

clearly been refuted under certain special conditions. 
Although the Principle of Insufficient Reason is often 
in agreement with commonsense it previously lacked a 
logical foundation; Jaynes has provided one. 

It remains to determine the prior probability 
distribution when the evidence does favour some of the 

propositions. The essence of this work is connected 

with the pioneering efforts of Shannon in the field of 
Communication Theory and has largely been developed by 

Jaynes. The succeeding chapter describes and discusses 

these developments. 
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INFORMATION THEORY AND THE CONCEPT OF ENTROPY 

3.1 INFOIMTION THEORY 

In common usage the term information has come to 

be associated with meaning, but in the context of , 
Information Theory it is important to distinguish between 

the semantic and engineering aspects of communication. 
Information is a measure of what can be said or-transmitted, 

'Whereas meaning refers to what is said or transmitted. 

A simple illustration may serve to highlight this 

difference. I 

Suppose Messrs. X, Y, Z read and write only English. 

Mr. X has at his disposal a typewriter with an English 

keyboard consisting of 50 different characters (letters, 

numerals, punctuation marks ete. ). Mr. Y has a hieroglyphic 

keyboard consisting of iOO'different characters, none of 

Which bears the slightest resemblance to the English 

alphanumeric system. Mr. X and Mr. Y are to write 
independently to Mr. Z. The difference between information 

and meaning can be summarised thus: 

Mr. X can despatch a message on his 50-charactcr 

keyboard that has more meaning than Mr. Y's message from his 

100-character model. Butv Mr. Y can send more informiation 

With his 100-charactcr model than Mr. X can with his 
50-character machine. Of course, if Mr. Y could arrange 

some code with Mr. Z and if the linguistic ability of 
Messrs. X, Y was the same, then the messages sent by them to 
Mr. Z could have the same meaning, but Mr. Y would still be 

capable of transmitting more information. 

Thus, information is an engineering term and 
Information Theory concerns itsclft inter alia, with the 

practical matter of measuring the transmitterts degree of 

choice when selecting a message. Equally,, it relates to 

the receiver's uncertainty before receipt of the message. 
The terms transmitter and receiver mentioned herein do not 

refer solely to the apparatus of communicationt though the 
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-the role of Information Theory in their design has been of 
treat importance. - 

The descriptions of a few examples are given below 
'to demonstrate the salient features of the theory, and in 
I)articular to develop the essential entropy concept. 

f 

Consider initially a simple two-way or binary 
81fitch which can assume either an ON or OFF position. 
These two states could be coded (1,0) or alternatively 
(YESMO). The two states enable the device to transmit one 
Of two messages. For instancep may correspond to 
tThc Bible' and 0 to 'The Complete Works of Shakespearet. 
The semantic content of each message is, however, irrelevant 
to the capability of the device to transmit information. 

With one binary device the transmitter can send 
One of two possible messages; it could be said that he could 
Send one unit of binary information or one bit. The 
receiver, prior to transmission, is uncertain as to the 

state of the binary device (and lience the message) but his 

uncertainty or missing information will be eliminated on 
receipt of one bit of information. It is tacitly assumed 
that both the transmitter and receiver know which message 
is associated with which state via some coding arrangmont. 
The receiverts position can be viewed in another way; 
suppose he could ask the transmitter a question concerning 
the state of the device and receive either the answer YES 

or the answer NO. A single question woula be sufficient 
to ascertain the state of the device and thereby 

eliminate all the receiver's uncertainty. Thus one bit of 
information corresponds to a single question restricted to 

a YESINO reply. 

The argument can be extended so 
transmitter has n such binary devices whi 
conjunction. Each device is labelled and 
situation can be constructed by operating 
times I t, Ic ith operation corresponding to 
the context of the previous description. 

that the 

ch can be used in 

so an equivalent 
one device n 

-the ith device in 

It is clear from 
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'the foregoing that the receiver can eliminate his 
'Uncertainty prior to receipt of the message by asking just 
1) binary questions, so determining the state of each of tfie, 
r) devices and hence the message. Since each binary 
question enables the receiver to reduce his uncertainty by 
one bit of informationg then n questions allow him to reduce 
his uncertainty by n bits. Furthermoret after the n 
questions have been posed and answered, the receiver will 
have completely removed his initial uncertaintyv implying 
that n binary devices have an information capability of n 
bits. The idea that n binary devices can transmit n times 

as much information as one device is appealing to the 
intuition and the discussion above from the receiverts point 
Of view seems to reinforce this. It would be more 
conclusive, however, if the number of different messages 
that could be sent by n binary devices could be associated 

with the measure of information introduced above and 
expressed in bits. 

Figure 3.1. shows the total number of different 

states that can be assumed by combinations of binary devices 
for various values of n. Clearly, for n devices the 
transmitter can choose from 2n different states. If W is 
the total number of different states then the following 
relations exist: 

W2n 

10 92W =n3.2 

where n is measured in bits 

The connection between the number of bits and 
the number of states is thus demonstrated and augments-the 
descriptive justification presented earlier in terms of the 

number of questions that the receiver must ask to 

completely remove his uncertainty. The extension of these 

ideas to devices that can exist in m states proves easy. 
Each M-way device can be assumed to be capable of 
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Fie; ure 3.1 

Number of Listing of different possible states Total 
devices (state of ithdevice in ith position) 

0 2 

2 11 
10 4 
00 
01 

3 11 1 
110 
101 
100 8 Oil 
010 
001 
000 

n 2n 

transmitting one unit of M-type information. The receiver 

can ask questions capable Of M-valued replies. Once again, 
if n devices are used in conjunction and the total number 

of messages that can be sent is denoted by W then: 
I 

Mn 3-3 

Iog,,, W = 3.11 

iviicre n is mcasured in units of M-typc information, 

Per example, if M= 10 then the unit of 

information is thc decibel although there are no commonly 

accepted labels for most other values of M. 
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One is entitled to ask at this point if any 

relationship exists between a bit and a decibel. This can 
be answered as follows: let the transmitter possess a decimal 

device but restrict the receiver to asking questions of the 

binary type. If W denotes tho, number of states possible 
then: 

10 3.5 

k W23.6 

where k 3.322 

loglow 1 3.7 

1092W 3.322 3.8 

Thus one decibel equals 3.322 bits. From the 

receivcrts point of view the implication is clear; the 

number of bits a device can transmit is merely the minimum 

number of binary questions that he must asIc to guarantee 
determination of the state of that device, For a decimal 

device this number Is 3.322, or rounding up, 4 For 

examplet suppose the decimal device was in state 6 from. the 

set of possible states (1 2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10). The 

receiver could ask the following series of questions and be 

sure to identify the true state in not more than four 

questions. 

Ql. Is it in the range 1 through 5? 

Al. No. 

Q2. Is it in the range 6 through 8? 
A2. -Ycs. 

Q3. Is it 6 or 7? 
A3. Yes. 

Qii. is it 72 
A4. No. 
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After A4. the receiver knows with certainty that 
6 is the true state. Occasionally he may ascertain the 

correct state in less than four questions; had the true 

state been 8 instead of 6, then the answer to Q3 would have 
been NO and the state would have been determined in just 
three questions. Of course, the receiver could have 

started his interrogation procedure with Q1 as "Is it 6? 11. 
Howeverv such a procedure is unlikely to be always so 
effective! It is worth mentioning that the non-integral 

value of k means that it is. not possible in this example 
to divide the feasible range of alternatives into two 

cqually-sized sub-ranges-for inclusion in the next question, 

resulting sometimes in success at the next integer above 
the characteristic part of k and sometimes at the integer 

equal to the characteristic part of k. 

The connection between the different units of 
Anformation allows a common scale to be employed and 

conversion to be effected through a multiplicative constant. 
Denoting the number of units of information, or more 

CoMpactlyp the information, by I, then 

I=k. log,, W 3.9 

where natural (Naperian) logarithms' are used and 

any appropriate constant can be introduced. If k= 1, then 

the measure of information is the napicr. 

3.2 RESTRICTING THE TRANSMITTERIS FREEDOM OF CHOICE - 
THE ROLE OF PROBABILITY 

It was assumed in the foregoing discussion, 

though never explicitly stated, that the transmitter had 

complete freedom in choosing any message from the total sot 

of feasible states. This implies that every state was 

equally-likelY to be chosen, or more precisely, that every 

state was equiprobable, and moreover# that the receiver also 

regarded each state to have an equal probability of being 

transmitted. The notion of probability used herein follwis 
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the Jaynesian view introduced in Chapter 2. and so the 

equiprobability arises from an inability to distinguish 

between the different probabilities except by virtue of 
their labels. For the purposes of the illustrations given 

above the noti. on of equiprobability was innocuous enough, 
indeed the. Jaynesian vicif of probability would have precluded 

any other assumption. However, it. is necessary to examine 

situations in which it is known-that some states have a 

greater probability of occurring than others. 

Consider the transmission by teleprinter of the 

following English message: 

REQUEST YOU COME AT ONCE 

The teleprinter keyboard I is considered to consist of 26 

characters and a space making 27 characters in all, The 

message contains 24 characters and the message can be viewed 

in two ways: 
i. As a message resulting from the conjunctfon of 

24 labelled teleprinters of the 27-character 

type, producing one character each. 
2. As 24 characters to be rc'ecived serially from 

one 27-character teleprinter operated 24 times. 

Obviously both arc equivalent with respect to 

Information Theory and attention can be focussed on either 

one. In previous discussions of similar situations the 

first description has becn used. The secona description 

, will be used here as it proves more convenient and is more 

closely analogous to the physical situation. 

In the English language it is known that some 

letters occur more often than others, For instance, the 

icttcr e is known to be the most commonly occurring letter 

in the English language. Also, some combinations of letters 

arc more common than others; in tho English language, the 

pair of lcttcrs, or digram, th is known to be more common 

than the digrilm tZ. That is to say that if at were known 
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to have occurred then it would be more likely that the next 
letter was an h rather than aZ When a process is such 
that the probability of an event depends on the previous 

events then it is called a Markov Process or Markov Chain. 

Language is such a process. If the next event depends 

solely on the last event then it is called a first order 
Markov Chain. In general, if the next event depends on the 

previous n events then it is an n th_ 
order Markov Chain. 

In language the dependency is quite long. For example, in 

English, the sequence 'ONCE UPON AT is very likely 

to be followed by the string of three characters IME. 

The probabilities of the characters in English are shown in 

Figure 3.2 below. 

Figure 3.2 

Character Probability 
SPACE 0.1859 

A o. o642 
B 0.0127 C 0.0218 
D 0.0317 E 0-031 F 0.0208 G 0.0152 H ml167 

0.0575 
0.0008 K 0.00,19 L 0.0321 m 0.0198 N 0-05711 

0 o. o632 P 0.0152 
0. 0.0008 R 0.0484 
s 0.0511, 
T 0.0796 u 0.0228 
v 0.0083 
w 0-0175 
x 0-00: 0 
y m16li 
z 0.0005 

After Roza (1961) 
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Returning to the transmission of the message 

REQUEST YOU COME AT ONCE 

suppose the receiver is in receipt of the first three 

characters of the message which stands as R EQ, and he is 

waiting for the arrival of thd fourth character. 

Previouslyo each state has been regarded as equiprobable, 
but the present situation is in contrast to that state of 

affairs. The receiver knows that in English the letter Q 

is invariably followed by a U. ok-more precisely, the 

probability that the next letter is U given that the 

previous letters are REQ is very close to unity, and the 

probability that any other character occurs is almost zero. 

This strongly suggests that the receipt of the character U 

will not in any realistic sense convey one unit of 

27-tYPe information (or one talphabotabitt). The receiver 

will be almost certain that aU was about to follow, but if 

any doubt remained in his mind he could ask the binary 

question: 

"Is the next character a U211 

to confirm his belief, rather than immediately ask a 27-tYPC 

question. In the event that the reply was in the negative, 
then the receiver would need to ask a 26-type question to 
discover which of the other 26 characters followed the 
letter 0. Thus the receiver would need further to 

eliminate one unit of 26-type information (or one 
talphabitt). 

Figure 3.3 shows the rocciverts two options, 

either to ask a 27-type question or to ask a binary question 

and, depending on the result, ask a 26-type question. . 
Either procedure will eventually eliminate all the recoiverts 

uncertainty. 
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Figurc 3.3 

Choice Cýt 

3.296 napiers 
(one alphabetabit) 

0.693 napiers 
(one bit) 

pp 

P) 
0.693 + 3.258 napiers 

P) 
ask 26-type (one bit one alphabit) 

p probability next character is U 

Using the concept of expected value then the 

expecttd amount of missing information that must be 

ascertained (or uncertainty eliminated) for each choice of 

action is as follows: 

ACTION I 

3.296 napiers 10 

ACTION 2 

12 p. (0.693) + (1-P). (0.693 + 3.258) napiers 3-ft 

where p probability that the next eharactor is 

a U. 

These two choices have the same information 

potential when the following relation is satisfied: 

3.296 = P. (0.693) + (1 - P). (0.693 + 3.258) 3.12 
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ie. 0.201 3.13 

if p: ý0.201 then Action i involves asking a question with a 
lower information measure attached to it than Action 2. 
Similarly if p ý: 0.201 then Action 2 has the lower information 

measure. Thus if the receiver knows that P ý- 0.201 then he 

requires less information than the 3.296 napiers associated 
with-Action i and so opts for Action 2. Alternatively, if he 
knows that P *0.2019 then he realises his uncertainty is 

quite large and so chooses Action 1. 

However, there appears to be a basic flaw in this 

argument; it will be recalled that the information that an 

M -type device can transmit is one unit of M-type 

information or 109e M napiers when all states are 

equiprobable. It is suspected that if some states are more 

probable than others then the information potential is less, 

or from the receiver's point of view, the missing information 

is less. Thus in the example depicted in Figure 3.39 the 

values 3.296 9 3.258 and 0.693 have been used as measures 

of information in situations in which it is known that the 

states are not equiprobable. It seems likely that the 

required information measures should be lower than these 

values. Consider instead the situation that arises when 
the receiver believes that the probability of receiving the 

letter U to be 0.5 Suppose further that he believes the 

remaining 26 characters to be equiprobable, 

Thus 

P(A occurs) = 0.019 

P(B occurs) = 0.019 

P(U otcurs) = 0.5 

p(ZoCLrs) = 0.019 

Total = 1.0 
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If the receiver asks the question 

"Is the next character af ter REO aU 

then it is perfectly legitimate to associate with this 

question an information measure of one bit or 0.693 napiers. 

since the two possible replies to the question are deemed 

equiprobable. Of course there is a probability of 0.5 that 

the next character will not be aU and the receiver must 
then ask which of the remaining 26 characters is to follow. 

It is valid to ask a 26-type question since the 26 possible 

replies are considered equiprobable. Figure 3.4 shows the 

action tree for the above scheme. 

Figure 3.4 

0.693 napiers 

0.693 + 3.258 napiers 

I 

Thus to eliminate all uncertainty the receiver 

must expect to discover an amount I of missing information 

given bY 

I=0.5. (0.6931 + 0.5. (0.693 + 3.258) 

. 
*. I=2.322 napiers 3.15 

ask 26 -type 
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'Figure 3-5 shows the difference betwocn the two 

cases, the first when the occurrence of any character after 
REO is cquiprobable and the second when the probability of 

aU is. 0.5 and the remaining 26 characters are equiprobable. 
In the former case the receiver must eliminate 3.296 napiers 

and in the latter he must expect to eliminate 2.322 napiers. 

Figurc 3.5 

CASE i 

13 
ask 27-type 

3.296 napiers 

CASE 2 

0.693 

2.322 
napiers 

0.693 + 3.258 

t 

As suspected, the missing information in the 

incquiprobable case is less than in the equiprobable case. 

The procedure shown in Figure 3.11 works very well if the 

probabilities allow such an interpretation. If instead 

p(U occurs) z 0.9 , say, then the procedure is not so 

obvious since no questioning process springs easily to mind 

that can legitimately assume cquiprobability at each 

juncture. 
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However, regardless of the value of p(U occurs) 
it is clear that if the remaining 26 characters are 

considered equiprobable then the extra information required 

after the discovery that U does not occur is still given by 

1(26) = log,, 26 

1(26) 3.258 napiers 3.16 

where 1 (26) denotes the extra inf ormation 

required 

Thus if the amount of information necessary to 

discover whether or not U occurs is denoted by I(U)9 then 

using the concept of expected value, the total expected 

informationg I, required to discover precisely which 

character follows REO is given by 
I 

I= P-I(U) + (I - P). (M) + 1(26)) 3.17 

whbre P= probability that U occurs. 

Eq- 3-17 shows that there is a probability p 
that it will only be necessary to expend IM napiers and 
discover that U does in fact occur, and that there is a 
probability (1 - p) that it will be necessary to expend 
J(U) napiers,. find that U does not occur and have to expend 
a further 1(26) napiers. Recalling that IM = 0.693 

napiers or one bit when p(U occurs) = 0.5 , then it is 

anticipated that when p(U occurs) = 0.9 the value of J(U) 

will be less than 0.693. 

3.3 INTRODUCING WE ENTROPY FUNCTION 

The problem of finding the value of I(U) can be 

resolved as follo-k%rs. Consider a situation in which there 

are N equiprobablc alternatives. The information required 

to ascertain which alternative is true is given by 

I ýý 10geN 3- 18 
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However, if it is subsequently discovered that 

of the alternatives correspond to some event a and f2 of 
them correspond to some event b, such that 

fl '4' f2 =N 3-: 19 

then the measure of missing information, log, 'irould 

be an overestimate of the amount of information required to 
discover the occurrence of either a or b, which form two 

mutually exclusive and collectively exhaustive states. 
if a were true then the missing information would have been 

overestimated by 109ef, napiers, and if b were true the 

excess would be 109ef2 napiers. Since the probabilities 

of a and b occurring are given by 

p (a) = fl 
N 

3.20 
P(CI) = 

f2 

then the expected information, I 
I required to discover which 

of Cl or b is true is given by 

-fl. (Iog,, N N logefl + -f2 (109 N -'Iog,, f2 N* 0 
Jf. IogL, 11 

- 
! 2. oge -f2 NNNN 3.21 

That this is so can be demonstrated in an 

alternative vay. The receiver knows which of the N events 

are associated with the event a and which of them are 

associated with the event b. If he asked an N -type 
question but was only told that the event was one of the 
f, ' events associated with C1, then he would be able to 

eliminate completely his uncertainty and conclude that a 

Ims true. The transmitter has supplied an amount of 
information I, to which the receiver has added log, f, 

napiers, since lie knows that all the events contained in tho 

set f, are associated with. Cl .A priori, the receiver 

required logLN napicrs of information. 
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Thus 

I 
log,. N Ii + log, f, 3.22 

ii = log,, N- log,, f, 3.23 

Alternativelyl if the transmitter had reported 
that the state was one of the f2 states associated with b 

then the amount of information, 12, associated with this 

reply is given by 

log,, N - log, f2 3.24 2 

but since 

P(a) fi 
N 

3.25 
f pM2 N 

then the total expected information, required is 

11.1, 
+ 

! 2.12 3.26 
NN 

fi. loge--fl -f 
L2 2-loge 3.27 

NNNN 

which is idcntical to Eq. 3.21. 

It is now possible to return to the problem 
discussed in 3.2 concerning the transmission of the message: 

I 

REQUEST YOU COME AT ONCE 

Recalling that if the probability of aU occurring is 0.9 

then the problem encountered in 3.2 centrea on the 

information required to ascertain the occurrence or 

non-occurrence of UI ic. the value of I(U). The resolution 

of this difficulty is now apparent in the light of the 

preceding discussion. By associating ci with the occurrence 

of U, and b with 'the occurrence of any other character 

except U then 
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a 
-= 

b -U 

P(Q) = 0.9 

A 
N 

P(b) 0.1 

L2 0.1 

N 
Substitution of Eqs. 3.28 and 3.29 in Eq. 3.27 yields 

3.28 

3.29 

I=- 0-9-10geO-9 - 0-1-1090-1 3-30 

. *. I=0.325 3.31 

Of course, there is the proviso that the 

probabilities used can be expressed as rational fractionsp 

since the values of f, 
0 

f2, N are integral, The extension 
to the case of irrational values of the probabilities will 
be demonstrated later in a formal derivation. There is no 
loss of generality in extending the measure of missing ' 
information developed above to the case where there are n 
mutually exclusive and collectively exhaustive propositions 
A= (ajja21**- IC111 .... I Cn) * 

Denoting P(aj) = pi ,i=1,2 . ..... n. 3.32 

then the cxpocted missing information is 

n 
I=- Pi -loge Pi 3.33 

where validity is assumed even for irrational 

values of the probabilities. 

Eq. 3-33 represents the MTROPY function which 
forms a central part of this thesis, and to which the 
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preliminary part of this chapter has been directed. Eq. 3.33 

as it stands expresses the missing information in napiers. 
Multiplication by a constant allows any unit to be employed. 
From this point the missing information will be restyled as 
the ENTROPY, denoted by S, and by introducing a constant k 

then the expression for entropy becomes 

n 
k. TPi 

'loge Pi 3.31, 

i=1 

3.4 THE PIONEERING WORK OF SIUNNON 

The foregoing part of this chapter contains the 

synthesis of an expression for uncertainty or missing 

information. It has been called the ENTROPY and given by 

Eq. 3-34- It is intended to derive this expression more 

formally, and thereafter to investigate its properties. 

The original derivation of the entropy expression as a 

measure of uncertainty is due to Shannon (1948), although 

an equivalent expression in statistical mechanics has been 

known since the end of the 19th century and studied by 

Maxwell, Shannon's proof proceeds from a set of axioms, 

incorporating the fundamental properties. that any measure 

of uncertainty must possess. A close similarity will be 

seen between the approach of Cox and Jaynes in probability 

theory and that of Shannon in information theory presented 

briefly below. It is not coincidental, especially for 

Jaynesf part; he considers the entropy concept fundamental 

to the calculus of plausible reasoning. In duo'course 

jaynesf use of entropy in extending the theory of 

probability presented in Chapter 2 will also be given, but 

first Shannonfs entropy derivation is presented. 
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3.5 SHANNONIS ENTROPY 

Consider the set of n mutually exclusive and 

col 
, 
lectively exhaustive propositions (a, 

I C1 21(13 A ...... an) whose 

probabilities of occurrence are denoted (PI'P2'P3' 
--' Pn 

These probabilities are known but it is unknown which 

proposition is true. Shannon (1948) seeks a measure of 
"how much choice is involved in the selection of the event, 

or how uncertain we are of the outcome". 

Shannon requires such a measure to satisfy certain 
desiderata. Noting that 

(al, a2l -`, an) 

Pi = probability of Cli 

and denoting the measure of uncertainty by 

s= S(PI'P2 *i 

then Shannon requires that 

i. should be a continuous function of the probabilities p,. 

Je. a small change in the probabilities should not cause 
a drastic change in uncertainty. 

2. If all the probabilities arc equal (p, =I) then S 
n 

should be a monotonically increasing functio In 
of n. 

ic. this sets the scale ana requires the measure to 

reflect the common sense notion that for cqually-lilcely 

events there is more uncertainty when there arc more 

events. 

If a choice can be decomposed into t1io succcsBivc choices, 
the original value Of S should be the weighted sum of 
the component entropies. 
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ic. for the two equivalent schemes shown in Figure 3.6 
then the following relation must hold. 

S(!,.! 236 
S(1,1) . 22 

!. 
2 S(. Z 

a 
1) 

333.35 

Figure 3.6 

(a) 

rl 

-j 

(b) 

Q2 

a1 

Q2 

a3 

Shannon proceeds as follows: 

Let S(-!.! ...... 
J-) =H (N) NN N 

if N= Sm 3.36 

iihere S, M are positive integers 

then the situation can be decomposed into a series of M 

choices from S oqually-likely possibilities and desideratum. 

requires that 

H V) M. H (S) 3.37 

Similarly 

H(tn) = n. H(t) 3.38 

where t, n 'are any other pair of positive 
integers. 
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The value of n can be chosen arbitrarily large and 
a value of M found to satisfy the inequality 

Sm <tn -- Sm+l 

Taking logarithms and dividing through by n. log,, s gives 

M log, t 
< M+ 

n log, Snn 

109c t<C n too's 3.39 

where C is arbitrarily small. 

From the pqstulated monotonicity property of H(N) 
then 

H(s'n) * H(tn) "':: 

m. H(s) .< n-H(t) (m+l). H(s) 3.110 

Dividing Eq. 3.40 through by n-H(s) givcs 

. 94! H s) 

M H(t) I< 

.. 

In 
TH FýST 

Combining Eqs. 3.39 and 3.41 yields 

. 
Lt-t) - I'% t -5 2C 
H (s) (00g, S 

NO 
loat k 

where k is somo constant 

3.41 

H(t) kloget 
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The condition that the entropy expression be a 

monotonically increasing function of the number of 

alternatives (desideratum 2) requires that 

1v>. F' - 

Suppose that the uneertainty results from a total 

of n propositions, A= (al., 02., ...... jan) whose probabilities 

are given by 

p(a j) 
N 1,2 ...... n 3.113 N 

where the Ni are integral and 

ZNI =N 
i 

Desideratum, 3 allows this situation to be considered in two 

equivalent forms as depicted in Figure 3.7. 

Figurc 3.7 

(ci) 

1 

2 
C11 

NJ 

cli 

Cin 

IN 

(b) 

pi = P(ad 

Cli 

I 

ai 

an 
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Consequently, the following statement must hold: 

n 
k. log, N S(PI 

IP21 ... **-*Pn) +k -Tpj*109,, 
Nj 3-44 

Rearrangement of Eq. 3.44 with Eq. -3-43 yields 

n 
S(P1'P2 

. ...... Pn) k. TPj Jog, Pi 3-45 

Equation 3.43 restricts the probabilities to rational 
fractions. For probabilities that cannot be so defined 
the entropy expression, Eq. 3.45, must still be valid, 

since such probabilities can always be approximated by 

rational fractions to any required degree of accuracy and 
the continuity desideratum invoked to validate the entropy 

expression for any feasible set of probabilities. 

3.6 EXTENSIONS OF THE ENTROPY MEASURE 

The previous discussions of entropy have been 
based on a system of mutually exclusive. and collectively 
exhaustive propositions. It is now proposed to examine 
systems of propositions in which the exclusive property is 

relaxed and to examine how the knowledge of one system of 
propositions affects the entropy of a dependent system. 

3.7 CONDITIONAL ENTROPY 

ýupposc that there arc two sets of propositions, 
both composed of mutually exclusive and collectively 

exhaustive states. 

(a, a2....... CIM) 

(bl, b2l ...... bn) 

Associated with each proposition is a probability. it is 

required to determine the entropy of the conjunction of tIIc 

sets A and B. The joint occurrence of Cli and bj is 

denoted cli. bj and has the probability P(Cli-bj) . The set of 

all such conjunctions is denoted A. B and the entropy 
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associatcd with this sct is 9 sctting k for convcnience 

mn 
S(A. B) -TTp(aj. bj). Iog, P(apb) 3.46 

i=lj=l 
Rccalling from Eq. 2.25 that 

p(ai. bj) = p(ailbj). p(bj) = p(bjlai). p(ai) 3.117 

and substituting into Eq. 3.46 then 

S(A. B) -Tjp(aj-b). (og,, p(ajlb ). p(b 
j 

-TTP(ai. bj). [ log, p(a, lb, ) + log,, p(b, )] 

ij 

-Zjp(aj. bj). Ioq,, p(b) -ZZp(aj. b). Ioq, ii, p(a, lb 

S (A. B) SO ZTp(ai. b i ). log,, p(ailb 3.118 
Ij 

where S(B) is the entropy associated solely with 
the set B. The last term in Eq. 3.48 is defined as follows 

mn 
SB(A) TEP(Cli. bj). loge p(ailbj) 3- 49 

j=1 
lihere SR(A) the conditional entropy of set A 

on the set B 

Altcrnativcly 

n 
SB(A) p(bj). S(Alb, ) 

. 
3-'50 

j=j 
where S(Albj) the entropy of set A given 

that bj is true. 

Thus S (A. B) =S (B) +S3 (A) 3.51 

Similarly it can be shown that 
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S(A. B) = S(A) + SAM 

If A and B are independent such that 

p(ailbj) = p(a) 

and p(b i lai) P(b j) 

then S, 3(A) S(A) 

and SAt'3) ý SýE3) 

so that Eq- 3.46 simply becomes 

S(A. B) = S(A) + S(B) 

3.52 

3.53 

It might be anticipated that knowledge of A, say, 

would on average reduce the uncertainty of B and could 

never decrease it. Of course, if A and B are independent, 
then knowledge of A would in no way affect the uncertainty 
of B. In terms of the entropy expressions abovothis would 
imply that 

S(A. B) --' S(A) +S (B) 3.54 

This requires that 

S(A) SB (A) -. 

": S (B) and SA (B) '. 
F 

These relations can be proved by the use of the inequality 

(Hardy, Littlewood. and Polya (1934)) 

f( Xk "Xk) Nk 
*f 

(Xk) 

k 

where f(X) is any convcx function ana 

X, >0 T-2 k 
k 
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Putting f(x) = x. log" x 

xk= p(b k) 

Xk ': p(ailbk) 

then Eq. 3.55 becomes 

Tp(b'k)'P(ai lbk). log, p(ciilbk) 
k 

Lp(bk)'P(Clilb 
k) -I oq, 

2: p(bk'*P(ai lb k) 
kk 

Tpf b k). p(ailbk) *loge p(ailbk) p(aj). Ioý6 p(al) 
k 

Summing both sides over i then 

T-T 
. 56 Zp(b JP(Cl lb Mog p(a lb p(a, ). Ioge 3 ikik P(cl j) 

ik 

Substituting Eqs. '3.49 and 3.45 into Eq,, 3.56 gives 

S(A) S, 3(A) 3.57 

and so the assertion is proved. 

ic. S(A. B) '-"- S(A) + S(B) 3.58 

This-property obviously reflects the common sense 
notion that knowledge of one set of propositions cannotg 
on averageg increase the uncertainty of another set of 
propositions. That is to say, any experiment, 

corresponding say to B, that is performed to facilitate 

the determination of the true state in the set A, can 

always be expected to be useful. The extent to which the 

experiment is useful obviously varies. The worst case Ivill 
involve an experiment which is irrelevant, so that no 
information will be gained and all that Ifill be lost will 
be the real cost of porfonning the experiment. The 

effectiveness of an experimental program can be measured 
by the conditional entropy and, this technique will be 
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briefly described later. 

3.8 THE ENTROPY OF A SET OF COLLECTIVELY EXHAUSTIVE EVENTS 

Consider the situation depicted in Figure 3.8. 

Figure 3.8 

Xi 

:: 

X3 

D 
(XIIX2, X3) 

X2 

P(Xj 
N, 
N 

P(X 
N2 

2N 

P(X 
N3 

3N 

N, + N2 +N3=N 

NI, N2, N3, N are positive integers 

The three propositions of the set X are mutuany 

exclusive and collectively exhaustive. The entropy 

associated with this situation is given by 

SM N1.10 ý2. jog ý2 
- 

5.1og 5 
3.59 ge 

ýNNNeN 
N NJ -e 

In contrast consider the situation depicted in 

rigure 3.9 
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Figure 3.9 

#1 - 
ul U2 

C: 
n 

(ala2) 

P(al 
N, 
N 

p (a !2 
2N 

P(ai*a2) N 
ý3 

N, , N2. N3, N have the same values as 
in Figure 3.8. 

What is the entropy S(A) in this case? It should 
be noted that the required entropy measure should not 
include the information necessary to determine whether the 

conjunction Cli*a2 is true but merely to ascertain if either 

of the propositions ai or C12 i's true. 

It will be demonstratea shortly that the entropy 

is not given by t 

S(A) ýJ. Io ge ý41 
- 

ý2.10 ge ý2 3.60 
NNN"N 

The falsity of this expression might be expectcdq since 

there is the intuitive feeling that where the conjunction 

QI *C' 2 is true some uncertainty has been doubly accounted 

for. The situation depicted in Figure 3.8 has associated 

With it the entropy S(X) given by Eq. 3.59 and represents 

t1le amount of Information required to determine precisely 

which of Y1 , X2, X3 occurs. The required ctitropy 
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associated with Figure 3.9 is characterised by a lack of 
such exactness. The states of Figure 3.8 correspond to 
those of Figure 3.9 in the following manner: 

Xi = av -cl 2 

X2 = C11 'C'2 

X3 = C'2* -Cll 

However, in Figure 3.9 if Cl, is true, it is 

unnecessary to discover whether Cll, -C'2 is true or Cll. C'2 is 

true. This imprecision has associated with it the entropy 

given. by 

. S(a,,. oa2, al. a Ia, ) = -, 
(Nj -N 3). [ 0 ge 

(Nj-N3) - N3109eý-3 
3.61 2 N, NI N, 

of courset this imprecision will only be encountered with 
the probability 

p(a1) N 
3.62 

Similarly, if a2 is true then the entropy of the 
imprecision and its probability of occurrence are given by 

(N2-N ) (N2-N3) -NN S(a,. "cil, a,. a 21 a2 -3,10 g" Dloge--a 3.63 N2 N2 N2' N2 

P(c2) ý : 
"2 3.611 N 

Thus the entropy S(A) is the entropy S(X) less 
tile expected imprecision that exists between the two cases. 

ie. S(A) = S(X) - P(al)'S(C'l'-('2, Ql*C'2'Ql) 

- P(a2)'S(a2-"C'l'al'a2'a2)' 3*65 

Substitution of Eqs. 3.61y 3.62,3.63,3.64 into Eq. 3.65 

yields the result 

S(A) ýJ. (OgL, 5 
- 

! 2. log 
e 

N2 + ý3.10 go ýLl 3.6G NNNNNN 
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The result can be extended to the general case 
to give (Cox (ig6i)): 

n 

_ý(ajlh). 
Iog, P(ailh) SkIl, C12 . ...... . G, lh) = -T 

+ p(ai. ajlh). Iog, p(ai. ajlh) 
i j>i 

f 
-loge p(cil*a2'*, -ci,, Ih) 3.67 

This general expression for entropy has been a 
natural extension of the simplistic notions of uncertainty 
developed in the early part of this chapter although it 

cannot be expected to lend itself to such. easy 
interpretation as its antecedents. For instancep if one of 
the propositions in Eq. 3.67 is certain then the value of 
entropy vanishes to zero, yet a great deal of uncertainty 
may still exist between the remaining propositions. 

A fuller discussion of these aspects and related 
topics can be found In the work of Cox (1961). Sufficicnt 
development of the entropy concept has been made herein to 

enable discussion of Jaynes' use of these ideas in the 

calculus of inductive reasoning and henco decision-making. 
The importance of the entropy concept in Jaynes? work is 
fundamental and allows the extension of the assignment 
of prior probabilities to proceed beyond Laplace's 
Principle of Insufficient Reason. It will be recalled from 
Chapter 2 that Jaynes justified the use of Laplacels 

principle under special circumstances, arguing that any 
other assignment would be logically inconsistent. There is 
full admission that these special conditions do not 
universally apply; the entropy concept provides the logical 
tool to cope with the more general case. 
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3.9 THE PRINCIPLE OF MAXIMUM ENTROPY - THE JAYNESt FORMALISM 

The work of Cox and Jaynes, discussed in Chapter 2 

of this thesis, provided an alternative view of probability 
very much in the Baycsian tradition of allowing the updating 

of probability assignments to be made as now information , 

comes to hand. The updating process is achieved via Dayest 

Theorem which requires a set of prior probabilities. It will 
be recalled from Chapter 2 that Jaynes outlined the 

conditions necessary for the application of the Principle of 
Insufficient Reason. Jaynes seeks some criterion for making 

probability assignments when these special restrictions are 
breached. Howeverv unlike the subjectivist school of 

probabilityv Jaynes requires that individuals possessing the 

same information to assign the same prior distribution, and 
that the personal bias allowed by Savage ct al must be 

eliminated. 

The problem facing probabilists is typef ied by 

the following example in which the given information is 

insufficient to determine the. probabiLity distribution 

uniquely. Consequently there exist an infinity of 

admissible solutions. 

A random variable can assume one of five possible 

values from the set X= (XlX2, X3jX4, X5) where 

Xi 1,2 

The probability of occurrence of each state is 

unknown but the numerical value of the mean, /, 9 is known 

and is given by 

4 

whero Pi. xi 

and pi = probability Xi is true, 
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The given information, denotea h, can be 

summarisea by 

ýpi 

F-RI-xi 

i 
Pi 

The system of constraints is insufficient to 

determine precisely the values of the five unknown 

probabilities. A selection of the infinite number of 

feasible solutions is shown in Figure 3-10- 

3.68 

Probability is regarded herein as merely an 

encoding of partial knowledge, which in this case is 

summariscd by h. To the frcquentist the knowledge h is 

a manifestation of some unique but unknown probability 
distribution; there is the dilemma that the given 
information h is useless unless some experiment can be 

performed. to ascertain this unique distribution. In 

practiect he would hypothcsisc on tile correct distribution 

and test his experimental results against his hypo 
* 
thesis. 

Taken in isolationp the information h, though clearly 

presenting some detailed and testable information, is of 

no value to the frequentist unless some experiment can be 

performed. To Jaynest the notion of finding the fcorrect' 

distribution is an unfortunate distraction; lie needs only 

to summarise his partial information h in some probability 

distribution. The correctness of the distribution reflects 

itself only against the criterion which Jaynes seeks. The 

term 'correct' seems to imply 'once and for all', that the 

solution is static and resistant to change. Clearly, this 

is a contradiction of the Dayesian viewpoint. 

Consider then some of the feasible distributions 

portrayed in Pigure 3-10@ Also entered in the figure is 

the entropy measure of each distribution,, which gives a 

measure of the uncertainty or missing information of a 

particular distribution. 
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Figure 3.10 
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Comparison of the different distributions reveals 
much variation in the entropy parameters. By 'choosing 

a particular distribution the information supplied by the 

given data h has been supplemented by some extra 
information; the entropy value shows how much missing 
information still exists. 

For examplep distribution I in the'figure has an 
entropy value of zero, implying that no uncertainty exists., 
In contrast distribution 8 has an entropy value of 1.2939 

napiersq which indicates that much uncertainty would remain 
if this distribution was chosen to represent the partial 
knowledge. Since the information provided by h is fixed, 

it is apparent that the different distributions shown in 

Figure 3.10 can only be obtained by supplying varying 

amounts of extra information. Furthermore, since h 

represents all the given information then any extra 
information required to produce a particular distribution 

must have been mistakenly assumed. That is to say, 
information has been assumed that is clearly unwarranted by 

the given data. For instance, distribution I sets all but 

one of the probabilities to zero, yet nothing in h says 
that four outcomes are impossible and one is certain. 

No amount'of use of Bayes' Theoreiu will ever change that 

probability statement. Of course, such an assignment would 

greatly simplify decision analysis, but it would be careless 

not to give credence to possibilities unless the given data 

specified their non-occurrence. 

The minimally-biased probability distribution 

will be that having the maximum amount of missing 
information consistent with the given data. This is Jaynest 

principle of maximum entropy, which produces the sought- 

after criterion when the indifference principle is invalid. 

r-or the present example the principle Of maximum entropy 
leads to the following non-linear program: 
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5 
Max S Lpi tog,, Pi 

subjeet to 

pi 

i=l 

Pi-xi 4 
i=l 
Pi 0 

Xi 

3.69 

The constant usually associated with the entropy 

expression has been set to unity for convenience in this 

program. The entropy program only assigns zero probability 

to a proposition when the given data specifically renders 

impossible that propositionts occurrence. Essentially. the 

program tends to make the probability distribution as flat 

as possible, The solution to the program is in fact the 

ninth distribution of Figure 3.10. 

The extension of the Jaynest formalism of 

maximum entropy to the general case is quite 

straightforward. Consider the following system of equality 

constraints: 

1 

ýPj-gj(xj) 91 

Y-P 
i- gj (x 

j) 9i 

T, pi. gm(xi) gm 
I 

1,2 pi 
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The minimally-biased probability distribution 
based on the information provided by the above system of 
constraints is found by solving the following program: 

n 
Max S= -Epi-logepi 

subject to 

n F-P 
i 

i=l 

Tý i- gi Nd= gi 

Týi. gi(xd 

Epi 
- gm(xi) gm 

>. P0 ii1.2 n 

3.70 

Lagrange's method of undetermined multipliers 
(Tribus (1969)) can be used to furnish an analytical 

solution to the above program. The solutions so obtained 

are often difficult to translate into numerical results and 

computational algorithms are usually relied upon. The 

analysis does however reveal some useful properties. 

The special case of equality constraints discussed here is 

not essential to the application of the maximum entropy 

mothodv although Lagrangets method itself is inapplicable 

in the case of inequality constraints. For the program 

of Eq. 3.70 Lagrangets method leads to the solutions: 
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pi = exp[-Xo - 491(Xi) - ý2-92(Xd 
..... 

- Xj. gj(xj) - N,. g,,, (x j) I, i=1,2 n 3-7: 1 

T-P 3.72 

T-Pi. 91(xi) = 9, 

i 

T-P 
i. gj(xi) 9j 3.73 

-g M(x 
d 9M 

where No is the Lagrangian multiplier associated 
with the normality constraint. 

Xj is'the Lagrangian multiplier associated 
with the j th 

constraint 
I 

This forms a system of m +n independent'equations 

-j, jith m+n unknowns. Substitution of Eq. 3.71 into the 

the expression for entropy yields 

ýO + 491 + ý2-92 
..... +ý j-9j .... + xm-9m 3.74 

if Eqs. 3.71 are substituted into Eq. 3.72 then it can be 

shown that 

No log,. Texp[-TXj. gj(xi) 
ii 

or 

Xo :; 10ge Z 

vhcre Z exp[ - T7%j. gj(xi) 

is called the partition function. 

3.75 ' 
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It is easily shown that 

axo gj 1,2 ...... m 3.77 
axj 
These analytical results have close physical 

analogues in the field of statistical mechanics and have 
been known since the work of Maxwell and Gibbs. Jaynes 

asserts that the formalism provides a new way of 
approaching the problems of statistical mechanics and that 
the information theory approach is even more fundamental 

than the Second Law of Thermodynamics. Indeed, this was 

alluded to by Szilard (1929), but it was not until the work 

of Shannon and Jaynes' subsequent recognition of its 

validity in apparently unrelated spheres that the formalism 

assumed such importance. 

3.10 THE HISTORICAL. DEVELOPýIENT OF THE LINK BETWEEN 

INFORMATION THEORY AND THERMODYNAMICS 

The concept, of entropy originated in Clausiust 

work early in the development of thermodynamics and inspired 

Maxwell, Boltzmannp Planck and Gibbs to study probabilistic 

molecular behaviour. A product of this era is the famous 

Boltzmann-Planck formula: 

k. log,, W 

where S= entropy of the system. 

=Boltzmann's constant. 

thermodynamic probability. 
(number of elementary complexions) 

One of the first indications that thermodynamic 

entropy had a connection with information came ivith a paper 

by Szilard (1929). The subject of this papcr, %, ias "Maxwell-ts 

Demon". 
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In 1871 Max-well postulated the existence of a 
demon 

"whose faculties are so sharpened that he can 
follow every molecule in his course, and would be able to 

do what is impossible to us... Let us suppose a vessel is 

divided into two portions, A and B9 by a division in which 
there is a small hole, and that a being who can see the 
individual molecules opens and closes this hole, so as to 

allow only the swifter molecules to pass from A to 13 and 

only the slower ones to pass from B to A. He willq thus, 

without expenditure of work, raise the temperature of B 

and lower that of A, in contradiction to the second law of 
thermodynamics. " (Maxwell (1871)) 

The non-existence of such a demon was formally 

considered by many physicists (Brillouin (1956)), but the 

demonts exorcism was probably first achieved by Szilard. 

Ile postulated a relationship between the entropy of a 

system of particles and the information available; the demon 

must act upon information about the state of the system and 

in obtaining such information the demon increases the 

entropy Of the system. Brillouin gives an extensive account 

of the exorcism of k1am,; ell's demon and shows that the demon 

cannot in fact violate the second law. 

However, it is to Jaynes that the credit must 

accrue for undertaking a fundamental review of statistical 

mechanics and probability theory. Inspired by Shannonts 

information theory and aided by Coxts algebra of probable 

inferencep probability theory is reformulated as described 

in Chapter 2 and the preceding part of this chapter. 

The maximum entropy principle emerges as the' 

primitiVC concept in the. algebra of inductive reasoning. 

It is used by Jaynes to re-derive and re-interpret well- 
known results in statistical mechanics. The new formalism 

does not require any of the disputed assumptions 
, 
formerly 

necessary to ensure validity of the results and so 
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statistical mechanics is transformed from a physical theory 
to a form of, statistical inference. The principle of 
maximum entropy assumes a role more fundamental than the 
Second Law of Thermodynamics itself which can now be 

regarded as the combination of certain physical properties 
together with the general inductive technique of the 

maximum entropy principle. In this regard, Jaynes (1957a) 

has written: 

"It is concluded that statistical mechanics need 

not be regarded as a physical theory dependent for its 

validity on the truth of additional assumptions not 

contained in the laws of mechanics (such as ergodicity, 

metric transitivityp equal a priori probabilities etc. ). 

Furthermorev it is possible to maintain a sharp distinction 

between its physical and statistical aspects. The former 

consists of only the correct enumeration of the states of a 

system and their properties; - the latter is a straightforward 

example of statistical inference. " 

It would be unusual indeed if a new theory were 

iiistantly to achieve total consensus, and naturally there 

have been disagreements with the Jaynes' formalism. 

For examplet Clough (1964) comments on the difference 

between Kolmogrovts and Jaynes' definitions of probability, 

and concurs with Goodts view that the maximum entropy 

assignment is just another hypothesis to be tested against 

experimental data (Good (1965)). It must be re-iterated 
. that Jaynes seeks to make probability assignments in 

situations where such experiments are infeasible. 

3. il ROWLINSONtS CRITICJýýJS 

The claim that Information Theory can be used 

as a foundation for statistical'mechanics has been denied 

by nowlinson (1970). Essentially he questions the inverse 

procedure of maximising entropy. 'It is ironic that the 

inverse use of Bayest Theorem struck the first discordant 

note among the frequentist, school, and the latest - 

criticisms also centre on an inverse procedure. Rowlinson 
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quotes Ellis, one of the early critics of the Bayes/Laplace 

school, "Ex nihilo nihil" - mere ignorance is no ground for 

any inference whatever. There is direct criticism of 
Jaynes' assertion that the concept of ensembles in 

statistical mechanics is unnecessary, Jaynes has justified 

this elsewhere (Jaynes (1967)). and no discussion appears 

here. Howeverv some of Rowlinson's conclusions and their 

variance with the Jaynes' formalism are deserving of 

comment. In particular he considers the following problem, 

originally posed by Jaynes (1958). 

A man has been playing a game of chance in which 

the score for each turn can be any integer 1 through 6. 

If he says that his average score is 4., 5, then what can be 

said of the probability of each outcome? The Jaynes' 

formalism produces the program: 

6 

max S LPI-10ge Pi 

subject to 

T-P 

i 
Lpi i 4.5 

i 
pi >- ý01,2 ...., 6 

3.78 

Rowlinson discusses initially a game of chance 

involving random sampling from an urn containing black and 

white balls. The problem is devised so as to agree with 

the constraint set imposed by Jaynes above and leads to the 

skewed-binomial distribution. Comparison of this 

distribution with that found from the program above shows 

marked differences in the probabilities. As Rowlinson. ( 

roints out, those who favour the maximwn entropy approach 

would say that the model resulting in the skeived-binomial 

distribution assumed more information than is warranted by 

the given data and is therefore undesirably biased. The 

skewed-binomial distribution and the maximum entropy 

distribution are shown by Rowlinson to be special cases of 
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a higher order problem. This consists of a number of 
different urns containing differing proportions of black 

and white balls. The game then involves random selection 
of an urn and then sampling proceeds as before. 

However, the problem that Jaynes posedt and to 

which Rowlinson returns, is later described as the throwing 

of a loaded die. Rowlinson asks how this affects the 

argument. He indicates that the skewed-binomial 
distribution is unlikely to be entertained, but equally 
he rejects the maximum entropy distribution. To justify 

this opinion he compares some experimental results 

obtained by Wolf (1883), in which the mean score resulting 
from 20tOOO throws of a die was. 3.5983, with a maximum 

entropy estimate with the same mean. Both distributions 

appear in Pigure 3.11. Rowlinson remarks on the disparity 

between them and concludes that the entropy estimate has 

ignored the physics of the problem. This criticism is 

hardly fair since there is no reason why any relevant 

knowledge cannot be included in the constraint set. The 

bare knowledge of just the mean value constitutes very 

sparse knowledge indeedl and so agreement with the 

experimental results from one die is hardly to be expected. 

Perhaps other dice exist that also satisfy the same 

constraints but have different probability distributions 

to both wolf's die and the maximum entropy estimate. 

Clearlyp the maximum entropy estimate cannot agree with all 

dice that satisfy the constraints. 

Figure 3-11 
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maximum entropy 
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It is instructive to study some data on dice 

collected by Maistrov (1974) and to investigate whether any 

general properties of dice can be deduced from them. In 

Rowlinsonts wordsp can any physics of the problem be 

injected into the constraint set2 First of all it is 

necessary to define exactly what is meant by the term Idiet, 

and to study the possible effect of this definition on the 

behaviour of such a device. It is not unreasonable to 

require that a die be a cube, each of whose faces is 

labelled by one of the integers 1 through 6, such that 

the six faces bear a different number.. The data taken 

from Maistrov refer-to such dice. Compare, then, the 

following chance mechanism: a pointer is mounted on a 

vertical axlep and it is known with certainty that the 

pointer is equally-likely to point in any direction in the 

horizontal plane. Around the axle is a horizontal, circular 

disc, divided radially into six regions, each corresponding 

to one of the integers 1 through 6. Suppose further that 

the mean scores for both the die and the pointer mechanism 

are the same. What difference, if any, is there in the 

given information? The maximum entropy method willassign 

the same distribution for each mechanism unless there is 

relevant knowledge to distinguish the two situations. 

For the pointer mechanism one fact emerges: it is of no 

consequence where the different regions are situated on 

the disc, as the known fairness of the pointer itself 

renders the problem radially symmetric. Further, it is 

even possible to create more than six regions, so long as 

the total arc for each score is kept the same. 

How does this compare with the die? It almost 

goes without saying that a fair die will be symmetric in 

all respects (except the labelling of the faces! ) and if 

the die is unfair, then it is unsymmetric in some respects. 

To attempt to describe mathematically the non-uniformity 

of the die and its effect on the probability distribution 

presents an almost intractable problem. However, regardless 

of the difficulty in producing a complete solution, knowing 

which scores have been placed bn opposite sides of the die 
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constitutes relevant information. The knowledge that 2 

is opposite 5 is of some value to the entropy-maximiser 
if only he can encode such data for input to the constraint 
set-. This contrasts with the pointer mechanismv in which 
the location of the various scores was immaterial. 

Fortunately, the data collected by Maistrov, shown in 
Figure 3-i2j include the labelling pattern for each die. 
The data contain several interesting features; if the 

probabilities for each die are grouped in pairs consisting 
of the two highest values, the two lowest values and the 
two intermediate valuesq and then compared with the 

arrangement of the faces of the die, there is a significant 
correlation between them, For example, for the fifth die, 

the faces with the highest and next highest probabilities 

are on opposite sides of the die, as are the faces with 
the two lowest probabilitites, and consequently so are the 
faces with the intermediate values of probability. This 

complete correlation exists for. three of the twelve dice.. 

The number of cases in which only one pair of opp osite 

sides correspond tq either the lowest, highest or 
intermediate pairs of probabilities is five, with no 

correlation existing in four of the dice. 

Considerv thenj a set of six mutually exclusive 

and collectively exhaustive events whose probabilities arc 

of different magnitudes. Suppose now that it were possible 

to construct a die such that the highest probability could 

be freely associated with one face, the next highest to 

anotherp and so on. If these associations were made at 

randomp then it is trivial to find the probability that 

the highest probability is assigned to the face opposite 

that of the next highest probability. For a total of 
twelve dice, the probabilities of the various degrees of 

correlation can be computed and compared to the actual' 

correlations for the dice in Figure 3.12; these comparisons 

appear in the figure. It is apparcnt that the dice 

described by Maistrov's data exhibit a greater degree of 

correlation between all three pairs of faces than is 

expected from the tnull hypoth'esist. 
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Figurb 3.12 

Sample Probability Distributions for Twelve Dice, 

the Correlation of Faces and their Calculated Probability 

face SAMPLE PROBABILITIES OF EACH FACE number of 
die 1 2 3 4 5 6 correlations 

1 0.157 * 0.072+ 0.209 x 0.251X 0-119+ 0.191 3 

2 0.149* 0.163+ O. i46X 0.085X 0.204+ 0.254* 

3 0.211 * o. iW 0.1647- 0.125X 0.129+ 0.207* 

4 0.184 * 0.205+ 0.111 x 0.094X 0.175+ 0.231* 

5 0.188* 0.152+ 0-132X 0.092X 0.160+ 0.276* 3 

6 0.204* 0.163* 0.129+ 0,238X 0-108+ 0.158X 1 

7 0.202* 0.147+ 0.223 x O. i39X 0.143+ 0.147* 0 

8 0e158* 0.196+ 0'. 150X 0.129X 0.138+ 0.229* 0 

q 0,140 0.176 + 0.118 + 0.203 x 0.145 x 0.218 0 

10 0-131* 0.176+ 0.189 x -0.148X 0.184+ 0'. 173 * 0 

11 0.285 * 0.190 + 0.078X 0.062+ 0-134X 0.251* 1 

12 0,207* 0.163+ o. i46X 0.175+ O. i52X 0.157 3 

*, +, x denote opposite faces 

For a single die the calculated probabilities of correlation 

are: 

p( total correlation) s p(3') 

p(only one correlation) =- p(T) 

p(no 
, 
correla ti on) --= p(101) 

For twelve dice 

p(three '3's, five Ts , four'O's) 

p(no '3's) 

p(on e '3' ) 

p(two '3s) 

p(three '3's) 

1 
15 
6 
ý5- 
8 
15 

0,00563 

0.43696 

0.37454 

0.14714 

0.03503 
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Obviously some relationship exists between pairs 

of opposite faces and their probability, and although it is 

impossible to draw any definite conclusions, it has 

demonstrated that there is some knowledge derivable from the 

physical properties of dice that could be used as extra, 

prior knowledge for use in the maximum entropy program. 
It is not intended to carry out such an analysis here, but 

an idealisation will be made to show how extra information 

can be incorporated2 and moreover that it causes the 

maximum entropy estimate to move towards the ? correct' 

distribution. It will be recalled that Rowlinson was 

critical of the maximum entropy estimate, based on only the 

mean score of Wolfts experiment, concluding that the physics 

of the problem should play a part in the probability 

assignment. To demonstrate this, the previous definition 

of a die will be amended; suppose that analysi's of Wolf's 

die revealed the following extra information. 'From purely 

physical arguments suppose it could be shown that the sums 

of probabilities of each pair of opposite faces were as 

follows: 

PI + P6 0.359 

P2 + P5 0.353 

P3 +R 0.288 

taken from Wotf's data 3.79 

where pi probability of the ith face. 

How does this extra information affect the 

maximum entropy estimate? The reformulated problem leads 

to the following program: 
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6 

Max S Lpi 
*tog,, Pi 

W 
subject to 

Epi 

i 

Dili 3.59 
i 

P, +p60.359 

P2 + P5 0.353 

( P3 + P4 "1 0.288 ) 

3.80 

where the constraint in parenthesei is in fact 

dependent on the preceding two together with the normality 

constraint. Manipulation of the constraint set allows 

all but two of the variables to be eliminated and 

substitution into the entropy expression results in an 

unconstrained function of two variables, say P, and P2 

ic. Sý f(Pi 
'P2) 1 3.8JL 

The maximum value of this function can be found 

by differentiation in the usual way. 

=-O ap, 
. -. - 3.82 

af 0 8P2 

The probabilities resulting from this analysis 

are given in Figure 3.13 alongside the results of Ifolf 

and the first maximum entropy estimate. The extra 
information taken from Wolf's data has produced a 

remarkably close estimate. It is sufficient to justify 

the Jaynes' formalism that the extra information should 

cause the inaximum entropy estimate to move towards the 

observed distributiong and this it manifestly does, 



Figure 3.13 

0.2r- 

015 

0.1 

0D 

first entropy estimate, S=1.790 

second entropy estimate, S = 1.786 

Wolfs data 
, S = 1.785 
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Although the extra information inserted into the 

constraint set does not actually constitute any physically 
derivable property, but was chosen purely for demonstration, 
it does show how the model digests extra information, 

producing distributions that become progressively more 
certain (ie. have lower values of entropy) as additional 
knowledge comes to hand. 

3-12 EXTENSION OF THE MAXIMUM ENTROPY TECHNIQUE TO 

CONTINUOUS DISTRIBUTIONS., 

The entropy principle has been validated for 

problems in which the probabilities are assigned to discrete 

events. It has been shown that Laplace's Principle of 
Insufficient Reason forms a special case of the maximum 

entropy principle. Many of the paradoxes have been formally 

refuted in the light of the Jaynes' formalism; however, 

certain paradoxes remaing notably Bertrandts Paradox and 

Von Kries? Paradoxg referred to as Paradoxes 3 and 4 in 

Chapter 2. These are essentially concerned with continuous 

probability distributions. The Jaynes' formalism discussed 

herein has been directed towards discrete distributions 

and the notion of entropy has not been'defined for the 

continuous case; Shan 
, 
non's original derivation considered 

only discrete events., The expression 

S, q(x). Iog, q(x). dx 3.811 

where q(x) is a probability density function 

lacks invariance under a change of variables. Jaynes (1968) 

remarks that this expression is not the result of any 
derivation and it turns out not to be the required 

information measure for continuous distributions. 

Clough (196Q, whilst recognising this invarianceg proceeds 
to use Eq. 3.84 to form his maximum entropy hypotheses for 

the continuous case. He also remarks that Eq. 3.84, which 
he still calls the entropy parametert is not necessarily 

greater than zero as is its di8crete counterpart. It 
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appears that in using Eq. 3.84 as a basis for a maximum 
entropy hypothesis he is making a serious error. 
Jaynes (1963a) has shown that the correct measure of 
information for the continuous case is given by 

s qW. log, q(x). dx 3.85 MW 

where M(X) is an invariant measure function. 

The function M(X)is prop, 

density of discrete points. In all 

the invariant measure function is a 

function. Since the functions q(x) 

the same way under a transformation 

entropy measure S is invariant. 

ortional to the limiting 

cases studied by Jaynes 

well-behaved continuous 
and M(X) transf orm in 

of variables then the 

I 
This allows the maximum entropy principle in the 

continuous case to be formulated for a system of equality 

constraints as follows: 

max S q(x). log - 
q(x) dx 

em(x)* 

subject to 

jq(x). dx 

jq(x). gl(x) 

J q(x). g, (x) = ýj 

q(x). gm(x) Um 

3.86 

Ivilcre the range of integration covers the wholc 

parameter space. 
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his leads to the solution 

M- 

q(x) Z-l. m(x). c? xp[-, ) Xj. gj(x) 3.87 
j=1 

M 
with Zf m(x). exp[ -Lxj. gj(x) I 

j=1 
wherc Xj is the Lagrangian multiplier associated 

with the j th constraint. 

A detailed account of how the invariant measure 

function is determined and maximum entropy. solutions are 

obtained is given by Jaynes (1968) who has applied this 

modified technique of using transformation groups to the 

well-known Bertrand's Paradox (Paradox 3 in Chapter 2) and 

shows that a unique solution exists after all. (Jaynes (1973)). 

This truly remarkable paper demonstrates quite clearly that 

the maximum entropy principle can be used for both the 

discrete and continuous cases, though the latter is 

inherently more difficult. 

Bearing in mind that Bayesian updating forms an 

integral part of the calculus of inductive reasoning, it may 

be admissible to forgo a rigorous analysis in the continuous 

case; the prior distribution will be platykurtic whenever 

the initial constraint set is not very imposing, and as any 

new data becomes available the updated distribution will 

rapidly assume the correct form. Obviously such a procedure 

is not truly in the Jaynesian tradition although it will 

be often more convenient to rely on such common sense 

judgements. At least the application of transformation 

groups is recognised as being a rigorous solution to the 

problem, even if it is not actually carried out. 

The major part of this chapter has discussed in 

some detail the concept of entropy and its historical 

development from merely a thermodynamic quantity to tile 

fundamental tool of inductive inference. Much credit is 

due to Jaynes for the latter part of this development, 
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3.13 PREVIOUS APPLICATIONS OF THE ENTROPY CONCEPT 

The entropy concept has found application in 

several apparently unrelated fields. The variety of uses 
gives qualitative support for the generality of the, entropy 

eonceptv far removed from-its once unique position in 

thermodynamics. 

Wilson (1970) and also Tomlin and Tomlin (1968) 

have considered problems in traffic distribution, in which 
only macroscopic constraints are known, with uncertainty 
existing at the micro-level. The number of journeys 

starting from each of a number of origins is knownp together 

with the number of arrivals at each of a number of ' 
destinations. Constraints on the generalised costs of each 
trip may be also be known to operate. It is necessary to 

estimate the number of trips from each origin to each 
destination. This problem can be set up as a direct 

analogue of statistical mechanics problems. Originally, 
these trip distributions were made using a gravity model. 
There is no theoretical justification for this although 
the results of this analysis are identical to those of the 

maximum entropy method. Once again the Jaynesian technique 

avoids the unnecessary assumptions associated with 

classical statistical mechanics and gives a logical and 

consistent way of making inferences on incomplete 

information. It might be added. that if the distribution 

predicted by the model turns out to be inaccurate, then 

this indicates that some macroscopic constraints have been 

incorrectly specified or even omitted. Thus it is 

possible to calibrate some of the gencralised costs used in 

the model. This application has now been extensively 
developed. 

In contrast to the problems of traffic 

distribution is the use of the entropy parameter in the 

water-oriented industry, Using ideas of Horowitz and 

Ilorol-litz (1968) and Theil (1967), the entropy parameter is 

used by Paulson and Garrison ('1973) as a measure of areal 

concentration. They sought to show that water availability 
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in an area had caused an areal concentrationof water- 
orient I ed industry greater than that for other types of 
manufacturing. 

The use of conditional entropy as a measure of 
the effectiveness of an experimental program, or to test 

mathematical models was mentioned in 3.7. It has been 

broadly discussed by Lindley (1956), Borth (1975) and 
Chatfield (073). Amorocho and Espildora (1972) use the 

entropy concept to discriminate between various 

mathematical models of catchments in hydrologic systems. 
Each model seeks to predict the random variable X (the 

run-of f) which can assume one of the states X= (Xj 
.., Xi, **, Xn). 

The model estimates the run-off from knowledge of a related 

random variablev y (eg. rainfall data) which can assume 

one of the states Y= (Y,,.., Yj , ..., Ym). Amorocho and Espildora 

use long series of frequency data to give a prior 
distribution for X, the conditional of X given Y. and 
the joint distribution of X and Y. Thus the initial 

uncertainty associated with X is given by the evaluation 

of the entropy parameter SM. The conditional entropy Sy(X) 

can be evaluated for the model and compared to S(X). 

of course, Sy (X) 
--' 

S (X) 
, as shown in 3-7. If Sy(X) 

. 
' is 

zero then y is a perfect predictor of X and the model is 

completely effective. This will not generally be the case 

and other models may be available. The most effective 

model will be that which gives the lowest value of 

conditional entropy. Naturallyq the most effective model 

will depend to some extent on the prior distribution of x. 

Amorocho and Espildora note that for their example that 

the seasonal variation, in the prior distribution of X leads 

to the possibility that different models are best at 

different times of the year. Model selection can also be 

affected as values of Y are receivedp causing updating'of 

X via Dayest Theorem. It should be noted that the entropy 

evaluations performed by Amorocho and Espildora involve 

discretisations of continuous variables and it might be 

thought that this would render the technique inconsistent 

under a transformation of variables. However, it has been 
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pointed out by Lindley (1956) that this lack of invariance 
disappears when an expected change in entropy is 

calculated after performing an experiment. Thus the 

conditional entropies used above are invariant. 

A contemporary paper by Moore (1972) uses 

conditional entropy in, a similar manner. The bulk of this 

paper is concerned with expected value decision-making. 

Essentiallyq the decision-maker must ascertain whether or 

not to augment his probabilistic data by performing 

additional experiments, using Bayest Theorem to update 
his prior knowledge. The entropy concept is used once again 
to provide the measure of effectiveness of each 

experimental p rogram in the same manner as described above. 

Another application of the entropy concept in the 

hydrologic field is that by Sonuga (1972) who uses the 

Jaynes' formalismp rather than just the entropy parameter 

as the previous authors have done. Sonuga seeks to find 

the return period, T, of floods of size U, when historical 

data is scar0e; in this case only the mean 
, 

and standard 

deviation of U are known. Application of the Jaynest 

formalism with this set of constraints, together with the 

restriction that U lies between zero and infinity leads to 

the truncated Gaussian distribution. Once again-there is 

the sacrifice of analytical exactness for practicality as 

the continuous random variable is discretised. 

Lind (1974) has sought to model constrained 

economic activities using a thermodynamic analogy. 

The entropy of a thermodynamic system becomes a direct 

analogue for the quality of performance, which is assumed 

to reach a maximum over the set of feasible states. 

Although no mention is made of the maximum entropy 

formalism itsel-ft it is clear that once again the 

analogue can be dispensed with if the Jaynesian view is 

adopted. Lind has applied the thermodynamic analogy to 

the problem of specifying design codes for damage due to 

fire. 
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The mechanics of granular media have been studied 
by Mogami (1965) using a statistical mechanics analogy. 
A critique of his work appears in Chapter 5 where the 

problem is recast in the Jaynesian framework. 

The brief descriptions above indicate that entropy 
concepts have begun to receive support and have gradually 

made inroads into the analysis of civil engineering systems. 
The Jaynesian view does, of co-4rse, have a general 

applicationp but it is one of the aims of this thesis to 

illuminate problems in civil engineering systems where the 

concept is particularly useful, both as an aid to problem- 

solving and also to gain insight to system behaviour. 

Before this can be done the remaining element of 
decision analysis must be discussed; apart from a brief 

mention in Chapter 1, nothing so far has been said of the 

value or utility of a particular eventuality. This 

discussion appears below under the chapter heading of 
Utility Theory. 
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4 UTILITY THEORY AND THE PRESCRIPTION FOR DECISION-MAKING 

4.1 THE COMPONENTS 

The necessary components of a decision problem 
were presented in Chapter 1. The notion of value or utility 
introduced briefly therein is amplified and formalised in 
this chapter. The components of a decision problem 
described in 1-3 are paraphrased below. 

i) The probabilities of particular outcomes. 

2) The desirability of each eventuality. 

The combination of 1) and 2) by the decision-maker to 

indicate an optimal course of action. 
I 

Chapters 2 and 3 have dealt with the first of these 

and this chapter will devote itself to the remaining two 

components. Edwards (1967) in a review article discusses 

the nature of the decision-maker and concludes that he 

should be rational. By this he requires that the decision- 

maker must be able to compose a transitive preference 

ordering over the field of possible eventualities and that 

he-requires to maximise something. In fact these conditions 

are necessary and sufficient under riskless conditions to 

allow a complete solution; under conditions of risk this 

restricted criterion of rationality proves insufficient 

for resolution of the decision problem. The two different 

casesq riskless choice and risky choice, are discussed 

separately below. The attempt to mathematize decision 

analysis, under riskless conditions proved to be premature 

and led to unnecessary conflict in the early history of the 

theory. Naturallyp when mathematization was attempted for 

the risky case, these early arguments ivere resurrected 

and led to disputes strangely reminiscent of those that have 

occurred (and still occur) in probability theory. 
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11.2 DECISION ANALYSIS UNDER RISKLESS CONDITIONS 

Here the choice of any particular action ' 

guarantees the unique eventuality associated with that 

action. 

Defining' A (Qlj(12-0 
... 'Cn the set of feasible actions 

(e, e2, 
-.., en the set of possible 

eventualities 

such that ej is uniquely associated with a, 

then the decision-maker must choose one of the actions from 

the set A 

Defining the preference relations 

ej >-. ej 
ej is preferred to e 

ej -< e 

ej - ej , ej is as -preferable as ej 

ej k- ej 
.. 

ej is preferred to or is as preferable 

ej ej as e 

then the concept of rationality requires that the decision- 

maker be able to form a preference relation over the whole 

field of eventualities and furthermore that such a 

preference ordering is transitive. 

Early economic theory was much concerned with 

indifference relationships between groups of commodities. 

For examPlcy in a transportation problem a decision-maker 

may be indifferent to a train journey of 50 minutes costing 

V, 0.80 and 0110 covering the same distance in 40 minutes and 

and costing ki-00. Evidently these two journeys have the 

,, r same UTIT., -IT. I. 
There may be other combinations that are also 
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I. - 

viewed as indifferent to either of these two, thus allowing 

a contour of utility to be plotted in time-cost space. 

Such a contour is called an INDIFFERENCE CURVE. Further, it 

may be possible to identify another set of eventualities 

that are viewed with indif f erence but such that any 

eventuality from this set is either preferred or not 

preferred to any member of the previous set. Thus families 

of indifference curves can be plotted6 Figure 4.1 shows 

a possible set of indifference curves for the journey example. 

Figure 4.1 

JOURNEY 
TIME 

60- 
50- 
40- 

, 30- 

20 
10 

INCREASING UTILITY 

0.2,0.4 0.6 046 JOURNEY COST 

It is apparent that the utility of a combination 

of eventualities is not necessarily the sum of their 

separate utilitiesv implying that indifference curves are not 
I necessarily linear. This non-linearity is the case for 

either competing or complementary commodities. For example, * 

the indifference curves for right and left hand shoes might 

be as shown in figure 4,2. 
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Figure 4.2 

LEFT HAND 
SHOES 

3 

2 

1 

INCREASING UTILTTY 

1 RIGHT HAND SHOES 

Early economists also attempted to describe how 

the utility of a commodity increased (or decreased) with 

the amount of the commodity, and thus embarked on a 

mathematization of utility concepts. The association of a 

number with each eventualityv representing its worth to the 

decision-maker and thereby his preference orderingg came 

under heavy criticism. Parcto (1906) was concerned about- 

the assertion that utility could be measured on a numerical 

scaley unique up to a linear transformation, and regarded it 

as unnecessary. Indifference curves, he maintainedp were 

sufficient. lie was of the opinion that people could decide 

that they preferred one eventuality to another, but they 

were unable to say by how much. For riskless conditions 

Paretots ideas are sufficient, and numerical values of 

utility are totally unnecessary for resolution of the 

decision problem since any monotonic transformation of the 

set of numerical utilities of the eventualitie's will suffice. 

Thus it appears that in this case a CARDINAL UTILITY MZASURE 

is unnecessary and an ORDINAL UTILITY MEASURE is sufficient. 

Luce and Raiffa (1967) are careful to point out 

several possible traps that may occur from a numerical 
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expressionýof utilities. In particular they warn against 
the assumption that the decision-maker chooses an action 
because the numerical utility associated with the 

corresponding eventuality is the greatest. The choice is 

made because the consequent eventuality is most preferred. 
Secondly, they warn of the temptation to manipulate 

numerical values of utilities and make interpretations from 

such manipulations. This has already been alluded to above 
by the non-linearity of indifference curves, and will be more 
fully demonstrated below for utilities under risky 

conditions. 

4.3 DECISION ANALYSIS UNDER RISKY CONDITIONS- 

DECISION-MAKING UNDER UNCERTAINTY' 

In civil engineering systems declslons are rarely 

taken under riskless conditions and the decision-maker is 

forced to operate under conditions of risk or iýncertainty. 

This situation can be characterised as follows. 

]Defining A= (C11 
IC121 "'Cli I ... an the set of feasible 

actions 

Associated with each action cli is a set of states of nature 

denoted 

®i (0i1'9i2' 
". «Gij' . eim) 

The set of eventualities Ej resulting from the combination 

of a state of nature E)V and an action Ciis denoted 

Ei = (ei, ei2� 
.., eij.... ei, ) 

It is possible to defi4e 

19 7- (01,02, 
---On) 

and E= (El, E2, .., En) 
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Thus the mere choice of an action can no longer 

guarantee the eventuality that will result. O. f course, the 
notion of rationality introduced in 4.2 must still hold if 

be 
any resolution of the decision problem is to. made and so the 
decision-maker must be able to form a transitive preference 
ordering over the complete field of eventualities. 

The concepts of dominance and admissibility 
introduced in Chapter I are applicable here. 

It is important to recall that one of the aims of 
this thesis is to suggest a PRESCRIPTION for decision-making 

and not to give a DESCRIPTION of decision-making. This 
be 

distinction will-repeated throughout this chapter. It is 

well known that in complex decision problems the reliability 

of the decision-maker is suspect and a description of his 

behaviourp whilst helpful to the psychologist, is of little 

-value to the engineer. Instead, what is needed is some 

formalismy technique or process to aid decision-makers to 

make rational decisions; in short, a prescription. 

Although it would be dangerous to claim ýt un iversality for 

any particular prescriptiong it is hoped that one such 

prescription doc*s offer a clear and workable technique, and 
that the other possible prescriptions have inherent 

weaknesses either in their workability, or more reservedly, 

in their rationality. 

Consider then a decision-maker confronted with 

the problem depicted in figure 4.3. In this problem let 

the possible states of nature associated with each of the 

two actions be the same such that 

91 = 192 

i 911 ý- 021 

()22 
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Figure 4.3 

ell 

e12 
(al, a2) 
(0092) = (911,012,921, ý422) 

(ellel2, e2l, e22) 
921 

L"22 

This allows the decision problem to be restated 

in matrix form as in Figure 4.. 4 below and in decision-tree 

form as in Figure 4.5 overleaf. 
I 

Figure 4.11 

a, 
ACTIONS 

C12 

STATES OF NATURE 
E), E)2 

ell e12 

e2l e22 

921 191 

1912- ý 922ý2 192 

ejj = eventuality as a result of action Cli and 
state of natuke 9j. 
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Figure 4.5 

Ol i 

e12 

e2, 

022 

Suppose the decision-maker had the following 

preference ordering: 

ell >- e22 ý- e2l >- e12 

from which it can be seen that no action is dominant. 

It was at a similar juncture to this that the 

notion of attaching numerical values to the eventualities 

was proposed in Chapter i. The method of assignment was 
deferred until this chapter. It is obvious that such an 

assignment is inexorably bound up in the chosen prescription. 

This has sometimes been ignored in the literature, 

(Lindgren 1971)9 where prescriptions are described using 

utilities essentially associated with an alternative 

prescription. Some of the alternative prescriptions are 

studied formally below. 
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THE MINIMAX CRITERION 

This prescription is supposed to-represent the 

view of a decision-maker who acts in, an extremely - 
pessimistic manneri- Consider once again the simplb example 

used above and shown in matrix form in Figure 4.6. 

Figure 4.6 

91 92 

al 

a2 

ell e, 2 

e2l e 22 

Let the decision-maker have the preference 

ordering: 

ell e22 ý- e2l ý- e12 

The Minimax criterion recommends the'decision- 

maker to choose that action that maximises the utility of 

the worst that. could possibly happen. 

In this example, the worst eventuality that could 

occur if he chose action a, is , e12 associated with 02 

If he chose C12 then the worst that, could happen is 

eventuality e2l associated with 91 Of thesb twoýMINIMA, 
I 
the decision-raaker prefers e2l to e12 Thus the MAXIM 

of t'hese minim, " is e2l associdted with, acti. on C12. 
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The decision-maker therefore chooses action C12 i SO 

maximising the minimum and is termed the MAXIMIN strategy. 
The prescription is more usually called the MINIMAX strategy 
because of its occurrence in Game Theory (Von Neumann and 
Morgenstern 1953). 

In, the general case the Maximin or Minimax 

strategy can be §ummarised as follows: 

For a set of actions A= (CI1, a2 , ... cl i,... ) and 

a set of states of nature 0= (E)l 92, 
. -. 

19j 
, --- 

) such that 

the combination of an action Cli and a state of nature Gj 

results in the eventuality eij p the minimax action, aig is 

that which produces 

Max[ Min (eij)] 

where Mj n(e ij is the least preferred eventuality for 

each action al over all -. values of j 

M( 
i 
lx[-] is the most preferred of these minima. 

It is immediately apparent that the decision-maker 

adopting this criterion takes no account whatsoever of the 

probabilities of the states of nature, and it can be argued, 

with some justificationg that probabilistic information 

should have some bearing on the choice of action. As it iso 

the minimax criteriong in this context, requires no 

cardinal measure of utility and it is difficult to see how 

the incorporation of probabilistic information can be' 

achieved without some mathematization of the utility concept. 

This in itself seems an impossible task if*the minimax 

criterion is to be preserved. It is appropriate to 

diStinguish'the role of the minimax criterion in decision- 

making under uncertainty and its role in Game Theory. The 

latter enjoys mathematization because the criterion 

essentially embodies an expected-value model played against 

an adversary. Although mathematically equivalent, the two 

contexts are quite distinct afid the term minimax is often 
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misleading. I 

4i. 5 THE MAXIMAX CRITERION 

This criterion is intended to represent the view 
of the decision-maker who is supremely optimistic. Consider 

once again the example depicted in Figure 4.7. 

Figure 4.7 

0,192 

Cl i 

C12 

ell e12 

e2l 022 

The decision-maker has the preference ordering: 

ell >, e22 ý, e2l 'ý- ol 2 

The Maximax or 'Compleat Gamblert criterion 

recommends the decision-maker to choose that action that 

. 
20. uld possibly result in the most preferred eventuality. 

In'this case, he should choose action Cl, which could 

lead to his most preferred eventuality, ell. 

In generalv for a set of actions A= (C11jC12, 
--, Cli, --) 

arid a set Of states of nature such that 

tile combination of an action Cli and a state of nature E)j 

results in the eventuality ej; . the 'compleat gambler' 
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, chooses that action Cli which produces 

Max[Max(eii)] 
ii 

where Max(eij) is the most preferred eventuality for 
i 

each action aj. 

MCIXI - is the most preferred of the maxima. 
i 

once again this prescription ignores any 

probabilistic informati'on and it can be used with merely an 

ordinal measure of utility. Just as for the Minimax 

criterion it is difficult to, envisage how probabilistic 
information could be incorporated whilst maintaining the 

criterion. 

In any event, it is apparent that neither this 

criterion nor'thb minimax criterion is suitable if the 

decision-maker wishes to*take account of uncertainty by 

incorporating p robabilistic information. 

li. 6 THE MATIMATIZATION OF THE, UTILITY CONCEPT 

Sections 4.4 and 4.5 demonstrate the limited 

development of decision-making if the utility concept is 

confined to an ordinal measure. There is a temptation 

to assign numerical values to the utilities of the 

eventualities. Mathematical modelling has been successful 

in many other fields in the past and it is natural to 

attempt to repres ent decision problems in a mathematical 

framework* There have been some claims that this, area is 

not amenable to mathematical analysis because of the human 

and psychological elements inherent in the problem and 

also that'the important, factors (the'utilities) have. 

no natural measurability. Von Neumann and Morgenstern (1953) 

assert that such criticisms are "utterly mistaken". 

recalling that originally there-was no natural measure of 

heatv and that modern units were the outcome of mathematical 

analysis and not antecedent to it. They attempt to 
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describe 
"the, fundamental concept of individual preference 

by use of-a rather far-reaching notion of utility. Many 

economists will feel that we are assuming too much and that 

our standpoint is a retrogression from the more cautious 

modern technique of indifference curves. " 

Since the decision-maker operates in a sphere of 
considerable haziness it could be said that to enter into 

a detailed analysis of the measurability of utility is 

pointless. Von Neumann and Morgenstern refute this, 

remarking that much the same haziness existed over the 

measurability of light and heat... 

Thus there is substantial reason why the 

mathematization of the utility concept can be attempted, 

even though it is realised that this will involve 

considerable'difficulty. The discussion below relies 
heavily on the work of Von Neumann and Morgenstern though 

a significant part of the impetus in decision theory stems' 

from the famous St. Petersburg Paradox posed by 

Bernoulli(1738). 

4.7 THE ST. PETERSBURG PARADOX 

This famous problem posed by Nicolas Bernoulli in 

a letter dated 1713 achieved its notoriety and its-name from 

the lengthy discussion by Daniel Bernoulli(1738) in the 

transactions of the St. Petersburg Academy. "The problem 

can be stated as follows: suppose an individual could 

choose between the status quo and an act that would involve. 

him paying out a sum of Lf and receiving at randomthe 

amount 42 n with a probability of 2 -n for every positive 
integer n What is the maximum amount, Lf 

9 he would' be 

willing to pay? The problem is summarised in Figure 4.8. 
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Figure. 4.8 

to 

/12-f) 

/-(4 -f 
Z (8-f 

/, ( f-f) 

It would seem plausible to evaluate the expected 

monetary value of the two actions and base the decision on 
that. This is a vastly different approach to those 

previously discussed, but the problem already appears to be 

conveniently described in a numerical formv the probabilities 

are known and_the expectation concept is a natural one. 

if Ekli I= expected monetary value of action ai 
I 

then E[clil 0 

n EIC121 2. 
h 

F2 
Ela2l 00 -f 4.1 

\ 
_____ 
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Thus the expected monetary value of action 
is inf inity for any finite value of f. The implications 

of this result are that the decision-maker should be willing 
to pay any amount to enable him to opt for action a2 , and 
that the bank must demand an infinite fee unless it has an 
infinite reserve with which to honour its obligations. 

It is clear, however, that not many individuals 

would be willng to pay an entrance fee, f. that was at all 

large. For exampleg if f =1128, then the decision-maker 

would only have a probability of 1/64 of breaking even. 

The consolation that there was a finite chance, however 

smallq of winning a fortune is of little consolation. 

Bernoulli suggested that the cash values used in this 

analysis do not correctly represent the 'moral$ values 

of the decision-maker and that the sum of Z1 that might be 

precious to a pauper would be almost worthless to a 

millionaire. Bernoulli argued that the decision-maker 

sought to maximise his expected value of moral worth. 

This concept of moral expecýation is the forerunner of 

of the concept of utility. Bernoulli attempted to be' 

definitive about the nature of the scale and suggested that 

the rate of change of moral value with wealth be inversely 

proportional to the cash value of wealth. Equivalently, 

the moral value of wealth is proportional to the 

logarithm of its cash value. 
Although this allows a sensible resolution 6f 

St. Petersburg Paradox to be made, it is still not very 

satisfactory; acceptance of the logarithmic form leads to 

the conclusion that a decision-maker would as soon as not 

flip a coin to decide whether or not his wealth should be 

increased tenfold or decreased tenfold. This seems patently 

absurd to most people. 

Although Bernoulli has not completely answered the 

problemg he has at least introduced a numerical measure of 

value or utilityp and sought to involve probability via the 

concept of expectation. This was to provide the stimulus 
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to Von Neumann and Morgenstern over 200 years later. 

4.8 THE PRESCRIPTION OF MAXIMUM EXPECTED UTILITY 

4.8.1 VON NEUMANN-MORGENSTERN UTILITY 

The notion of expectation used by Bernoulli was 

enabled by a numerical scale of utility. Although his 

logarithmic scale is inadequate, the famili 
, 
ar concept of 

expectation has appeal and forms the basis of the utility 

concept developed by Von Neumann and Morgenstern. They 

state that the decision-maker is rational in the sense 
described previously; he can state a preference between any 

pair of imagined eventualities and that any such preference 

relation will be transitive. It has been demons trated above 

that this is insufficient to resolve most decision problems, 

and that the decision-makerts utilities must be defined more 

precisely. This has come to imply that they be expressed on 

a numerical scale. Von Neumann and Morgenstern recall that 

previous authors have repeatedly pointed out 
"that a numerical utility is dependent upon the 

possibility Of comparing differences in utilities. This may 

seem - and indeed is -a more far reaching assumption than 

that of a mere ability to state preferences". 

This distinction disappears if the decision-maker 

can state preferences not only between pairs of eventualities 

but between simple combinations of eventualities with 

stated probabilities. These simple combinations are smaller 

scale versions of the real problem facing the decision-maker, 

who will usually have some facility for decision-making in 

simple situations. 

Such a simple combination, or HYPOTHETICAL LOTTERY, 

may be as follows: suppose that the decision-maker has the 

preference relation for the set of three eventualities 

such that 
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el >- e2 ý, e3 I 

where E= (el e2, e3) 

He is presented with the hypothetical lottery 

depicted in Figure 4.9 where action algaurantees the 

occurrence of e2 and action (32 leads to eventuality el with 
a known probability P or to eventuality e3 with a 
probability -P). Just as the decision-maker was expected 
to form a preference relation over the set E, he is now 

expected to make some statement of pro ference between the 

two acts Cil and C12 . He may have any one of the preferences 

Cl I ý- Cl 2 

Cli a2 

Cl a2 

Figure 4.9 

e2 

e3 

/ 

If the numerical values of the utilities of the 

eventualities are defined 

u(ej) utility of eventuality e 

or more compactly 

U(ej) -= uj 
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then the expected utility of action aiv denoted. U(cjj)q is 
given by 

U(Oi) F-Pj 
- uj for all uj in 4.2 

i 

where Pj probability of Uj 

in this case 

U(C11) U2 4.3 

U(a2) P'Ul -P)-U3 4.4 

Now, if the decision-maker states 

C' I ý- (3 

then this implies 

U2 : ý" P *Ul + 11 - P)-U3 

similarly, if 

14.5 

a, -< C' 2 

then U2 < P. U 1+ (1 -P)-U3 4.6 

In the case 'when p has the value p* such'that 

al - a2 

then the equality results 

/ 

U2 P*. U +M-U34.7 

This value of the probability is termed the crossover 

probability. It is clear that the numerical value of U2 

can be determined from those of U1 9 U3 and p* 
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Note that if the set of utilities U are 
transformed to the set Ul where 

Uý M. Uj + C 

and if U2 P*-U1 + -P*)-U3 4.9 

then U12 M-U2 + C 4. io 

U 12 M .1 P* -Ul + P)ý)-U31 +C '4.11 

so that U 12 P*- U, + P*) -U3 
4.12 

Thus the utility measure is unique only up to a 

linear transformation. If the set of transformations is 

restricted to the posifive ones, then the utility function 

maintains its monotonicity, so that if- 

M >0 4.13 

and Ui > Uj 4. 

then U! > Uý 
I1 4.15 

U! = M. Ui +C 
where 

4.16 

and U! = M. U +C ii 

This means that any two of the utilities can be 

arbitrarily assigned a pair of realp different numbers 

subject to the condition that 

Uj > Uk if e, > ek 4.17 

of coursep it is POssible to assign a mOnOtonically 

decreasing function to desirability, though this'is 

intuitively inconvenient. 

A formal statement of these principles is embodied 
in the a-viOOs originally proposed by Von Neumann and 
Morgenstern(195-)). They are sitmmarised below. 
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4.8.2 THE VON NEUMANN-MORGENSTERN AXIOMS 

Consider a system of entities, E= (el, e2, .... 
)i 

In Ea' relation is giveng ej >- ej, and for any number P 
(0< p <1 ), an operation exists, 

p. ej +0- p). ej -. ek 

The entities correspond to the eventualities whose 
utilities are sought; the-relations correspond to the 

preference ordering over them; the number p corresponds 
to the probability involved in a hypothetical lottery as 
described in 4.8.1. These concepts'satisfy the following 

axioms: 

Ai, ej >- ej i s. a complete ordering of E so that if ej >- ej 
then ej -< ej 

Ala. For any ej and ej then one and only one of the following 

holds 

ei : ej or ei -< ej or ei - ej 

Aib if ej >- ej and ej ek then ej >- ek 

A2a ej ej implies 

p. ej +0 -p). ej ej 

A2b ej >- ej implies 

ej >- p. ej + (1 - p). ej 

A2C ei "/- ej -Z, ek implies the existence of ap with 

p. ei + p). ek ý- ej 
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A2d'ej -< ej -< ek implies the existence of ap with 

p. ei + (1 -p). ek -< ej 

A3a p. ei + (1-p). ej - (1 -p). ej + p. ei 

A3b p. q. ei + (1--p. q). ej - p. ( q. ei + (1 - q). ej )+ (1 -p). ej 

The interpretation of these axioms is given 

concisely by Fishburn(1964): 

I Any two eventualities are comparable and the resulting 

preference relation is transitive. 

2a if ei is preferred to ej then ei is preferred to any 

gamble involving just ei and ej. 

2b This is the dual of 2a. 

2c if ek is preferred to ej , and ej is preferred to ej . th6 

there is some gamble involving ek and ej that is preferable 

to (? j. 

2d ThiEi iS the dual of 2c. 

3a The arrangement of the eventualities in a gai4ble is 

irrelevant. 
j 

3b compound gambles can be decomposed according to the 

calculus of probability without affecting their desirability. 

These axioms are sufficient to guarantee the 

existence of a real-valued function U defined on E such that 

u(ej) > U(Oj) if and only if ' ej ý- ej 

and u(pei; (l-p), ej) p. u(oi) + (1-p). u(ej) 11.18 
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Further t if u and ul are funclions over E that both satisfy 
the, axioms they are related by 

u'(ej) = m. u(ej) +c 11.19 

m>O for allej inE 

That is to say that the utility function is unique 
up to positive linear transformation. 

4.8.3 COMMENTS AND CRITICISMS OF THE AXIOMS 

The axioms have been criticised by many 

investigators and often recast to suit a slightly different 

point of view. One of the most common reasons for a 

reformulation is the concept of probability employed. 

Von Neumann-and Morgenstern had in mind a frequency 

interpretation which to Savage is unacceptable. He therefore 

recast the notion of utility with subjpctive probability 

adding that "(Von Neumannts and Morgenstern's)'ideas on 
(utility) are responsible for almost all my own". Apart 

from such differences as these the alternatives are rarely 

dissimilar to that outlined in 4.8.2. 

Axioms A2c and A2d have attracted criticism from 

those who believe that some eventualities are not 

comparable in a lottery. A common example concerns the set 

of eventualities 

el -= 
12 

e2 

e3 = Death 
I 

where 02 ý- t3 

It is asserted that no probability call bc found for a 
decision-maker such that he prefers a gamble concerning 
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el and e3 to a certainty of e2 This has led to the concept 

of multi-dimensional utility. It has been pointed out that 

such an assertion would affect not only the cardinal measure 

of utility but also the weaker ordinal measure, since 
indifference curves would be equally impossible to define. 

Many of the criticisms made by pyschologists are 

naturally based on experimental observations, in which 
the subjects display inconsistencies and often show 

preferences for some probabilities - what might be termed 

a 'Lucky Number' prescription for decision-making (Edwards 

(J954)). It bears repetition that the aim herein is, to 

suggest a prescription that eliminates irrationality and 
does not seek to imitate it. Savage, for example, finds 

himself guilty of an inconsistency in an example due to 

Allais, but remarks that he is grateful that utility theory 

helps him to rectify his mistake (Savage (1972)). 

Of course, it may be asserted that the axioms 

leading to this concept of utility are arbitrary and an 

alternative set may be proposed. If this set is more 

appealing to the decision-maker then all well and good. 

Iloweverv if the alternative does not imply the Von Neumann 

and Morgenstern axioms then the new prescription will 

cease to be that of maximising the expected utility. 

The Minimax and fCompleat Gamblerl prescriptions are two 

such possibilities; two more, the Hun%ricz and Laplace 

prescriptions will be discussed briefly later. 

A major criticismv and one that Von Neumann 

and Morgenstern fully recognised, was the introduction of 

the expectation concept into utility theory, They note that 

the legitimacy of this concept has been assumed in the 

axioms and in particular any utility of gambling for its own 

sake has been partially excluded by Axiom A3b. 

I 
In conclusion, it seems that there is no way that 

the aXiOms can be verified by analysis of appropriate 
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experiments; indeed experimental results may even cast doubt 

as to their validity. Instead, a consensus that the axioms 

are a reflection of reasonableness suggests that the 

acceptance of the axioms will provide a rational 

prescription for decision-making. It is on this basis that 

the maximisation of expected utility can be regarded as 

having a normative role in decision-making under uncertainty. 

4.9 THE IIMTICZ-col PRESCRIPTION 

The Hunricz-v, prescription was proposed as a 

criterion for decision-making under ignorance; it seeks to 

combine the ultra-pessimistic minimax prescription with 

the ultra-optimistic tcompleat gamblerl (maximax) 

prescriptiong by taking a weighted combination of the best 

and worst eventualities for each action. Consider the set 

of actions 

(al, a2 , --*', Cli 

and the sets of possible states of nature 

(0i1'0i2""'0ij. 
""" ) si=1,2 ..., n 

where the combination of an action Ci with a state of nature 

E)jj results in the eventual. ity eij from the set 

Ei -= (ei, , ei2 -, ----, eij , ---) ,i=1,2,..., n 

Let Mi and Mi denote the utilities of the most preferred 

and least preferred eventualities in the set Ei 
. 

If veis a real number such that 

O<c'<<l 

then the o<-index of action Cli, denoted c<; is defined by 

C>ýi = o<. rni ii. ig 
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The Hurwicz-v, criterion prescribes that the action 

having the greatest C<-index is the preferred action. It is 

immediately apparent that this not only requires some 

technique for discovering the decision-makerts value of'oev 

but necessitates a numerical scale for utility. The usual 

means of finding X is to consider a simple problem such as 

that in Figure 4.10. 

Figure 4.10 

ell 

e, 2 

e2l 

e22 

In this example the states of nature are the same 

for each action such that 

021 

ý312 -ý-- 
ý322 

Also, the utilities of each eventuality are assumed to have 

the numerical values 

u(ell) = 

U(012) ': 1 

4.20 
U (021) 7- ýý 

u (e221 ý: 
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where X is as yet undefined and the other two values are 

arbitrary save for the direction of the scale. 

The value of X is varied until the decision-maker 

is indifferent to the choice of action. Let this value be 

denoted X*. If the decision-maker is using the Hurwicz-V, 

criterion then his indifference between the two actions 

requires that 

'0", 1 :- C"- 2 4.21 

But since M, =1 

M, 0 
4.22 

M2 = X* 

M2 = X* 

then Del 0+0 

V-1 =1- pe- 4 4.23 

and -2 X* + C-< ). X* 

. 
*. 0 "-2 ýX*4.211 

Substitution of Eqs. 4.23 and 4.24 into 4.21 yields 

4.25 

The value c4 may now be employed in the resolution 

of the realt more complex decision problemý. Objections can 

easily be raised against the Hurwicz-K criterion; Luce and 

Raiffa (1967) give several examples in which the prescription 

is counterintuitive. Howeverg there are several fundamental 

objections of a more general nature. Primarily, what concept 

of utility is used, both in the estimation of the K-parameter 

itself and in the main problem? It is inconsistent to derive 

utilities from the Von Neumann aria Morgenstern axioms and 
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then to reject the expected utility prescription in the main 

problem. Clearly, the utilities must be derivable from the 

Hurwicz-K criterion itself. This alternative axiomatisation 

of utility does not appear to have been made. Secondly, no 

account is taken of any probabilistic information relating 
to the possible states of nature. 

4.10 THE LAPLACE PRESCRIPTION 

This wi 11 not be described in detail. It is a 

prescription based on the Principle of Insufficient Reason 
(see Chapter 2); for each action the possible states of nature 

are assumed equiprobable. Obviously if this assumption 

contradicts the probabilistic information at hand then it can 

hardly be rational. The most preferred action is that having 

the maximum expected utility on the basis of these equal 

probabilities. Once again, if the prescription is to be 

validl then the numerical values of utilities used must be 

derivable from the same viewpoint. 

4.11 PRACTICAL ASSIGNMENT OF UTILITIES 

4.11.1 THE LIMITATIONS OF THE HYPOTHETICAL LOTTERY 

The consensus view that decision-making be based 

on the prescription of maximum expected utility implies the 

existence of a utility function unique up to a positive 

linear transformation. This view is concurred with in this 

thesis. The alternative criteria have generally been 

proposed for situati 
' 
ons in which there is no meaningful 

probabilistic information available. Notwithstanding any 

implications these alternative prescriptions have on the 

numerical utilities used in such analyses, neither the 

Jaynesian nor the subjective view of probability admits that 

nothing whatsoever can be said-of the probabilities involved, 

and so these other prescriptions are viewed as irrational. 

The frcquentist view of probability, if strictly adhered to, 

would render nearly all decision problems in civil 

engineering systems incapable-of probabilistic analysis, and 
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probably lead to the adoption of one of the alternative 

prescriptions. It is contended here that such a rationale 

would very soon be brought into disrepute. 

On the premise that the decision-maker wishes to 

maximise his expected utility, the immediate problem he faces 

is the estimation of the utilities. Ideally, it is possible 
to confront the decision-maker with a series of hypothetical 

lotteries in the manner of Figure 4.9. For example, if the 

decision-maker had the preferences 

e, >- e2 > e3 >- > e. 

then lie could be confronted with a series of (n- 2) lotteries 

of which a typical one is shown in Figure 4.11. 

Figure 

Some value p(j) is found such that 

Cll " C12 for some P(j) 

and so the equality results 

u(ej) plAutel) + (1-p(*j)). u(e 

ej 

ei 

e 

II 

j= 2.3,... n-1 

A 

4,26 

where P 
U) 

crossover probability 
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and u(ej) = utility of eventuality ej 

If this is done for j=2,3 
, .... np then the 

numerical values of all U(ej) can be determined from 

equations such as Eq. 4.26, together with an arbitrary 
assignment of utility., values u(el) and u(en) satisfying 

u(e,, ) > u(el) 

This set of hypothetical lotteries is by no means 

unique and any other set of (n -2) independent lotteries 

could be used. Naturally if further lotteries were presented 

to the decision-maker then he would be expected to show 

preference or indifference consistent with the utilities 

already assigned. Howeverv the complexity of these 

apparently simple hypothetical lotteries often causes the 

decision-maker to make inconsistent choices (Mosteller and 

Nogee (1967))., 
- 

Researchers have been tempted to investigate 

other methods of utility assignment that are easier for the 

decision-maker to use. One such technique is the Churchman- 

Ackoff procedure discussed below. 

4.11.2 -CHURCIE-L4, N-ACKOFF TECHNIQUE 

I 
To by-pass the hypothetical lottery Churchman and 

Ackoff (1954) proposed a much simpler technique for finding 

utilities. The technique is only applicable under special 

conditions. The assumptions Churchman and Ackoff make are 

as follows: 

Ci For eventuality ej there corresponds a realp non-negative 

number, U(C? j ) -= Uj P to be interpreted as the v6luc of . ej , 

(; 2 if ej ý- ej then Ui > Uj and if ei - ej then Uj = uj . 

C3 If Ui and Uj correspond to ei and ej respectively, then 

uj) corresponds to the combined occurrence of ei and 
ej 
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Once these numerical values have been found then 

they are incorporated into the usual expected value model. 
Assumption C1 merely states that utility can be described 

numerically and C2 sets the direction of the proposed 

numerical scale. Asumption C3 goes further than any of the 

axioms of Von Neumann and Morgenstern; indeed, it is this 

assumption that limits the validity of the method to only a. 

particular class of problem, namely those whose utilities are 
independent in the utility sense. 

ýItds easy to present cases when C3 fails; for 

example, if ej logically implies the absence of ej then the 

combination of ( ej + ej ) is vacuous so that 

u(ei )+ ulei) - u(ei + ej ) 

Similarly, if ej implies ej then C3 will again 
be invalidated. However, Churchman and Ackoff believe-that 

the method has great applicability whenever C3 is valid. 
Corollaries to C3 are 

c3a if ei >- ej and ej >'Ok then ( ei + ej ) >. eke 

c3b ( ei + ej )-( ei + ej). 

c3c If ( ei + ej ei then Uj= 0. 

The second of these two corollaries is generally 

true but the-frequent failure of c3a and c3c indicates the 

invalidity of assumption A3 itself. In particularp c3c 
defines a zero point on the utility scale, which previously 

has had an arbitrary origin. However, it is felt that the 

discriminatory powers of the decision-maker would always 

enable him to state 

(ei + ej ): ei, 

or (ei + ej ) -< ei 

so that this complication would never be encountered. 
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The independence of the eventualities has been rigorously 
discussed by Fishburn and a brief resume of his work is 

given later. First one possible way of finding utilities 

using the Churchman-Ackoff technique is described bel ow 

using a simple example. 

Consider the set of eventualities 

(el e2 e3 P4 ) 

and suppose the decision-maker stated the preferences 

el ý- e2 ý- e3 >- e4 

STEP I The decision-maker is, asked to assign numerical values 
to the'eventualities that express their desirability 

or utili ty. Suppose he assigned the values 

ul = 10 
U2 = 

u3= 1 

U4 = 

consistent with his preference ordering. 

STEP 2 Ask the decision-maker to state a preference between 

el and the combination ( e2 + e3 + e4 )* Suppose 

el ý- e2 + 03 + e4 

Then it is clear that his previous assignment of 

utility is inconsistent with this preference and so 
the utility assignments are amended to achieve 
consistency. For example, keeping the relative 
values of U29 U3 and U4 the same: 
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Ul = 
10 

U2 = 

U3 = 

U4 = 1.5 

STEP 3 The decision-maker is asked to compare e2 against 
e, + e4 ) and suppose he states that 

e2< e3 ' e4 

Once again some adjustment is necessary, taking care 
that the choices of Steps I and 2 are complied with. 
For, example 

ul = 10 

U2 

U3 = 

I U4 = 

Thus the assigned values Comply with all the 

decision-makerts responses. If more adjustment is 

required then further combinations can be compared 

and any alterations made 

This technique can easily be extended to the general case, 

so long as the fundamental assumptionst particularly C3, 

are satisf ied. 
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4.11.3 APPLICATIONS AND CRITICISMS OF THE CHURCHMAN-ACKOFF 
MODEL 

Churchman and Ackoff (1954) have reported 
Stillsonts application of the technique to the quality 
control of packaging in which the relative importance of 
eight possible defects is determined. Other applications 
have been made by several authors; see for example 
Stimson (1969) and Munro and Maun (1972). 

There appear to be two major criticisms of the 
technique. The first of these is the omission of a 
connection between this method and the general form of 
utility theory. It must be realised that the utilities 
derived from the Churchman-Ackoff method are meant to be 

used in the'normal expected utility model, and so their 

derivation must have some connection with Von Neumann- 

Morgenstern utilty theory, even if under some restrictive 

conditions that meet assumption C3. This criticism also 

applies in part to Fishburn's work described later and so 
discussion will be d6ferrred. Some advances in practical 

utility assignments are presented in Chapter 6. 

The second criticism is centred on the 

interpretation of the combinations of eventualities by the 

decision-makert and is best illustrated by a couple of 

contrasting examples. Suppose some manufactured component 

can exhibit one or more of several different faults, 

which can from the utility point of view be considered 

independent. It is possible, in this example, to use the 

Churchmaný-Ackoff method without ambiguity if 

(ej + ek, --, + en faults it kv ... n occur 
but no others 

However, if the decision problem related to the 

choice of a road scheme where 
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el mX minutes/person saved in 

travel time 

eY deaths/year 2 

e3 M cost of scheme is /, Z 

then, assuming that the eventualities are independent in 

the utility sense, the decision-maker will*. encounter 
difficulty in making preference statements between say el 

and ( e2 + e3 ). This difficulty will arise because the 

decision-maker will be aware that any scheme will result 
in some travel time reduction, a number of deaths and some 

cost. Asking him to consider just el will arouse some 

subjective assessment of what the other attributes would be 

in a scheme that produced a saving of X minutes/person in 

travel time. That is to say, there will be many problems 
in which trying to focus the attention of the decision- 

maker on just one attribute will be impossible since he 

will subcon ' 
sciously conjure up different backgrounds at 

different times in the questioning process. This discussion 

leads to the work of Fishburn on Valuewise Independence. 

4.12 VALULVISE INDEPENDENCE 

Fishburn (1964) has made detailed studýes of 
decision problems in which each eventuality can be considered 

as a set of different attributes. For example, in choosing 

a traffic management scheme a dccision-maker may identify 

several criteria relevant'to each scheme and which would 
be achieved to varying degrees in each. He recognises that 

whichever eventuality results from his chosen action will 
have associated with it a capital post, a running cost, 
an environmental impactp a travel time saving, an accident 

rate and so on. Eventualities of this type may be 

represented by a set of attributes or effects. Defining 

ej = the jth eventuality 

where oj 'ý I Xlj, X2j, ..., xij , ..., xmj) 
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then x1j the effect of the ith type in the jth 

eventuality 

It is possible to define 

the set of all effects of the ith type that 

occur for one or more eventualities 

so that the set of all eventulities 

el , e2 I**I ej , *, en ) 

is a subset of 

where (Xl 
, 
X2, 

- 
Xi 

, --, 
Xm) 

These multi-attributed eventualities are no 

different to any others as far as utility theory is 

concernedv and numerical values of utility could be 

obtained by using the hypothetical lottery as described 

previously. There are, as already mentionedv practical 

difficulties in such a procedure and Fishburn seeks an easier 

technique for the special case when the different effects 

can be considered to be independent in the utility 
' 
context. 

Ile therefore investigates the conditions that must prevail 

for the utility of any eventuality to be written 

U(9i )ý Ul(Xl )+ U2(X2) + -- + U[71(Xm) 4.27 

Rather than-present Fishburnts detailed analysis 

of valuewise independencev a simple example is studied that 

is sufficient to demonstrate the general conditions that 

must prevail for Eq. 4.27 to be true. 

U Lot x, and X, be any elements of the set of 

effects Xlp such that Xu 1 >- Xt, and 1 Xu and t be any 2 X2 

elements o: r tile set X2 
, such that 1 

X2>' X2 * 
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Now define the four eventualities 

e, = xul , xu2 

'XI e2 = xi 2 

= (xiu , x, ) e3 2 

e4 ()ýll xu 2) 
9 

and consider the decision problem depicted in Pigure 4.12, 

where there are two available actions, a, and C32 9 

Figure 4.12 

(xu xu 12 

e2= (X( xi ) 
12 

eut (>ýl N2 

e= (xl , xu 412 

I 
If the independence property of Eq. 4.27 holds 

then the expected utility of each action., E[ulla, ] 
, (ian be 

computed as follows 

E(Ulall _I. u(el) + j-. u(e 22 2) 

. ». E[Ulcl 1=I. ( U (xU) +u M) +u (xi) +u (xi )) li. 28 1211221122 
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and E[Ula2l *ý "'U (03) 4* 
1 

-U(04) 22 

E[ulci 1) + UJ(X I)+U4.29 21 
1-'( Ul 1 Xýl + U2 (X212 (XU2) 
2 

It is apparent from Eqs. 4.28 and 4.29 that 

E[ula, I= EIUIC'21 4.30 

and so the decision-maker should express indifference 

between the two actions if the independence property is to 

hold. Moreoverv the decision-maker should express this 

indifference for any values of Xu v X1 v Xu and Xt if the 1122 
independence property is-to stretch over the whole field. 

Fishburn extends these required properties to the 

general case. Although Figure 4.12 leads to a definition of 

valuewise independence purely in terms of fifty-fifty gambles, 
it is possible to demonstrate it for other probabilities; 
the independence property will hold if the decision-mdker 

is indifferent to any two distinct actions. whenever-the total 

probability Of occurrence of any effect Xi is the same for 

each action-. - 

None of the usual axioms of utility theory have 

been contradicted so that the utility function will still 

only be unique up to a positive linear transformation. 

ie. ul(e) = m. u(e) +cI M>o 

Naturally, the special properties of 
' 
independence 

lead to other conditions that are missing in the usual theory. 

rior exampleg if 

u (e) 2: u i(xi) 
I 

11-31 

then any set of Ui are unique up to the set Of simultaneous 
transformations given below 
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di(xi) = ui(xi) - di 

subject to Fdi 
=0 

i 

Also, noting that if 

- u(e) = Fui(xi) 
and ul(e) 

where ule) =-m. u(e) +cm >0 

then Uli(Xi) = m. uj(xj) + Ci 1,2 

subject to F-C 
i=C 

i 

4.32 

4.33 

The major problem is to discover the relative 

scales of the individual utility functions, Ui(Xi). 

Suppose for example that the most preferred level of 

the set X is denoted Xb and the least preferred level is 11b 
Similarly define X2 and Xw for the set X2 2 

Their respective utilities on the individual scales, U, (X, ), U2(X2), 

are assigned the values 

u J(Xb) U, U, 0 

0 

Xb U2( 2) = U2 U2: ýo 

I 
U2(4) =0 

where Uj(Xj) is the utility function for the effect Xi. 

The fundamental question is this: which possible 

values of U, and U2 will be consistent with the expression 
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U(Xl, X2) ý: Ul(Xl) + U2(X2) 

and how can they be determined? 

Fishburn attempts to answer this, but his 

explanation has attracted criticism, notably from Dyer 

(Fishburn (1965)). Fishburn gives an example in which he 

considers three eventualities, each being viewed as the 

as the combination of five separate effects. Ale assumes a 

set of utilities for the decision maker and proceeds to 

indicate how the. scales of each of the effects are related. 

Figure 4.13 shows the supposed values of the utilities. 

Figure 4.13 

ul, xl) U2(X2) U31X3) U4(X4) U5 (X 
5) u(e j) 

el 10 1 3 2 0 16 

e2 7 3 2 4 2 18 

e3 5 4 2 3 1 15 

Figure 4.13 is then transformed to Figure 4.14 

by performing a positive linear transformation so that the 
w 

least preferred effect, Xi 9 of any set Xi has a utility 

value of zero. 
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Figure 4.14 

ul ' xl) U2(X2) UP3) UJX4) U5(X5) u(e) 

ei 5 0 1 

e2 2 2 0 8 

e3 0 3 0 5 

By using weighting factorsp Mi, for each effectl Xi, 

the elements ui(Xi) of Figure 4.14 can be scaled so that 

the most preferred effect, Xý I, of any set Xi is given a 

value unity so that the operation 

uj(xj )= mi. u'jfxj) 

scales the new values di(Xi) to the correct utilitiesq Uj(Xj) 

This scaling is shown in Figure 4.15. 

Fishburn notes that the correct interpretation 

of these weighting factors is not usually recognised. He says 
that they are "nothing more or less than a summary of the 

relative ranges in utility (largest minus smallest) for the 01 
five criteria". The weighting factors are then restyled 

as 'relative utility rangest. Dyer has taken issue with 
these statements, noting that the weighting factors are a 

jaer c2n2.0(lience of the particular utilities used and not the 

reason for them. 
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Figure 4.15 

ull(xl U12(X2) U13 (X3) U14 (X4) U15(X5) u(ej) 

el 1 0 1 0 0 6 

e2 0.4 0.67 0 0.1 1 8 

e3 0 1 0 0.5 0.5 5 

mi 5 3 1 2 2 

u (e) T-mi *uli (x i) i 
Dyer's criticism is partly correct, for Fishburn 

is unable to present an example where the weighting factors 

are found first and the correct utility scales are derived 

from them. Munro and Maun (1972) have given an example 

where this is achieved by use of the Churchman-Ackoff 

procedure to ascertain some estimate of the weighting factors. 

It 1,; ould_be advantageous if these weighting factors could 

be found from, or associated with, the Von Neumann- 

Morgenstern utility. Such a connection. is given in Chapter 6. 

Under less restrictive conditions Keeney (1974) 

has discussed tquasi-separable utility functions'. 

ValuewiSe independence as discussed by Fishburn is a 

relatedt but stricterv notion. The scaling of the component 

utility functions is implicit in the technique, but once 

again no clear interpretation of them is given. 
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v 

Practical assignment 

obstacle to the widespread use 

decision-making model. The re 

therefore devoted to practical 

assignment within the rigorous 

Morgenstern utility. 

of utilities still remains an 
of the expected utility 

search of Chapter. 6 is 
extensions of utility 
framework of Von Neumann- 
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THE INFLUENCE OF VOID DISTRIBUTION AND ENTROPY ON THE 
ENGINEERING PROPERTIES OF GRANULAR MEDIA 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter is primarily intended to demonstrate 

the application of the maximum entropy technique discussed in 

Chapter 3. The illustration concerns the distribution of 

void in a granular material and its effect on the material 

properties. An appreciation of any insights into system 

behaviour revealed by such a study necessitates a review of 

previous work on granular media. 

It has become common to allow for the macroscopic 

variation in the factors governing design and the 

engineering behaviour of granular media. This chapter, 

whilst recognising the importance of such work, is directed 

towards the effect of uncertainty at the microlevel. It is 

intended that such a study may lead to a more comprehensive 

basis on which to develop rational constitutive relations 

and failure criteria. The particular medium considered 

herein is a highly idealised one; a model of a granular soil 

composed of equal-sized spherical particles. Further, the 

model is only two-phasep corresponding to drained conditions. 

5.2 pREVIOUS SOIL MODELS 

It-is known that almost every naturally occurring 

cohesionless soil has no regular microstructure (in the 

accepted sense) and early attempts to study such a medium 

generally assumed one of two things. Ifthe study were 

directed towards properties affected by the structure itself, 

for example permeability or contact forces, then regular 

packing was generally assumed. Alternatively, if the 

engineering behaviour of a massive collection of grains were 

being studied, then a continuum concept was employed. Both 

approaches led to a qualitative appreciation of behaviour but 

thc limitations of these concepts have been revealed by 

experimentation. It appears that the phenomenological 

behaviour of a macrosample of granular material can only be 

adequately predicted by an appropriate random modelling of 
the microstructure, 
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It has been shown by Roscoe2 Schofield and Wroth 
(1958) that the critical porosity of granular material is an 
important parameter in the study of the mechanical properties 
of particulate assemblages. Experiments on arrangements of 
spherical particles of various materials modelling the 
behaviour of granular soils have been reported by Roscoe et 
al (1958), and by Mogami (1969). Some theoretical studies have 
been made by Mogami (1965,1969) from the viewpoint of ., 
classical statistical mechanics and by Morgenstern (1963) 

from the viewpoint of thermodynamics. The histories of these 

two subjects are well known and it-might be anticipated that 

lessons could be learned which would be of assistance in the 

attempt to explain the mechanical properties of granular 

media from the statistical properties of their mierostrucure. 

5.3 REGULAR PACKING OF GRANULAR MEDIA 

Studies in this field originate in the areas of 

crystallography, molecular, structure and mathematics (Hooke 

(1665), Wollaston (1813))- Several workers cover the 

possible regular packings (Filep (1936)9 Graton and Fraser 

(1935), McGaw (1967)). Theoretically the coordination number 
(the number of spheres in contact with a particular sphere) 

must take an integral value in the range four through twelve. 

The criterion that each sphere must be completely restricted 

in space fixes the lower-bound of the coordination number, 

and Boerdjik (1952) has shown. that twelve is the upper-bound 

regardless of the regularity of the packing. If. the packing 
is regularg the porosity corresponding to a coordination 

number of twelve is 0.2595 
, though Boerdj ik (1952) has shown 

that it is possible for an irregular packing to achieve lower 

porosities than this locally. The most complete listing of 

regular pachings known to the author is that by Filep, (1936) 

who gives twenty-eight different packings covering all. 

possible coordination numbers. 

The packings that have attractea most attention are 

face-centcred cubic (or the related hexagonal form) and 

simple cubic* Inaeedl these two have frequently formed the 
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basis for studies of behaviour under various stress systems. 

An early attcmpt to describe random packings, by 

Smitho Foote and Busang (1929). was also based on these two 

packing configurations. They suggested that any assembly of 

particles of known mean porosity could be considered as a 

mixture of face-centred cubic (f. c. c. ) and simple cubic (s. c. ) 

packingsp present in the necessary proportions to satisfy the 

overall porosity constraint. 

5.4 THE INADEQUACY OF THE CONTINUUM MODEL 

Coulomb's traditional earth pressure theory, 

involving the continuum concept, was recognised as inadequate 

by Terzaghi (1920). He said 
"The fundamental error was introduced by Coulomb, 

who purposely ignored the fact that sands consist of 

individual grainsp and who dealt with sand as if it were a 

homogeneous mass with certain mechanical properties. " 

The particulate nature and special properties of 

sands and other similar media were noticed and beautifully 

demonstrated by Reynolds (1885) when he defined Idilatancy' 

With respect to particulate media. Ile stated that this was 

the unique property of granular media of producing 
"a definite change in bulk consequent on a change 

in shape. " 

It can generally be assumed that for a homogeneous 

continuum it is possible to effect a pure change in shape by 

the agency of shear stresses alone. This is in marked 

contrast to the dilatant behaviour of granular media, and 
indicates that a different theory is required for the latter 

system. 

The experimental data that has been amassed 

emphasises and demonstrates this particulate nature and 

numerous theories have been proposed to explain these effects. 
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5.5 A BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE OBSERVED PHYSICAL BEHAVIOUR 

Typical deformation and strength characteristics 

due to shear failure of granular media under drained 

conditions are shown in Figure 5.1, after Taylor (1948). 

Figure 5.1 
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was validated, The behaviour they observed is a consequence 

of the dilatancy properties, and with the benefit of 
Reynoldst perception and hence an appreciation of the effects 

of the almost-rigid nature of the constituents upon the 

geometry and change of geometry during distortion, the 

observations become relatively simple to comprehend if not to 

quantify. 

The interlocking effects at the higher densities 

and the associated peak in the strength/strain plot prompted 

several workers to find that part of the shear strength due 

to dilatation and that part due to granular friction (Eldin 

(1951), Skempton and Bishop (1950)). See Figure 5.2. 

Figure 5.2 
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The behaviour under hydrostatic or isotropic 

conditions has not been subject to as much detailed study as 

either the simple shear test or other deviatoric stress - 

systems. The isolated research that has taken place for the 

hydrostatic case has often been carried out to compare theory 

with experiment (Ko and Scott (1967), Brandt (1955), Patt 

(1957)). 

5.6 THEORETICAL BEHAVIOUR OF GRANULAR MEDIA (REGULAR PACKINGS) 

The theoretical studies of the behaviour of ., 
granular media that have sought to account for the effect 

of the microstructure have generally assumed that the soil is 

in a state of regular packing. Deresiewicz (1958) gives 

solutions by Duffy and blindlin (1957) and by Thurston and 

Deresiewicz (1958) for the deformation of f. c. c. and s, -c. 

arraysp involving not only the normal contact forces (the 

only forces considered in Hertzian contact theory) but also 

the oblique forces and twisting couples at the contacts. 

The analyses are quite complicated (especially for the f. c. c. 

case since the system is statically indeterminate under these 

conditions) and an extension to random packings, although 

desirablep would appear formidable. 

Ko and Scott (1967), in comparing a theory by 

Brandt (1955) for random packings with some associated 

experiments by Fatt (1957), concluded that a new theory was 

warranted for the hydrostatic compression of granular media. 

As a starting point they considered what they termed tholey' 

models of f. c. c. and s, c. packings. These, although 

possessing the same arrangement of particles as usual, 

contained particles that were only assumed to make contact 

and therefore-resist deformation after some specified stress 

level had been reached. This gave the stiffening effect 

required to fit their experimental data, and altered the 

usual two-thirds power law resulting from Hertz theory. 

This was done for both f. c. c. and s. c. packings,, and to 

simulate any initial porosity the empirical formula due to 

Smith et al. (1929) was employed. Ko and Scott concluded that 

the experimental results of Bell (1965) and themselves lent 

support to their model. 
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Rowe (1962)q in an attempt to study the behaviour 

of a mass of individual particles under a deviatoric stress 

system, developed the 'stress dilatancy relationt. His 

essential findings were first that 

0, 
= tan 9 Aan (9ý +0)5.1 

3 

at peak strength and for subsequent deformation and where 

7l 013 1 
are the major and minor principal tT 

stresses 

ý is a parameter of the packing 

is the direction of sliding at the 

contacts 

Olj is the coefficient of friction between 

the grains. 

Rowe secondly concluded that 

ta NOP + 0) 5.2 F2r62 
+ C55-63 ton n- 

-where is termed the ! Energy Ratio' 

ti is the jth principal strain rate. 

Rowe postulated that t is a minimum and hence that 

+ dý 2 tan + I-Ov) 5.3 
0-3 vtj 22 

where V is the Volume. 

Since the parameter ý does not appear in the 

expression for ý, Rowe hypothesised tljat the same relation 

also applied to random packings. Rowe conducted experimcnts 

to confirm his findings and reported good agreement, although 
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the I minimum EI concept 
the deformation has attr. 

several workers, notably 
scott (1964), Roscoe and 
has been extended to the 
(1965,1969). 

and the variation of ff throughout 

acted criticism and comment from 
Gibson and Morgenstern (1963), 

Schofield (1964). Rowe's theory 

case of random packings by Horne 

5.7 THE STATISTICS AND BEHAVIOUR OF IRREGULAR PACKINGS 

As mentioned earlier, one of the first attempts to 

model a random packing mathematically was by Smith et al 
(1929). Their results have been used by Bernal (1962), 

Scott (1960)t Bernal and Mason (1960), Collins (1965), 

FUrth (1964). Bernal(1962), in the Bakerian Lecture entitled 
"The Structure of Liquids". stated that the hard sphere 

analogy may be used for the investigation into liquid 

structure and that 

"in other words, a liquid could be treated simply 

as a heap of molecules in contradiction to the regular pile 
that characterised a crystal structure. " 

The results of this research may therefore be regarded as 

relevant to granular medial especially as the latter can 

often be regarded as having liquid properties (Ifintericorn 

(1953)). Bernal and Mason (1960) presented some experimental 

results on the coordination qf spheres. The method involved 

pouring paint into a container filled with a random assembly 

of spheres. Draining off the paint resulted in the retention 

of some paint by capillary action at the contacts between the 

spheres. Paint was also held across near-contacts by the 

same process (an extensive study of the formation of liquid 

bridges has been made by Mason (1968)). This technique of 
finding the distribution of contacts is similar to that used 
by Smith et al (1929). 

In Bernal's experiments allowance was made for the 

boundary effects as a result of correspondence with Scott 
(1960) who had studied the influence of the boundary 

conditions on the packing, both at the boundaries themselves 

and the propagation of such effects into the interior of the 

assembly. 
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Bernal's studies also involved near neighbours not 
in direct contact with a particular sphere and computer 

models involving statIstical geometry were developed to 

simulate random packings. The results bore close agreement 

with the theoretical findings of FIdrth (1964) in his approach 
to the statistical thermodynamics of liquids. Collins (1965) 

also developed a theoretical model for liquids and hard 

spheres, again involving both actual contact and near-contact 

properties, The work, stemming from a Bernal-type liquid, 

also considered the attractive/repUlsive forces acting 
between the particles, and is perhaps beyond the scope of the 

study of granular media where these forces are less important. 

Scott's experiments (Scott (1960)) indicated the 

existence of bounds on the density of random packings of 

spherical particles. By vigorous shaking of an assembly held 

in a rigid containerp the maximum porosity obtainable was 
0.399 . and by more gentle vibration, the densest random 

packing obtained corresponded to a porosity of 0.363. Account 

was taken of boundary effects and Scott concluded that"these 

porosities represented the limits of stable random packings 

confined by a rigid container. Levine and Chernick (1965) 

developed a computer model to find the distribution of 

contacts in the assembly of spheres and their results compare 
favourably with Dernalls. 

The extension of Rowe's work by Horne (1965,1969) 

for random packings introduced the concept of the 'mean 

projected solid path' (tM. P. S. p. t) in each of the three 

coordinate directions. The tM. P. s. p. t describes the 

anisotropy and to some extent the randomness of the packing. 

Horne was able to demonstrate that for the specialýcase of 
the regular packings and for the case in which the Im. p. s. p. 1 

in each direction is the same. that Rowe's results could be 

recovered. Gudehus (1969), acknowledging the importance of 

Horne's papers, but not fully agreeing about the mechanism of 

deformation, states that 

"a more general approach must start from the 

statistical geometry of packings and associated contact fo 

forces. " 
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He suggests the use of information theory to 

estimate the 'contact normal probability distributiont which 

can be used to find Horne's lm, p,, s, p, ', 

Mogami (1965,1969), in a series of papers 
concerned with the behaviour of granular media under a 
bi-axial system of stressl also focussed attention on the 

randomness of packings. He studied optically the variation 
of porosity in the microstructure of his models, and regarded 
the total packing as being composed of sub-volumes of various 
porosity. The range of porosity was partitioned into equal 
intervals and, subject to the overall porosity constraint, 
some of the tools of statistical mechanics were used to 

arrive at the distribution of sub-volumes. Using'a 
transformation of variables some of the mechanical properties 
of the system were deduced. The arbitrary nature of'the 

possible sub-volume properties and the conseq 
' 
uent application 

of statistical mechanics are open to some criticism. 

Reference has aleady been made to the work of 

Brandt (1955)- It is worth noting that Brandt considered 

a random assembly of several sizes of spherical particles 

and based on a porosity of 0.392 
,a value found by 

Westman and Hugill (1930) for dense random packing, and close 

to that of Scott (1960). Using this value of porosity, 

Brandt used the results of Smith et al (1929) to estimate 

the mean coordination number and then performed a Hertzian 

analysis to predict deformation under hydrostatic conditions. 

The variation of coordination numbers with deformation was 

not considered (cf. Ko and Scott (1967)) but Deresiewicz 

(1958) was of the opinion that Brandtts attempt to consider 

the inherent randomness was a step in the right direction. 
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5.8 LEAST-BIASED ESTIMATE OF POROSITY 

The foregoing has indicated that the behaviour of 
granular media is inexorably bound up in their inherent 

randomness at the microlevel. The correct recognition of the 
feasible packing arrangements as the appropriate microstates 
is therefore important in the statistical study of the 

properties of granular medla; this is analogous to the 

recognition of the discrete energy levels in the 

thermodynamic context and is another example of the more 
general area of plausible reasoning. 

There is a natural, discrete parameter at the 

microlevelo namely the coordination number. A description 

of the stochastic properties of the microstrucrure would 

embody a description of the variation of the coordination 

number throughout the medium, and it is at the contacts that 

the loads are transmitted. Unfortunatclyv each of the 

coordination numbers cannot be uniquely associated with an 

equivalent, fixed microstate packing. Howeverv if attention 
is confined to arrangements of single-sized spherical 

particlesq then distinct microstates spanning the 

coordination numbers four through twelve have been discussed 

by Winterkorn (1953)v FileP (1936), Farouki and Winterkorn 
(1964) and Kezdi (1964). Any volume of particles can be 

considered to be divided into cells in which one or other of 
the feasible microstates exists. If the cell microstructure 

can be completely fixed then the only remaining uncertainty 
is related to the magnitude of the volumes associated with 
the feasible microstates. 

Let volume of the macrosample 

Vi = volume in the j1h microstate 

and define = 
Yi 

Pj V 

where spans over the feasible microstate numbers, 
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The entropy measure of uncertainty associated with 

the volume is given by 

S= -pj. Logpj 5.5 

The maximum entropy method for the least-biased 

estimate of the pi for any given mean porosity oe. leads to 

following non-linear mathematical program: 

Max S 7-pi 
-logepi 

i 

Subject to 

F, Pi. c, ei = CK 5.6 

EP 
1 

I 

where c<i is the known porosity of the ith microstate. 

The optimality criterion ensures the greatest 

uncertainty, and therefore the least biasv within the 

feasible volumetric arrangements. The solution of this 

program has been indicated in Chapter 3 and takes the form 

pi ý ex p (- Xo - X,. cx ,) 5.7 

where No and N, are the Lagrangian. multipliers associated 

with the normality and porosity constraints. 

The microstate porosities-which have been used 

herein for the purpose of numerical illustration are shown 

along with their coordination numberstNi, in Figure. 5-3 

after Filep (1936), and are intended to model the microstates 

associated with each discrete coordination number. 
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Figure 5-3 

Feasible Microstates (after Filep (1936)) 

Microstate 
Coordination 

Number Porosity 

1 4 0-71S 

-2 
5 o. 693 

3 4 o. 66o 

4 5 o. 630 
5 6 o. 630 
6 5 0.597 
7 5 0.579 
8 5 0.558 
9 6 0.558 

10 5 0.537 
11 6 0.535 
12 7 0.513 
13 7 0.506 
14 7 0.492 

15 6 0.476 
16 6 o. 465 
17 8 o. 463' 
18 7 0.1139 
19 8 0.399 
20 8 0-395 
21 9 0-387 
22 9 0.352 

23- io 0.331, 
211 8 0.320 

25 10 0.313 

26 io 0.302 
27 11 0.281 

28 12 0.259 

i Ni Xi 
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The global maximum of S is achieved at mean 

porosity cxc = 0.475 (or a mean void ratio e, - = 0.905 ) and 
this naturally occurs for the equiprobable distribution. 

The least-biased estimate of the mean void ratio, ec 0 
appears to be of the same magnitude as the critical void 

ratio (CVR) obtained by experimental soil mechanicians and 
the statistical analysis appears to provide a theoretical 

justification for that parameter. There is a strong 
thermodynamic analogy here in that the CVR represents a 
terminal conditionp strongly suggesting a state of maximum 
(thermodynamic) entropy. The thermodynamic aspects of the 

Second Law as a particular example of the general technique 

of maximum entropy have been discussed in Chapter 3 and the 

foregoing seems to reinforce this view. This connection 

between the CVR and the least-biased estimate of void ratio 

would be aided by an analysis involving applied stresses. 

Research in this area is being pursued; some aspects of 

elastic deformations caused by isotropic loading are 

discussed in Chapter 8. 

The variation of Smax with cK is shown in 

Figure 5.4. The mean coordination number, 
Rc 

, can be 

calculated for each mean porosity by use of Eq. 5.7 and the 

contents of Figure 5.3, and the results of such calculations 

are shown in Figure 5.5 together with the experimental 

results and semi-empirical formula due to Smith et al (1929). 

The experimental results of Smith et al comprise only of the 

low porosity 
(dense) samples, and it will be recalled that 

their empirical formula is based on only the f. c. c. and s. c. 

packings. Thus s. c. packing represents the loosest condition 

that can be accomodated by their model and the corresponding 

mean coordination number will necessarily lie between six and 

twelve. lJowevert they also present experimental data showing 

the frequency distribution of coordination number for various 

porosities. These distributions contain coordination numbers 

as low as four. The difficulty in obtaining stable 

macrosamples of porosity greater than the CVR, (Roscoe et al 

(1958)) seems to indicate that the CVR not only represents 

a limiting condition for dilatant assemblies subjected to 
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Figure 5.5 
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prolonged shear failure (and therefore energy transferred to 

the system) but also the terminal condition for spontaneously 

collapsing samples at porosities greater than the CVR. This 

behaviour could perhaps be accounted for by correctly 
interpreting the entropy parameter in a manner similar to 

that in more conventional thermodynamics. Until research 
is extended in this direction then this connection must 

remain conjecture. 

The application of the maximum entropy technique, 

in this instance to some of the uncertainties encountered in 

granular media, has resulted in important insights into 

system behaviour as well as answering the original questions 

asked of it. This understanding of system behaviour in 

addition to the more particular nature of an analysis is one 

of the major benefits of a consistent systems approach and 

occurs again in the subsequent chapters as various topics are 

discussed. 
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6. PRACTICAL EXTENSIONS OF UTILITY THEORY 

6.1 THE RESEARCH AIMS 

The need for the decision-maker to assess utilities 
in a relatively easy manner is apparent. It would be 

beneficial if some process or processes could be devised that 

would significantly aid the decision-maker in civil 

engineering systems. This chapter is directed to 'these aims. 

6.2 THE PRACTICAL DIFFICULTIES ASSOCIATED WITH CURRENT 

TECHNIQUES 

The theory of utility, well established despite 

its recent originsp is beset by many problems in its 

practical applications. The determination of the 'crossover 

probabilitiest in the hypothetical lotteries is perhaps the 

most difficult problem. A glance at almost any of the 

literature on decision analysis reveals the problems 

involved. The deliberate artificiality, of the loýtery 

questions means that a true assessment of the decision- 

makerts objectives is difficult to achieve. 

Recognising that trying to elicit crossover 

probabilities from the decision-maker is difficult and does 

not necessarily result in accurate assessments of utility, 

some simpler method should be found, perhaps sacrificing a 

little in the theoretically-attainable accuracy, but 

resulting in a much easier process for the decision-maker to 

follow. 

I 
- In the normal procedure for determining the 

'crossover probabilitiest, and hence the utilities, 

lotteries are presented to the decision-maker and the 

probabilities adjusted until he is indifferent to the two 

courses of action open to him. It is worth recalling at this 

stage why dccision analysis. is being used at all: the 

decision-maker obviously has some ability for making decisions 

but it is recognised that in more complex situations, such as 
those encountered in probabilistic decision analysis, a more 
formal method of decision-making would be useful, 
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Consider the problem shown in Figure 

Figure 

Which 
action does the 
decision-maker 

prefer, 
a, or 02 ? 

110 

If the decision-maker had no outstanding debts and regarded 

money as desirable, then presumably he would have no 
difficulty in opting for action a2. In more complex 

p. roblems the-decision-m aker will generally find much more 
difficulty on being so decisive. It is precisely because 

of the decision-maker's inabili. ty to be both consistent and 
decisive-in complex situations, that decision analysis is 

being used. However, since it is recognised that the - 
decision-maker has some ability foý being, consistent and 

decisive in particular simpler situations, it would be 

sensibl e to incorporate into any utility-assessment procedure 

01 pportunities for the decision-maker to display his proven, 
but limited, qualities. A decision-maker is, by his own 

admission, weakest when the decision he faces is complex. 

It is asserted here that a simple hypothetical lottery at 

or near the crossover point is of a similar order of I 
complexity to a decision problem with many more choices and 

possible outcomes, 
. 

Without detracting from or contradicting 

any Of the arguments based on the Von Neumann-Morgenstern 

axioms, It . seems impracticable to ask the decision-maker to 
i 
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-say, when he is tdecisively indifferent' to two courses of 

action. Therefore, there may be some merit in a procedure 

that could give reasonable estimates Of utility by using the 

decision-maker at his most decisive pointst'focussing 

attention to regions where the decision-maker makes 'crisp' 

decisions and away from regions where he is IfuzzyI. (For' 

work on the notion of fuzziness see Zadeh (1965)) 

6.3 STOCHASTIC DEFINITIONS OF UTILITY 

Beckert DeGroot and Marschak (1967) have proposed 

stochastic definitions of utility which seek to account for 

the decision-maker's inconsistent choice behaviour. These 

-inconsistencies are explained by the authors as being the 

manifestation of stochasticity inherent in the decision- 

maker's preferences. There is some confusion in. the examples 

they quote as to whether these preferences are stochastic at 

all but are merely due to a conscious change of objectives. 

Their theory, whilst thorough, is possibly of greater value 

in a description of decision-making-rather than in suggesting 

a suitable prescription. It is important to distinguish 

between the stochasticity of utility as a result of 

inconsistent behaviour as suggested by Becker et al and that 

stochastic variation of preferences caused by a possible 

change ill opinion. The subsequent part of this chapter will 

develop inferential techniques that allow the assessm ent of 

utility to be made on incomplete but consistent information. 

The utility of each eventuality is therefore assumed to be. a 

random variable in the sense that it is unknown with complete 

precision; the probability that the utility of any particular 

eventuality 
has a particular value thus becomes a convenient 

and logical descriptor off the decision-maker's preferences. 

f 
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6.4 THE RANDOM UTILITY MODEL AND THE CONSISTENT DECISION- 

MAKER 

The necessity to obtain numerical values only 

arises when there are more than two possible eventualities in 

a probabilistic decision problem, The simplest case involves 

three possible eventualities. Suppose they are labelled a, 
bC and that the decision-maker has stated the preferences 

a)-b>-c 6.1 

In accordance with utility theoryq arbitrary 

-numerical values of utility, U(, ).. can be assigned to a and 

c and all that remains is to f ix the value u(b) . 

Let u (a) =- u,, = 10 
6.2 

U (C) ý' Ub ý 

, Classical theory, and toalarge e-tent., present 

practice, suggests setting up a simple hypothetical lottery 

and finding the crossover probability P,, This would 

furnish the information shown in Figure 6.2. 

iFigurc 6.2 

b 

"if a, ow a2 ' 

Ub = P*-Ua + (1 - P*)-U, 

. 
0. Ub 2 

C 
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If such lottery information was unavailablc,. what 

could be said about the utility of b? Clearly 

Ub "ý 10 6.3 

The problem is to find the expected value of Ub2 

denoted Uby or equivalently, find the expected value of p., 

denoted Any method used to resolve this problem, must be 

independent of whether it operates on Ub or p*. 

For convenience, let Ub be restricted to integral 

values and the inequalities expressed in Eq. 6.1 be regarded 

as strict so that Ub can assume any value from the set 

Ub E (1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9) 

and correspondingly, P* is restricted to a value from the set 

I P* ` (P 1,0.2,0.3 ...... 0.8,0.9) 

Essentiallyv Ub or P* can be regarded as random 

variables and the problem of finding Ob or P* becomes one of 

statistical inference. In the face of incomplete information 

the maximum entropy'technique discussed in Chapter 3 can be 

used to give the least-biased estimate of the probabilities. 

Let pi = probability that Ub 2.,... 
,9 

then the least-biased distribution of the Pi is found from 

the solution of the program 

9 
Max s LPi Iog. Pi 

sUbject to Pi 6. 

pi >0 
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The solution is simply 

Pi = 1,2, ..., 9 6.5 

so that Ub = 
ELPI 

Thus Ua= 10 

Ob = 5 6.6 

UC 0 

The technique can be applied to p* and leads to 

an equivalent result. In this case p* is a random variable. 

Let qi probability that i9i=19 
To- 

Ilence the program 

Max S= q, -Zqi, toa 

subject to' 
Tq 

i= 
i 

6.7 

qi 0 

The solution is 

qj i=1,2, ... ' 9 6.8 

so that qj io - = 0.5 

Thus Ub = P* - UCI + UC 

Ob = 5 6.9 

whic ,,, is, in accordance with the desideratum, the same answer 

as in Eq. 6.6. The method i 

, either Ub or P** Moreover, 

appeal; t1le utility of b hal 

s independent of opera 
the result does have a 
fway between those of 

tion on 
certain 

a and C 
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seems reasonable. It is important to note that the arb itrary 
values assigned to Ua and UC have no bearing whatsoever on 
the relative position of Ub- It remains to investigate the 
effect of'more input information and then to study problems 
with more eventualities, 

6.5 MORE INPUT INFORMATION 

, 
Suppose that in addition to the preference ordering 

expressed by Eq. 6.1, it was known 
, 

that when confronted with 
the lottery in Figure 6.3. the decision-maker expressed the 

preference 
.. 

i 

Figure 6.3 

al 7" Cl 2 

Ub ý 

a, uct .= 
10 

uc = 

I 
This preference requires that 

Ub > 0.7. ua + 0.3. uc 

or Ub >7 

The information about Ub is now 

ub ,, ' 10 6.10 
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so that Ub 89r9 

Application of the maximumi entropy iechnique 
directly leads to the program 

Max S 
9 

_Lpi -loge Pi 

subject to Z Pi 
- i 6.11 
Pi 0 1,2,7 

Pi 0 8,9 

The solution is 

P, 07 

P8 i, 
2 6.12 

P9 2 

so that Ob 8.5 6.13 

Alternativcl ys Bayest Theorem could have been used 
to, update the prior probabilities of Eq. 6.5. 

ie. Pi i 1,2,.., 9 6. v, 

Together with these pr iors are the conditional probabilities 

> C' 21Ub P (CI 0 1,2, 
.., 7 6.15 J 

>'Cl2lUb P(CI 8,9 6.16 1 

The zero-one nature of these conditional 
probabilities is a consequence of the assumption that'the 
decision-maker is decisive and consistent. 

I 
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Bayes' Theorem may be stated as 

P(Ub kI Cll'>' C' 21 
p(al>-a2lUb = k). P(ub=k) 6.17 T-P (C11 > C121 Ub =P (Ub 

i 

w hich for k=1,2,..., 7 reduces to 

(Ub =kI Cll'ý'C'2) ""2 6. is 

and for k=8 ,9 

p(u, = klcil,,,, "a2) = 0.5 6. ig 

so that fib = 8.5 6.20 

as before. 

6.6 DEALING WITH FOUR EVENTUALITIES 

Given the preference ordering over four 

eventualities a, b, C and d 

6.21 

then what are the least-biased estimates of their respective 

Utilities? 

Let Ua 10 

Ud 0 
6.22 

The mean values Ub and OC can be founci from the distributions 

P(ul: )= 
j) and P(UC = j) , but because any value that Ub. 

assumes depends to some extent on that of U., and vice 

versav these mariginal distributions cannot be found directly 

as in 6.4. Instead it is necessary to investigate t1le 

conditional distributions P(Ub= ilUc = j) and P(Uc=jlUb= H- 

once again the maximiim entropy method can be used. 
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For examplev estimating P(Uc ýJ Ub 
the program 

9 

Max S= -Lplcj I b5). 109,, P(cjlb5) 
9 j=1 

subject to plcj I b5) =1 

p(cjlb5) 0 

p (c, I b5) 0j1,2, 
..., 

4 

where p(cjlb 5) 5) P(Uc ilUb 

The solution is 

6.23 

p(cjjb5) = 41 1.2,..., 4 6.24 

P(c, IN) =05,6,.., 9 6.25 

The full set of results for all such programs is 

shown in Figures 6.4 and 6.5. 

Figure 6.4 

> bi 
23456 

p(bi Icj) 

1 

2 

3 

Ci 

I 
8 

0 7 7 7 7 

0 0 1 L 
6 6 6 

0 0 0 1 
5 5 5 

1 0. o o o . 4 
0 0 0 0 0 7 3 3 

0 01 0 0 0 0 J- J- 
2 2 

0 o oI o o i 

10 > Ub >uc>o 

leads to 
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Figure 6.5 

p(cj I 

2 

3 

4 

5 
)K 
hi 6 

7 

E>- cj 
45 

0 0 0 0 0] 0 0 

I o o o 0 0 0 2 

1 1 
3 - - 3 0 o o o o 

0 
FO 

0 0 

1 0 0 5 5 5 5 

' 
0 6 

-6 
6 6 6 

1 1 1 1 1 1 
7 7 7 7 7 7 

8 8 8 8 8 8 

10 ý* Ub: * Uc ý` 

The'data contained in Figures 6.4 and 6.5 can be 
used with the identity 

p(bi. cj) 
. 

p(bi). P(cjlbi) P(Cj). P(bjjcj) 6.26 

to find the marginal distributions P(bi) and P(Cj) 

iFor example 

P (b2) 
316 

2 P(b3) ý6 

3 P(b4) 36. 
4 P(65) 36 

6,27 
5 p (b6) -F 6 

6 p(b7) = 36 

p (bB) = 

P(bq) = 
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Eq. 6.27 can be summarised by 

P(b j) 6.28 
k 

Similarly P(Cj) 9 
8. 

j 6.29 
k 

9 
so that 'Ob 6-32 6.30 

L! k 

i=2 k=1 

and UC j. 
a 
(9 -P 31 6-31 

k 
j=1 k=1 

ie. Ua 10 

Ub 63 

UC : 31 

Yd 0 

Once again the method leads to equal spacing of 
utilities between the arbitrary values assigned to the most 
and least preferred eventualities. 

6.7 ]DEALING WITH FIVE EVENTUALITIES 

This example gives the clue to the general case, 
Once again assume the preference ordering 

a >- b '>- cd ý- e 6.32 

Assig" U'a 10 

6-33 
Ue 0 
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In the four-eventuality problem it was necessary 

to estimate condi tional distributions such as P(bilcj) 
Now it is necessary to estimate the conditional distributions 

p(b., I cj . 
dk) 

Ip 
(cj I bi 

. 
dk) and p(dklbl. cj) 2 then solve 

for conditionals such as p(bilcj) and finally deduce the 

required marginal distributions P(bi) , P(C) and P(dk) 9 
Once again the entropy method is used to find P(bilcj. dk) 

p(cj I bi Ak) 
, 

and P(dklbi. cj) . The derivations are 

outlined below.. As a consequence of the preference ordering 

of Eq. 6.32 then any probability statement involving two or 

more of bi 
, Cj and dk is only non-zero if i>i>k. In the 

proof s below the values of and k are assumed to 

satisfy this'inequality, and any probability, statement that 

contains values of ik that breach the inequality are 

automatically zero. 

From the mwcimum entropy method 

p(bilcj dk) -9 j- 6.31, 

p(cj Jbi. d - 6.35 k) i- k -1 

p(dkibi -cj) jl16.36 

Now 

p(bi lcj. dk) p(cjldk) p(cjlbi. dk). p(bild k 6.37 

p(cj Jbi. dk)-p(dkibi) p(dkibi cj). P(Cjlbi) 6.38 

p(dklbi. cj). p(bilcj) p(b iI cj dk) 
-p 

(dk I Cj) 6'39 

Substitution of Eqs. 6.34 and 6.35 into Eq. 6.37 

yields 

p(cjld P(b 1 Idk) 
.9-iJi -k- I 6. ho 

SO ttiat p(cjldk) 9 P(bildk) 6. ja 
- k-1 
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and P(bi Jdk) 1-k-1 p(cjldk) 6.112 
9-i 

But since 

LP(cj Jdk) 

J=k*1 
then Eq. 6.41 can be summed over to give 

P(bi Jdk) i -8 k-I_ 
E 9-j 

j=k+l 

P(bildk) ikk -1 6.43 
M 

M=1 

Eq. 6.42 summ, ed over gives 

p(cjldk) 6.44 
M 

C8 

Eqs. 6.3s, 6.39 together with Eqs. 6.34,6-35 and 6-36 can be 

similarly treated to give 

p(Cjjbj) j 
-21 

6.45 
M 

p(dklbi) I-k-I 
1-2 

6.46 ZI 
M 

M=1 

P(bjjCj) 
I 

9-j 
6.117 

P(Cjldk) 6.1, s 

These last six equations can be entered into tile 

appropriate 
form of Bayes' Theorem and summed in a similar 

manner to that above to yield expressions for the mar'ginal 

distributions P(bi ), P(Cj) and P(dk). For examplop since 
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p(bilcj) P(cj ) p(cjlbi). p(bi) 

then substitution of Eqs. 6.47 and 6.45 yields 

p(ci) p(bi) 
9-i -2 m 

M=j m-2 

or p(bi) P(cj) 
0 -j) M=l 

Summing both sides over i then 

9. J-2 
E 

i. r L P(cj) m 
i=3 M=l 

or p (cj) 0- 1). (9 -P 
92 F-! -m 

i=3 m 

which is equivalent to 

P(Cj) _0 
). 
-(9 -P 

m 

J=2 m=1 

Hence the set of results 

2 
m 

rff =1 P(bi) 9 *-2 L"rm 

i =3 m=1 

P(Cj) 
(j - 1). ( 9-j 

Ell Eý-jm 
j=2 m=1 

8'k 
m P (dk) 

z 7z: 8-k 
- -- 

m 
kz1 m=1 

These distributions are plotted in Pigure 6.6. 

182 

6.1,9 

6.5o 

6.51 
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Figure 6.6a 

2( 
8A 

V 
81 

Figure 6.6b 

2 
8 

1 
8 

Figure 6.6c 

p(dkl 

bi 

cj 

dk 
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6.8 A CLUE TO THE GENERAL CASE 

From the identity 

p(bi. cj. dk) = p(bi). p(cjlbi). p(dklbi. cj) 6.52 

and using Eqs. 6.36,6.45. and 6.49 form the joint probability 
p(bi. cj. dk) 

p(bi. cj. dk) 
-47 n 1n--T m 

ie. P(bi. cj. dk) WlZ' 6.53 

There are exactly eighty four j, k tripýets that 

satisfy the inequality i>>k. The entropy method has 

indicated that the least-biased estimate is that in which 

each feasible i, j; k combination is equiprobable. This 

. result could have been achieved directly from the maximum 

entropy program: 
999 

Max S Týp(bj. cj. dk). Io9, p(bj. cj-dk) 
k=l j=l i=l 

subject to 

p(bi. cj. dk) 

10 >i>i> k> 0 

The solution is merely 

p(bi. cj. dk) - gl 84 

otlionvise p() =0 

91>i >k 

6.54 

6.55 

All the conditional and marginal distributions can 
be derived from the distribution p(bi. cj. dk) by appropriate 

summations. This second method of finding the distributions 

is very quick and gives the major clue to the general case. 
13eforc this is attempted the incorporation of extra 
inforwatiOll is discussed, 
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6.9 INCORPORATING NEW INFORMATION 

To update the-distributions in the light of new 
information, h, use Bayes' Theorem in the form 

185 

p(bi*cj*dklh) - 
p(hlbi. c 1. dk). P[bj. c j. d k) 6.56 LF2; P(hjbj-cj. dJp(bj. cj. d kk 

The probabilities p(bj-cj. dk) are known, and 

because of the intention to exploit the decision-maker's 

ability to make non-fuzzy (crisp) decisions in some 

situationsv the probabilities p(h Jbi cj Ak ) will be either 

zero or one. For example, let h be summarised by Figure 6.7. 

pigure 6.7 

C 

al ý- C12 

U>2. c Ub4' 

d 

ic. h, UC > -1-Ub + 1-Ud 6.57 

For each set of values of k in P(bi. cj. dk) 

then the inequality Eq. 6.57. can be tested; -if confirmed then 

p(hibi-ci A is unity2 othen-iisc zero. 

Tb . uf; to f ind P(Ublh) I then f rom Bayes I Theorem, in the f ona 

of Eq. 6.56, sum over j ana k to' give 
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p (bi Jh) P(hibi -ci. dk). P(bi-Ci-dk) 6.58 Z ýLLp(hjbj. cj. dk). p(bj, c j. 
dk) 

jk 
k 

i3ut from. Eq. 6.53. 

j 
p(bi. cj. dk 84 

and so Eq. 6.58 becomes 

p(bilh) 
7p(hibi. Cildk) 6.59 /ý-ý-ýp(hjbj-cj. d-k) 

k 

ET'p(hlb, cj. dk) 
or p(bilh) jk6.6o 

>- LP (hl bi -Cj. d k 
jk 

The updated distribution can be compute. d simply from Eq. 6.6o 

and is shown in-Figure 6.8 together with the expected value 

Of Ub and the entropy parameter of the resulting distribution. 

Figure 

Ub 

3 4 5 61 7- 
Ob St Ub) 

FK 
0 
ýl 

0 0 0 
18 

1 

- 21 

-18 

3 
18 

. 

5 
i-8 

7 
i-8 

, 
7.84 

I 
1.42 

I 

The distributions p(cjlh) and P(dklh) are determined in a 

similar manner and are shown in Figures 6.9 and 6. io. 
The graphical representation of all three distributions, 

before and after receipt of h, is shown in Figure 6.11 
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Figure 6.9w 

UC 

U 
2 3 4 5 6 7. 8 

- 
9 c S(uc) 

0 0 0 -1- 
2 4 6 5 01 6.64] 1.461 

Figure 6.10 

Ud 
U 

- - 
2 13 4 5 6 17 

6 9 
d S(ud 

i 
. 
5- 3 2 

-i 0-] 
- 

0 0 01 2.16 [ 1.42 

'o. 
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Figure 6. lia 

-P 
Ub) 

ObJ11=784, S(Ubjh)=1.42 

0.25-- 
Ub 7.5 S(Ub) 1.63 

0 
Ub 

123456789 10 

Figure 6.11b 

P(u, ) 
A 

Qcjh = 6.64 
, 

S(Uclh)=1.42 

0.25-- 
Uc 5.0, S (uc: ) 19 0 

j 
F 

0 
rn, Uc 

45678 

Figure 6. iic 

P(Ud) 
Udlh 216 S(Udlh) 1.42 

0.25-- Cid = 2.5 
, 

S(Ud) = 1.63 

10 
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Clearlyq the procedure is the same if the given 
information, h 

, 
is composed of several different parts. 

ic. hj, h 2* *- 

so that the equivalent expression to Eq. 6.56 is merely 

p(bi. cj. dk lhl. h . 2*"*** 
p(hl, h2 ... 

ibi. cj. dk)- p(b i. cj. dk) 
TT 2: p(hj. h2-jbj cj. dk). p(bi. cj -dk) iik 

Alternatively, each piece of information can be 

incorporated sequentially, using the previous updated 

probabilities. as priors. 

ic. p(bi. cj. dkl hl. h2-.. h,,, ) 

6.61 

p(h,, Ibi. cj dk. hl. h2- .. 
). p(bixj -dklhl. 

h2---) 
6-. 62 TLLp(h,,, Ibi. cj. dk. hl-h2. - .. ). p(bi -cj -dklhlh2... 

) 
iik 

In view Of the equiprobable nature of P(bj. cj -dk) at the 

outsetp Eq. 6.61 is computationally more convenient than 

Eq. 6.62. 

6.10 THE GENERAL CASE FOR THE DISCRETE MODEL 

6.10.1 USING ONLY THE PREFERENCE ORDERING 

The-foregoing has indicated that any assignment of 

utility to the whole set of eventualities that satisfies the 

preference ordering together with any available extra, 

information should be regarded as as probable as any other 

feasible assignmcnt. The probability distribution for the 

utility of any particular eventuality is found by a suitable 

summation. Consider the case when all that is known is the 

preference ordering over the n+2 eventualities: 

ý, 1 ý- en > >. e2 2- el > e, 6.63 



Assign u(eo) = 

Mn 

where M>n 

Igo 

6.64 

6.65 

In the absence of any other data, what are the 

probability distributions of the remaining eventualities? 

Denote u (ej uj 6.66 

and restrict the utilities to integral values. Eqs. 6.63, 

6.64 and 6.65 lead to the strict inequalities 

M+n ý' Un ý* Un-I U2 ý' U1 ý* 0 6.67 

so that each Uj can assume a value from the set Uj where 

Ui 
= (i, i+l J ..... I j+ M -1) 

The total number of feasible, assignments is found 

"-'j "M 9 then U2 as f ollows: if U3 has the value 2+i91 
*-% %. can 

have any one of j values. If U2 has in fact the value 1+iI 

j, then U, can have one of i values. Thus the total 

number of assignments9 
, 
N. of UPU2, U3 such that U3=2. +j 

and that satisfy Eq. 6.67 is 

Similarly, f ixing U4 at 3+k, 1k-; M, allows 

to assume any one of k values; if it has the value 2+j, 
U3- 

'Ek, U2 ean have any one of j values, and so on, 1 -c j -'- then 

so that the total number of feasible assignments is now 

kj 
N 2-ti 

j=1 i=1 
continuing for all the utilities produces a total 

numbery 
Nn, M of assignments (UI=Vl, U2=V2. -Un=Vn) that 

satisfy ]Eq. 6.67 which is given by 
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6.68 
n, M 1=11 k=l j:: l 1=1 

where the number of summations is just (n-1) 

The evaluation of these summations is given in 

Appendix 6AI. 

Since each assignment is equiprobable then 

(Ul: 
-"Vl) 0 

(U2 ý V2), ..... 
(Un ýVn) ) 

1.6.69. 
Nn, M 

and =v . 70 P(Ur =Vr) ----FP((Ul=V)-. ---(Ur r) ...... 6 T_i 
vi vr-i vr-1 vn 

This summation is achieved as follows: Figure 6.12 

shows that if the rth eventuality, has a utility of Ur =r+t 

then the (n -r) eventualities whose utilities are highor 

than this can each assume one of (M -t) values. 

pigure 6.12 

a diagram indicating the number of distinct values 
that ur-1 and ur+1 can assume if ur =r+t+1 

LJO 
V-2) utilities possible 

Ur 

(n-r-1) utilities possible* 

Un+I 

I 
U, to U r--) values of ur 11 Ur+1 to Un-i Values of u, 

I 

t 

0 r-2 M 

M+ n possible 

r+t-1 r+t 

utility values 

r+t+1 

NO =0, 

t+n4l t+n M4n-1 M+n 

un+, = M +n 

Similarly for 

Utilities are less than 

of (t+1) values. Thus 

utility assignments for 

( r+ t) is simply given 

the r- eventualities uhose 
(r +t) which can each assume any one 
the number of different feasible 

those (n -0 utilities greatcr than 
by the appropriate form of Eq. 6.68 
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M-t k 

N,, 
-rM-t 

7-7-T-h 
,. n-r-1 summations 6.71 

k=1 i=1 

Similarly, the number of feasible utility assignments for*the 
r utilities less. than (r+t is 

t+1 k 
Nr-l, t+l T- T- E- - E, r-2 summations 6.72 

k=1 i=1 
Clearly, in the absenee of any other information, 

the feasible arrangements for the utilities greater than 
(r+t) are independent of those less than (r+t so that 

the total number of feasible assignments for Ur =r+t) is 

N(ur ý r+t) = Nr-l, t+l. Nn-rm-t 6.73 

and so the required probability that Ur r+t is given by 

P(Ur = r+ H= 
Nr-l, t+l . 

Nn-rM-t 
6.711 

Nn, M 

since each feasible assignment is equally likely. 
I 

6.10.2 INCORPORATING EXTRA INFOMIATION 

The incorporation of extra inforination is quite 

straightf orward. If h= hl. h2o--.. hm represents the extra 

information then 

Vl (U2= V2 ) ...... 
IN P((Uj * 

p (hi (u vl)...... ). p ((u 1 vl) 
p(hl(ul =vl) ...... ). P((Ul Vl)..... ) 

vl v2 Yn 
, wh. ich reduces to 

v PI (Ul VI) l(U24 2 ....... 
IN 

-p 
(hl(u 

1= Vl '(U 2:: V2 
6.76 L Fp (hl(u 

1=v, 
(U2 ý V2) 

vl v2 Vn 
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so that 

T ----Fp(hl(ul=vl).. ---(Ur=vr) ...... ) P((Ur=vr)lh) ,= _vl 
Vr-, Vr", V, 6.77 

L. - .., E. -. Lp(hl(ul=vl)-----(Ur=vr)-----(Un=vn)) 
V, Vr vn 

In Eq. 6.77 the numerator is just the total 

num, ber of assignments in-which Ur = Vr and that satisfy the 

extra information h, whilst the denominator is the total of 
all assignments that satisfy h- 

6.11 THE CONTINUOUS MODEL 

It is normal to allow utilities to assume values 

within a continuous range rather than to integral values. 
iloweverg from Figure 6A2, it can be seen that the sum Nn, M 
is of the form 

N1 (Mn + n(n-l)Mn-1 . ..... 6.78 n, M R, 2 

-where n number of eventualities whose utilities 
are unknown 

number of possible integral values each 
utility may assume 

If M is increased for a fixed value of n then the 

first term in brackets of Eq. 6.78 is the only one of 

s igni fi cane e. 

n 
Nn, M 

mf 
or large M 6.79 N 

, j. tll similar expressions for Nr-l, t+l and Nn-r, M-t 

The probability of any feasible assignment of all 
utilities is just 

P(. ) n! 6, so M11 
Perform the tra4sformation of p(-) to a probability 

, I, nsity function g(-) so that Eq. 6.80 becomes 
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n! 9( Mn 6.81 

where Mx the range in which the utilities must 
lie 

Note that the strict-preferences of the discrete 

case are relaxed in the continuous case. The probability 
density g(. ) for any particular eventuality er having a 
utility Ur ýV is thus 

(M. -vP-' v 
9(ur: V) 

(n- 01 
Mý 

(r - 6.82 

n! 

in complete analogy to Eq. 6.74. 

The interpretation of Eq. 6.82 is as follows: 

the most and least preferred of (n+2) eventualiti'es 

en+1 and eo I are assigned utilities 

u(e nu n+i n+l 

u(eo) -= uo 

sucl-I that Unl - UO 

which together with the preference ordering over the other 

n -eventualities define a feasible region in an n-dimensional 

space. Any utility assignment within the feasible space is 

as likely as any other by virtue of the maximum entropy 

technique. The probability density function is therefore 

uniform and is the reciprocal of the n-dimensional volume of 
the feasible space. 

The intersection of the n-spacc by a 

. (n -1 )-dimension hyperplane orthogonal to tile rth dimension, 

i. tersecting at a value Ur VI produces a subspace of 

assignments in which Ur ýV The probability density 

function for the assignment Ur ýV is therefore given by th'e 
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ratio of the (n -1)-dimension volume of the subsp'ace to the 

n-dimension. volume of the total feasible space. 

6.12 UPDATING THE CONTINUOUS MODEL 
I 

1.1 

Any new information will merely reduce the feasible 
domain. The exira information will usually be-linear in form 

and the convexity of the feasible space will be maintained. 
Each feasible point in the space is still equiprobable and so 
the required probability density functions will once again be 
found by calculation of volumes in the appropriate 
dimensions. The constraints merely serve to alter the limits 

of the volumetric integrations. The main barrier to using 
the continuous model, except in the simplest form (Eq. 6.82)p 

is the specification of the appropriate limits to the 

multiple integrals*. 

Whether or not the discrete or continuous form is 

usedy it will prove useful to evaluate the entropy parameter 
for the distribution of each utilityt so that further 

questions can be framed so as to reduce the uncertainty of 

the utilities whose disfriViitions have the*larger entropy 

parameters. 

6.13 VALIDITY OF THE MODEL 

I It will be re 
' 
called from 3.12 that the arbitrary 

discrctisation of a co 
' 
ntinuously varying random parameter, 

in this case a utility variable, has attracted criticism 

, and can lead to inconsistent results. The same is true for 

the assignment of probability density functions over 

continuoils parameter spaces. In the light of Jaynest use 

of transformation 
' 
groups (Jaynes (1973)), it is instructive 

to investigate the analysis presented above. A completely 

general analysis is cumbersome and so a simple case is 
. 

studied instead. Consider just three c ventualities, eo , el 

and e2 I and such that e2 >- e eo . The utilities of eo and 

e2 are assigned the arbitrary values UO and U2 First note 
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that if U(. ) is a valid utility function then so is M. U(. ) +C 

so for the moment set 

UO S 

6.83: 

U2S+U 

The uniqueness of a utility function up to a 

positive linear transformation requires the method of 

assignment-for the probability density function for U, to 

produce equivalent results when applied to problems of 

different scale (M) and location (C Consider the 

scale invariance first. 

Let f(U) probability density function for 

U1 =U, S :ýU:: ý S+U 

and define the constant M such that 

I 
*m6.84 

Now define h(U) probabil ity density function that 
U, -= U given that S*U*S+m. U 

The f unctiojis f(u) and h(U) must be related by 

h(u) S+-MU 
f (U) 0m6.85 

s1f 
M. du SUS+M. U 

This, Inust be true regardless of whether or not there is 

seaic invariance. 

Now invoke scale invariance; if the method were to 

operate with UO =S and U2 =S+Up or with UO =s and U=s+M. U, 

then the results should be related. In particular, the second 

problem is merely a scaled down version of the-first so that 

in the second problem the probability that U, is in the range 

rndu shollid be the same as the probability that ul is in the 

equivalent range du in the first problem. 
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ie. f(u). du = h(s+. m. (u-s)). d(m. u) 

or f (u) = m. h (s + m. (u - s)) 6. * 86* 

Eq. 6.86 into Eq. 6.85 yields 

m. h (s + m. (u - s)) h (u) 
S+ mu 

,. 
Jf(u). du 

S. mu 6.87 
s 
jf(u). du or m. f(s+m. (U-S)) vu). 

since 
f (S + MJU -S)) h(s + m. (u - s)) 6. ss 

f (U) h(u) 

Differentiating Eq. 6.87 with respect to M and 

then setting M=1 yiblds the differential equation 

f(U) + df(u). (u-s) = f(u). f(s +U). U 
du 

6.89 

Let Y=f (U) 

Y, df(u) 
du 

Y f(S + U) 

so that Eq. 6.89 becomes 

Y. (YU-1) = Y'-(U-S) 

or 
dy = du . 

(Y. U-1) 6.9o 
Y (u - S) 

Solving Eq. 6.90 yields 

y, U-1 
Ll s 6.91 
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which automatically. satisfies t lie normality condition for any 
value of Y. 

sU YU-l 
ie. 

ly. du +sfy. (uus) du 6.92 

The remaining test of consistency concerns the 

necessary invariance that must obtain under a change of 
location of the utility scale. 'If the values of UO' and U2 

had been set at 

UO =S+C 

6.93 
U2 =S+U+C 

ýthen the corresponding probability density functi on, denoted 

Xý .= g(U) with a value X when U=S+U+C would be 

xii -1 

X. (ý-s -c 9 it 

'Thenp invoking location invariance first Of all rcquircs 

Ahat 

X=y6.95 

since X g(S+U+C) and Yf(S+ U) relate to the 

"same event. 

Similarly 

x1i -1 YU-1 
Y. (u - sl- 

u ') 
6.96 

for all corresponaing values of U. 
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- 

Since X=Y then Eq. 6.96 can only be satisfied for 

arbitrary values of u, S)CU if the exponent of the 

brackets is zero. 

ic. Y. U-l =0 

so that 

I which can be substituted into Eq. 6.91 to yield the 

expression for the required probability density function. 

Returning to the original notation then this is 

f(u) s -* us+u6.97 u 

This is the result found in 6.11. The consistency 

of the technique is thus demonstrated in this'simple' 

example, there being no more invariance properties to be 

satisfied, 

6.14 THE INTERPRETATION OF THE WEIGHTING FACTORS IN THE 

VALUEVISE INDEPENDENT MODEL 

The random utility model is left aside now and 

some attention paid to the weighting factors in the 

valuewiSe independence model discussed in Chapter 4. 

In particular, a correct account of their interpretation and 

tilie meaning is presented. ru 

The di 
, 
scussion. of valuewise independen. ce in 4, ýJo 

concerned multiattributed eventualities of the type 

ej i, X2j X ij XMI) 

whCre, Xjj is the ith attribute of the jth eventuality ej 

so that each eventuality comprises of some level of each of 
the M types. 
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The previous discussion in 4.10 gave the conditions 
for the utility of any eventuality to be the linear sum of 
the utilities of the component effects. Furthermoreq each 

component utility function could be scaled so that the 

maximum and minimum values were unity and zero, and a scaling 
factor introduced to give the correct relative values between 

component scales. 

ie. u (e) Mi. ui(xi) 

The interpretation of the factors MI has attracted 

discussion and it*is worth recalling the comments of Luce and 
Raiffa (1967) in 4,2; they warned of careless interpretations 

of numerical values of utilities. Clearlyp these scaling 
factors tempt interpretation but it must be realised that 

since the hypothetical lottexy forms the cornerstone of 

utility theoryp then any such interpretation must come from 

this source or an equivalent one. 

Suppose the independence of the component 

attributes had been confirmed by the process described in 

4. io. it remains to discover the utility curves for each 

component effect and theft to determine the appropriate factor 

Mi 0 The former is straightforward; for example, consider 

the determination of the function Ui for the ith effect X, 

The labelling is arbitrary so suppose the decision-maker had 

stated the preference ordering between effects of the ith 

type: 

Xii ý' Xi2>- Xii >' Xin 

Xil xp 
j)-enote I 

ý4in 

and aSSign UiN ý1) ý1 
6.96 

,ýýI uj(x'j) = 
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Now select an arbitrary background consisting of 

an effect of each of the remaining attributes. For example, 

choose 

Xi -2 Xii 

X2. X21 

Xi-i xi-1.1 

I 

Xi-i Xi. ii 

xm Xml 

Now the utility function Uj can be constructed from 

lotteries such as that depicted in Figure 6.13. 

rigure 6.13 

XII-X21- ---- -Xii * ---- -Xml 

Xll *X21' *** *4 - "' 'Xmi 

xii *x 2l* -- ' Xi - ---- - Xml 

The probability p is*adjust ed to some value P* 

ýfor each value of i so that the dbeision-maker states 

that C11 I C12* 

(j). u(x Pr I U (Xi 1- X21-' X ii Xm ll'X21--*Xý' -- -Xmi) 

P. " 6.99 (j))'Ll( 
Xll ' X21 -Xtnl) 
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Since the utilities are valuewise independent. then 

Eq. 6.99 simply becomes 

(j). U-(Xý) + plil). ul (ýw ui (xii) p 

Uj(x p(j) j=2,3, 
..., n 6. ioo ij 

so determining the function Uie 

The relative scaling of these component utility 

functions gan now be determined from an appropriate set of 
lotteries. It is convenient to select one attribute as a 

base., so that its scaling can be set quite arbitrarily. 

Let U, be the base scale and consider the relative scale of 

ui,, Once again choose an arbitrary background of the other 

attributes. For example 

X2 = X21 

3 X31 

Xi-i Xi-i, i 

Xi+i'2 Xi+ii 

-- xm XMI 

Now let Xb and Xw represent the most and least kk 

preferred levels of any attribute Xk 9 and form the. lottery 

shown in rigure 6. ih. 

T 
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Figure 6.14 

bw XI . Xj *ý421-X31- 

Xb. X§. X 1j 21- X31* 

xw. Xly. x 1j 21'X31* 

If. at some p p(i) the decision-maker states 

(3, #'C'2 then valueivise independence requires that 

b)+ M b) +Mi. U i(Xb Ml. ul(xj wt) += D(i). ( MUN+M v 2* U 2(y 71) 

+ (M 1. U, (el )+Mj. U i (X%Y) + 

which reduces -to 
M 

Mi - 
M1. P't 6.101 

PM 'A 

Note that against any common background the 

decision-maker will-always have the preference 

bb X1 .X 
ýi* X21* -> Xl ý421' i*X21' 

() always exists such that a 
and SO some P*1 I" C12- 

The lottery of Figure 6.14 is interpreted as 

follows: to discover the scaling of the utility of the Ph 
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attribute relative to that of the base attributel the 

decision-maker is offered, against a fixed background of all 

other attributesq a choice of either a guarantee of the most 

preferred level of the base attribute with the least 

preferred level of the ith attribute or a risky option 

in volving the most preferred levels of both the base and ith 

attributes with probability p and the least preferred levels 

of the same attributes with probability (1 - P). The odds 

against receiving the best levels of both attributes in the 

risky option is (1 -p )/p By setting the factor M, to 

unity Eq. 6.101 becomes 

M 
M 

i_A; 

P H) 

so that Mi represents the odds against receiving 
b. versus X wl 

, XI'l * X21, at which the X1 XýI-X21-X31 X31------ 

decision-maker is about to forgo the guaranteed receipt of 

X b. XýY-X21*X31, for the risky option. 
11 

This, or another equivalent form, is the only valid 

interpretation of the scaling factors. Other interpretations 

such as the i th attribute is Mi /M k times as desirable as 

the k thattribute are erroneous and court disaster. 
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6Ai, THE DERIVATION OF THE EXPRESSIONS OF EQ. 6.68 

The required expression is 

m 
NRm (n - 1). su mmat ions 

k=1 j=1 i=1 
The technique to evaluate such expressions 

consists of first finding the values of sums such as 

n 
m S 

Consider the expression 

M+l 
Al 

and sum from Al can be expanded 

0 +1) 
M+1 M+l MA 

+ 
(m+l)! im + 

(M + M-1 
+ 1! Am +1 -lT * OAM +1 -27 * 

+ 
(m + fl! 

-., 
m+l-r im+1 

rl. (m +r 

or 
0 +1 

r*, 
- iM+l. 

(M + fl! m+l-r 
A2 

r--r! 

- 
(m +1 - r) 

r=l 

Nolf summing both sides from n give s 

(i +i r+l - im" I=t im+l-r 
t-I 

(M A3 

i=l IW r=l 

The left hand side of A3 reduces to 

(n+l)m -1 

af ter cancelling ot. terms, and the right hand Side of A3 

can be'reduced to 
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M+l 
(M Li m-l-r 

n M- 
or 

(M + fl! im + m+l-r 

m! 
L r--r!. 

(M + -rT! 
i=l r=2 

Therefore A3 becomes 

Mn 
m m+ r 

(rn+1) im m+l- r 

i=l r=2 i=l 
Rearranging 

n M+l n 

n+l)"Ll TI M+l- 
n M+l r M+l 

im 
r=2 

A4 

By successively increasing M from unity, A4 can 
be solved recursively up to any value of m 

eg. for M 

n2n 
12 21 
2 (n + 2. n +1 i2-r 

ýP 2' 
j=1 2LO! 

12 
2-(n + 2. n - n) 

1 -(n2+ n) 2 
n 

n . (n + A5 
LI 

2 
h. 

W, 
P 

For M=2 substitution of A5 into the appropriate 

form of A4 is required. The solution of A for M y"alues up 

to m=6 is given in Figure 6AL 

The derivation of the expression of Eq. 6.68 is 

acilieved by repeated use of the contents of Figure 6A1, 

The results are shown in Figure 6A2 for values of n up to 

the value n=8. - 
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Figure 6A1 

m 
n 

m 

14 n 2 + n' 
2 11 -1-n 32 + -2-n2 + n3 2 

3 4 + n2 + 2. n3 + n4 

4 . 1-n 
6 +5. n3 3 +. E, n4 + n5 2 

5 J-( 
6 

1 n2 2, + -! i - n4 + 3. n5 + n6 2 

6 -1-n 76 63 
1-n 5 

+I-n +I-n6 22 

Figure 6A2 

n summations 
1 -4 

M 

,2 
M m2 

3 2. M + 3. M 2+W 
3! 

,4 
6-M +11. M 2+6. M 3+M4 

ZI 

5' A 24. M + 50. M 
2+ 

35. M 3+ lO. M 4+M5 

6 ll 120-M + . 274 M2 +225. M3 +85. M4 +15 M5 + M6 

7- M2 
-rll. (720. M +1764. +1624. M3 +735144 +175. M5+ 21. M6+ M7 

81 ý. (5760 M+- +28 M7 M8) 
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DECISION-MAKING IN THE READY-MIXED CONCRETE INDUSTRY 

7.1 INTRODUCTION 

The ready-; mixed concrete (nmc) industry is 

characterised by the need to make a large number of decisions 

in the face of rapidly changing requirements. The decisions 

relate to the production and transportation of concrete in 

response to orders which are frequen. tly received with little 

or no prior warning. Normally the decisions for a group of 

mixing plants are made at a central control centre by a -.:. 

single human operator, who receives the orders by telephone, 

makes all decisions regarding the operation of plant and 

allocation of mixer trucks and then communicates his 

decisions to the plants and the transport depot*s. The 

decisions are subject to continual re-appraisal due partly to 

operational-eXingencies within the group (such as the 

breakdown of a truck) or outside the group (such as the 

malfunctioning of a pump on a site to which concrete is 

being delivered)9 but mainly due to the unpredictable changes 

in the state ofthe orders. The efficient operation of the 

group is clearly dependent on the competence of the central 

controller who is frequently. under great stress. His ability 

to accept incoming calls and to process the received 

information into good decisions represents a potential 

constriction on the channels of control. Simplistic attempts 

to remove this blockage are frequently of no avail. For 

examples introducing more telephones or-more controller's may 

aggra-vate the problem by making decision-making more 

difficult by removing the facility for making a single global 

decision for the whole group. This situation is worsened 

when it is recalled that an important sales incentive is the 

ready availability of a wide range of mixes, and that the 

quick acceptance and processing of all orders is vitai. to the 

commercial success of the company. 

This scenario. is not untypical of other types of 

dccir, ion-malcing within the civil engineering and construction 

industry. For example, in the operation of a timber 

con1ponerit manufacturing unit, the decisions regarding the 
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cutting and machining of timber to meet a wide variety of 
component orders lead to a very-similar situation'(Munro and 
Maun (1972)). The RMC industry is perhaps particularly 
difficult because of the rapid fluctuations in the state of 
orders to the extent that the controller can rarely give much 
consideration to the-strategy to be adopted beyond the 

current day. Clearly the entire dependence on a single 

controller with the normal quota of human fallibility is 

undesirable both, for the group and for the controller himself. 
It would be -advantageous to have some form of automated data- 

processing and decision-making to which the con. troller could 

refer but with the final decision remaining with the human 

controller. inc., oming orders could be received by 

assistants and fed to an automatic processing device which 

would transform the raw data., into a recommended stategy, 
The controller would then be liberated from his inefficient 

human processing and pould concentrate on making the optimal 
decision. -He ne'ed not take the computer's advice and could 

overrule it at any stage. Howeverg his decision-making would 
be greatly assisted*by'the dynamic updating of the current 

state and he would be able to make his decisions. in an 

unstressed way. ý 

One major difficulty in implementing such a 

procedure is associated with the relatively low capitalisation 

of many firms in the relevant industries. This suggests the 

possible utilisation of a computer terminal system and 

investment in-software rather. than hardware. Howevers even 

Witpout any such investment considerable advantage may be 

obtained from a careful study of the appropriate form of 

decision-making*and frequently simplified rules can be 

constructed for limited applications. Consideration here. 

, will be confined to a simplified model in which the decision- 

making is with respect to concrete production only. 

-Since initial success is frequently achieved by 

1common sense? judgement, it I is natural to wish to continue 

maRing decisions in this way for more complex problems. 

1,01qcver., before programming it is necessary to describe 

, 131icitly the underlying process and this proves to be 
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surprisingly elusive. Most decision-makers are unablb to 

define with any clarity the way in which they make decisions. 

This dilemma is, of course, not peculiar to the RMC industry. 

and the present chapterv whilst basing its discussion on this 

special caseq actually addresses itself to the encoding of 
Icommon senset judgements in a form suitable for extension to 

a much wider range of problems. 

7.2 THE NATURE OF THE PROBLEM 

The essential problem to be considered is that of 

making optimal decisions in the face of uncertainty. Such 

decision-making isp of. coursep commonly encountered in other 

branches of'civil engiftee ring. In the case of the RMC 

example the uncertainty is as-sociated with the necessity to 

make decisions regarding the concreýc production for a given 

time period in ignorance of the orders. which will be received 

during that time period. - However, in all such problems 

engineers can collect the relevant historical data and use 

this data to make.. plausible inferences regarding the future. 

These inferences will normally be encoded in estimated 

probability aistributions. If the decision-making in the 

face of uncertainty consists of selecting one of-the feasible 

actions 
(al 

#C12, **, ai I .. 
'.., am), then the optimal action will 

be that one which maximises the value (or utility) to tho 

decision-maker, or equivalently. minimises the loss. Th e 

-value of action ai to the decision-maker will depend on the 

state which prevails and this is so far unknown. Suppose 

that the s'tat6s (01, C)2, 
..., 

19i 
... , 

C)d are the distinct 

feasible states for action Cli The eventuality associated 

with action Ciboing taken and state E)j prevailing is denoted 

by eij * The utility associated with any eventuality eij is 

denoted u(eij) or more compactly U ii 11 

if - owever, the considered 
, 
state E)i will not 

necessarily occur as it is only one of n distipct feasible 

states* 
A single measure of the utility incurred from action 

bi in this condition of uncertainty is the expe ctcd utility. 
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Thus if Pj Pj probability that statc of. nature 
Gj occurs - 

then the expected utility for action cli is given by 

E[UI(3 Pi U ij 7 .: 1 

The prescription of statistical decision-making is 

to take the action which maximises the expected utility. 

ýThus'the first step of any decision analysis is to 

identify the relevant utility function and the second stage 

consists of estimating the probability distributions 

associated with the feasible states. ' This second (and more 

difficult) stage will generally have to be accomplished in 

the face. of an extreme paucity of knowledge. It is desirable 

that all of the available information should be used and that 

the probabi lity e stimates do not infer greater certainty than 

is justified by. the prior knowledge. Decision analysis must 

reproduce those decisions that in simple cases can be made by 

tcommon sensel judgement where the application of the. latter 

is uncontroversial. Additionally, the analytical p. rocedures 

must be capable of continuing to make logical decisions in 

situations in; which the application of 'common sense' ceases 

to be uncontroversial. 

7.3 THE UTULITY FUNCTION FOR ME RMC PROBLEN 

Thc'RMC industry offers a range Of mixes*whlch will 

be indexed R2 
. ..... r). 

For simplicityp the decisions'will 

be considered to be made for-a single plant rather than for a 

group. The periods will be a fraction of a working day (say 

one hour). At the-beginning of the first period of the day, 

the orders which remain.. unfilled from the previous day will 

be known and are deno. ted by (V1 Y2 '*'*ovkj .... *Vr where Vk 

iS the -volume of concrete of the kthmix whieh has been 

ordered before the start of the period but not yet produced. 

The production capacity of the mixing plant in the designated 

period is V The records of orders received for the last 

yc,,,. Ir ll,, Ivc been studi. ed and the average-volume ordered for the 
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kth mix during corresponding time periods, is denoted by 

pk . The profitability is considered to be the same for all 

mixes. and the company's main sales consideration is to 

satisfy the customers' orders as quickly as possible. In 

addition, the company is anxious to minimise the production 

of concrete which will be surplus to requirements at the end 

of the working day since. obviously such concrete cannot be 

stored until the next working day. Early in the day the 

first consideration is predominant whilst, as the day 

progresseso the latter criterion becomes increasingly 

important. 

. 
The decision to be made at the beginning of the 

time period is which mix to produce in that time interval. 

The uncertainty is associated with the fact that the orders 

to be received during the time period are unknown at the 

beginning of the period when the decision has to be made. 

It is obvious that much of the complicating detail of the 

real-life situation has been eliminated from the stated 

problem but it is. believed that the essential nature of the 

dilemma facing the controller is retained. 

The available actions will be denoted 

C11 -, 
C12, Cli ... &#Clr) where C11 is the action (decision) to 

produce Mix If a. volume X, is ordered for mix and if 

the action C1, is taken2 then the volume of unfilled orders of 

this ]nix is'given by (V 
1+X, -V) when N, + Xj) is greater 

than Výand is otherwise zero. Introducing the ramp functioll 

g(. ) such that 

g(x) xx -'ý 1, 

7.2 

g(x) = 

then the volume Of unfilled orders for the first mi-K iS-given 

by g(vl + x, ý- 
V). The volume of unfilled orders for the 

second MiX is merely 9(V2 + ý42) where x2 is the volume of 

the second mix ordered during the considered tirlie interval. 

Thl's the total volume of unfilled ordersp denoted Lu, 

asf; ociatcd with the action a, and an order state 

( X1 X2 , -- Xj , ---, Xr) is given by 
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Lu, (ci,: Xl', X2 , .... Xj 

r 
Lg(vj + Xj - Slim) 7.3 
j=j 

where Slj. is the Kronecker delta and given by 

Sjj 

ojxi 

More. generally, 

Lu(cti: xl X2 **, Xj I -, Xr) 

r 

Tg(. Vj Xi - Sij -V) 7.4 
j=l 

where 9ij 

0j 

In the above it was assumed that the order state 

was licnown but in reality the stochastic nature of the problem 

arises from the uncertainty associated with the incoming 

orders. Treating Xj as a random variable then 

P(X probability that the order for the 
jth mix is x 

In this case Xj ranges over all the. possible 
, 
volume orders 

for mix j and it will be assumed that the unit of 

measurement is the lowest acceptable order, size and that Xj 

will then correspond to integral multiples of that minimal 

order size. Thus the expected volume of unfilled orders for 

the, action a, is given by 

r 
EfLula, I P(xj ). g(vj + xj - SJJ. V) 

J=1 xj:: 0 
where 

Vý vj, Xj are all measured as multiples of the minimal 

ordor sizes 
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For the general case 

r Do 
E[L. Jall Frp(xj). g(vj + xj - 61j. V) 7.5 

j=1 Xj=O 
For the first time period Vj will, 'denote the 

unfilled orders received before the decision is made and will 

be non-negative. However, at the end of the first time 

period there may be overproduction of a mix and some concrete 

may effectively be Istoredt and made available for the second 

period. This quantity may be considered as a negative order. 

Thus for all periods after the first of the day, orders 

are unrestricted in sense. It should however be noted that 

the ýstoragel consists merely of retaining the concrete in 

the mixer-trucks until the next time period. The effective 
life of such stored material is clearly limited and it is 

frequently necessary-to dump such excess concrete. 

if sales considerations predominated and the 

controller was exclusively concerned with meeting orders, 

then the minimisation of the expected volume of unfilled 

orders might be adopted as a prescription for decision-making. 

ic. The utility function-is a linearly decreasing function of 

the expected 'number of unfilled orders. However, the 

controller. is also, concerned with eliminating overproduction 

of concrete at the'end of the 
- 
day. For any time period the 

expected volume. of surplus concretet denoted Ls 
t for any, 

action ai is 

r 
E[Lslai I Tp(xj). g(Sjj. V - V. - Xj 7.6 ; 

Xj= 0 
-The relative importance of the surplus concrete 

production compared with the unfilled orders will depend on 

the attitude of the IDIC company and within any single company 

wiliL -vary With time, As the time stages advance towards the 

end of the working dayl, the controller will be increasingly 

Concerned by the possibility of surplus concrete and will be 

laore ready to consider any incoming order as one to be filled 

the following day. If the utility of surplus production is a 

iinearly decreasing function of the expected surplus, and if 
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surplus concrete and unfilled orders are independent in the 

utility sense 
- 
then this dynamically changing view can be 

expressed through subjective weighting factors Ku and K, 

associated with the expected volumes of unfilled orders and 

of surplus concrete respectively. Thus the weighted expected 

value of lossp denoted by L9 associated with action ai can 
be written as 

E[Llail K,,. E[L,, Iai I. + Kr,. E[L, Iail + Cki 7.7 

where 
Ck! is the cost (measured in appropriate 

units) of changing from mix k to mix 

and where k the mix produced in the previous 
time period 

Note that 

-E[Llai) = E[ulail , the expected utility of Ci 

Eq. 7.7 is essentially a generalisation of that 

suggested for a particular stock control problem (Jaynes 

963b)). 

It should be re-emphasised that the MIC companyls 

realistic problem is not one of merely production but also 

of transportation of the concrete. Alsol the controller is 

normally making decisions for ýeveral distinct mixing plants 

and transportation depots. Additionally hd may interact with 

the controllers in adjoining regions when any region . 

experiences difficulty through exceptionally heavy demand 

or through plant malfunctioning. Thus the problem is more 

coulplex but nevertheless the presented form contaifis the 

kernel of the decision-maker's task. It will be seen that 

once the probabilities are known and the weighting factors 

subjectively 
determined then the weighted expected value Of 

loss can be cale 
' 
ulated for any action and the action 

corresponding 
to the minimal value of this function caii be 

identified. lihilst the weights can justifiably be solected 

subjectively 
(since they represent the decision-makerlp 

4 
personal I)rcfcrcnces). the probabilities must be selected 

.I 
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objectively since they represent the totality of quantifiable 
knowledge and their evaluation should not be influenced by 

any personal bias. This process clearly distinguishes 

between the subjective nature of the optimality criterion and 
the objective nature of-the formalism for the evaluation of 
the probabilitydistributions to be used in the decision. 

analysis. The principal remaining difficulty is associatcd 

with estimating these probabilities in the face of scant 

prior knowledge. 

7.4 LEAST-BIASED PROBABILITIES 

The problem is to estimate the probability 

distribution associated with the orders for each mix in such 

a way that proper account is taken of all prior knowledge 

but that no inference is made of greater certainty than is 

justified by such prior knowledge. Since there will be many 
(generally an infinity of) distributions which fit the prior 
datat then the maximum. entropy technique should be used. 

Since the formalism for evaluating the distributions 

for each miX is identical.. it will be convenient to drop 

temporarily the mix subscript so that 

P(xj ) =- 

No, j, T, X can take any value from from the set 

X1 X2 iXk 
....... 

and let 

P(X X k) Pk 

If the entropy measure of uncertainty of X is 

denoted by S then 

SM 

The optimality 

distribution is that 
,Its 

constraints of prior knoi 

the normality constraint 

Pk*'O9e Pk 7.8 
k 

criterion for the least-biased 
entropy be maximised subject to the 

%rlcdge. The prior knowledge contains 
and the non-negativity constraint 
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associated with any probability distribution and also any 

additional knowledge possessed with respect to this 

particular distribution. - For examplev suppose that an 

estimate of the mean (or expected) value of X was known, 

TPk-Xk =P 
k 

then the maximum'entropy program would take the form 

Max S Pk*'O9e Pk 

subject to Týk 

k 

ýI-Xk 

Pk 

7.9 

The solution of the program has been indicated in 

Chapter 3 and is given by 

Pk exp(-Xo - ; Nl*Xk ) 7.10 

where the parameters X0 and X, are the Lagrangian * 

multipliers associated with the constraints. 
* 

Thus the least- 

biased estimate of probability for this form of prior 

knowledge is the exponential distribution. 

in Appendix 7AI the Lagrangian multipliers are 

evaluated in terms of the mean value P and Eq. 7-io becomes 

1P Xk 

+ Pk ; )"T 
+T) 7 . 11 

neturning to the original notation and letting Pj 

be the mean (or eXPe , cted) value of Xj then 

p(xj 
pj x 

7.12 pj + 

where Xj 0,1,20 ... 0 00 
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7.5 EVALUATION OF THE EXPECTED LOSS 

The probability. distributions derived in the 

previous section can now be substituted in Eq. 7.7 for the 
expected loss to give 

E[LIC[i] K,,. E[LujC111 + K,. E[L, Iail + Cki 

rr 
E[LIclil Ku. E? + Ks. Ej + Cki 7-13 

J=1 J=1 
. 10 

where E u, rp(xj). g(vj + Xj 7. lit 
X. X1 J- 

and Ej rp(xj) g (ýij Y- Xj - Vj 7.15 
xi=O 

In Appendix 7A2 it is shown that for 

yj > 

Eu vj 9 ij Y+ yj 7.16 

and for 

vj<sij. v 

E? Pj Pj ýijv-vj 
7.17 Pj+ 

Also from Appendix 7A2 for 

V! > sij M 

E, s 0 'A 1 7.18 

and for 

V. Y 
j Ij 

ij v- vj 
Pj-(pj+l 

)ý * 
7-: 19 
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7.6 SOME SIMPLE ILLUSTRATIONS 

The relatively innocuous'problem discussed in the 

preceding sections required rather a lengthy argument but the 

end result is an extremely simple set of formulae. As a first 

illustration the following case is considered. Let the data 

for the first stage be,, 

Vi 5 V2 ý5 V3 =5 

Pi 15 P2 20 P3 15 

V 20, KU 1 Ks 0 

Okl Ck2= Ck3 0 

The only information that distinguishes the three 

mixes is that on average there is more demand for the second 

mix. Thusp in this case, an immediate decision can be made 

from common sense; ie. produce mix 2 for the considered time 

period. However,. it is not always so easy to make decisions 

andp in any casef it will be of interest to see if the 

derived formulae lead to a decision which agrees with this 

intuitive judgement when the latter can be made easily. 

For 

I 

Elu 5.7 

Eu 25 2 

Eu 20 3 
3 

E[Llail E[Lulail LE j" 5 0.7 
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]For i= 

Eu, = 20 

Eu2 = 9.6 

u E3 20 

E[LIC121 49.6. 

For 

E ul 20 

E' 2 25 

Eu 3 5.7 

E[LI(331 50.7 

Thus the minimal value of expected loss due to 

unfilled orders is associated with taking action a 

ie. producing mix 2 

However, it is, relatively easy to change the 

numbers so that common sense becomes more difficult to arrly, 

Thus if the data for the first stage is altered to 

v, ý5, Y2 =59 V3 10 

ý 15 p 
ý2 = 20 t P3 10 

V= 20 p Ku =1Y Ks = 0. 

; 
CkI 2-- CkZ- Ck3 `2 0 

then common sense might lead to the production of mix 2 

but from decision analysis the conclusion is different. 
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For i=1 

Eu, = 5.7 

Eu2 = 25 

Eu = 20 3 

EILIall 50.7 

For 2 

E uj 20 

Eu = 9.6 2 

Eu = 20 3 

E[LIC121 = 49.6 

For 3 

E uj 20 

Eu 25 2 

E u3 3.9 

E[ Ll C131 48.9 

It will be seen that the decision analysis, 

prescription is to take action C13 ie. to produce the third 

mix. For this case the 'common sense' Judgement appears to 

disagree with that prescribed by decision analysis and, so 

this case merits further consideration. Since decision , 

ILnalysis is much concerned with the underlying probability 

distribUtiOnSt it would be of interest to calculate these 

distributions for this case. 
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1 15 X1 
P(xl -6 16 

ý- 

P(N2) 'If . 
(2o)x2 

21 21 

1 X3 10 P(X3) 

These distributions are shown in Figure 

pigure 7.1 
P(xj) 

A 
0.1- 

0.09( 

0.08 

0.07 

0.06'ý'ý 

0.05 

0.04- 

0.03 

0.02- 

0.01- 

Oo 
0 

Xi 

It will be seen that the combination of an 

exponential distribution and the low value of p3 has 

resulted in relatively high probabilities of low orders for 

the third mixp with a very rapid reduction in the probability 

as the order state increases. However, the distribution for 

tile second mix is much more platykurtic in form and hence the 

probability decreases much more Slowly with increasing order 

size. The 1common sense' judgement is presumably made in 

ignorance of these underlying distributions whereas tile 

decision analysis view is very greatly influenced by the form 

of the distributions. It will be seen that if mix 2 is 

-. -3 
1u K) Z- u ZD Ju 
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produced its expected loss is reduced from 25 to9.6 1 e. a 

reduction of 15.4. If mix 3 is produced its expected loss 

is reduced from 20 to 3.9 ie. a reduction of 16.1 . 

The general evaluation of the relative magnitudes 

0f the factors Ku and Ks and also the evaluation of Cki are 

essentially exercises in the allocation of utility (or value) 

measures. However, using any set of such factors. expressing 

the current personalistic 'preferences of the controller, the 

optimal decision can be readily determined from the developed 

formulae. Even the simple examples presented above have 

revealed, the restrictions of tcommon sense' judgment and have 

illustrated the relatively complex considerations that are 

encoded in the decision analysis formulae derived earlier. 

7.7 CLOSURE I 

For a variety of reasons, the decision-making with 

regard to production and transportation in the RMC industry 

is particularly difficult. This difficulty stems fromt inter 

aliat the great uncertainty regarding the state of the orders 

and the inability to store the finished product for any 

length of time. This difficulty is compounded by the 

frequent emergencies on consruction sites to which the 

concrete is being delivered and on the roads along which it 

is being transported. Thus the controller is compelled to 

make significant decisions in a rapidly changing environment. 

This requires a frequent re-assessment of the optimal 

strategy to be adopted by the controller. Due, at least 

partlY9 to the relatively low capitalisation of the industry 

this decision-making for a group of mixing plants and 

transportation depots is frequently made by a single 

individual employing ', common sense' judgement. ' 

This chapter has considered ways in which this 

decision-making may be assisted by the application of some 

techniques of decision analysis, First an attempt has been 

made to derive appropriate loss functions for a simplified 

mode]. Of the piýoduction decisions for a single mixing plant. 

The prescription of minimising the weighted expected loss was 

t1jen adopted and the problem was essentially reduced to 
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estimating the probabilities associated with feasible states 

of ordering. This latter problem was solved by employing a 
formalism which had its origins in other technologies 

apparently far removed from that of the RMC industry. 

Combinipg', this general formalism with the weighted expected 
loss prescription led to simple formulae for the Components 

of the required decision. 

It was shown in-simple eXamples that these formulae 

iteproduced the common sense judgements where these were 

uncontroversial and continued to make consistent judgements 

when 'common senset decision-making became more difficult. 

The formulae are simple to program and more automated forms 

of decision-making can readily be based on the developed 

form of analysis. 

Whilst the model employed in this chapter is 

simplistic, it is nevertheless contended that the advantages 
I 

that can accrue fiom the application of decision analysis to 

the RMC industry have been clearly indicated. This form of 

analysis could readily be transformed to a number of other 

industries. 

k 

x 
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7AI THE'DERIVATION OF 

Dropping th 

xj 

X jk 

then Eq. 7.10 becomes 

Pk 

But 
ý--Pk 

eX- 

or 
x0 

EQ. '7. ii 

e mix subscript j so that 

X 

Xk 

exp( - X0 - 'Xk) Ai 

exp(-Xo). XPI-xl-Xk) 

e-ýl-xk 
k 

log, 
7, 
(ý -e-), l-xk) A2 

and 
10 

Txk. 
e-X1-xk Te -x kk 

k 

e-xo. 
( J; xk. e-Xl-xk 

k 

Ex 
k. e -X� -XI, xk 

k 
Xk-Pk 

p A3 
Z) x, ', 

Now A2 reads 

ýo log, (1 + e-xl + 6*2A, + e- 3A, 4 

since 
Xk k -1 for all k ?: 1 
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e -ýlfl e -xi +e -2. Xi 
+e- 

3Aj 
+ 

and X0 = -log,, (1 -e 1) 

ax 1 -N But Y"O 
--e 

1 
e-Al 

eNj p+ 
p 

so that X, log"( P 
P+1 

But NO tog,, M- e-AI) 

. *. e -X0, =1- e-xl =i- (p +1 )-1 =1 

Pk e-Xo- 
Xl*xk 

e-Al .( 6-Xl)xk 

t, 
[1]. 

. 
jj_ Xk 

A4 *'Pk p+1[0+II 

Re-introducing the mix subscript 

P. Xjk) Pik 
Xjk 

P(Xj 
pi + pj+ 

A5 

/ 

I 
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7A2 THE EVALUATION OF EQS. 7.14 AND 7.15 

From Eq-7-i4 

Eu, - P(xj). glvj + xi - sij. v) 
7Z x, 

2 

Case 

. vi > So y 

if 
I 
yj =Vj -609 then Yj>O 

0.0 

Ej =2 p(xi). (xj + yj) E 
xýI % 

Eu pj + yj = vj + pj A6 

Case 

. yj 

--1- 
pf 

xij 

E u, + yj) 
Xi -+ 

pj+ g(xj 

Let nj Xi + Yj 

0* 

(- F[ V. nj - yj 
pj+1). EY =n 

Aj =O 
iii 

1 

7 yl nj 
7j pj +] 

nj 

P). (Pi + 
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- «. Pi 1- yi &! jV-vj 
. 
'. Ej' = Pj -[ pj +1 

pj - A7 

From Eq. 7.15 -i 

00 
Ej (xi). g(-xj-yj 

---u 

I Case i 

yj 

E'j =0 AS 

case 2 

yj < 

A 
E s, p(xj). (-xj -yj)- 

t-I 

TO 
-Y 

p (x j) (xj + yj) 

Xi 
00 -rp(xj. ). (Xj+yj) + tp(xj). (Xj+yj) xj =0 

) 2-Yi 
Xi 

pj - yj +r. (xi +, Yj) 
[Fj-'+l 

-L 
Pi + 1J 

Xi ý-Yj 
PI nj -yj 

n pi - Yi 
IT 17 

Til 
nj =oI 

Pi +11-i 

pj - yj + 
r- Pi-i-yj. "- pj 

11 
n i. n, 

pj-+ 11 
;Ipj 

nj=o 
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_yj 
vj - yj ++ vj + vj . 

(Vj+ 

8--V - V.. 
ij Y vj - lij + lij 

r VL-. l Ij 
A9 

L Vj+ 11, 

I 
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8' AN ELASTIC ANALYSIS OF GRANULAR MEDIA 

8.1 SCOPE OF THE RESEARCH 

The subsequent theory takes as its foundation the 

work by Brandt (1955) referred to in Chapter 5. Using a model 

of a granular medium composed of equal-sized spherical 

particles in a state of random packing, the behaviour of the 

assembly is analysed for a state of isotropico compressive 

stress and account is made for the randomness of the packing, 

consequent variation in the interparticle forces and the 

change in configuration as the stress level is changed. 

The analysis is essentially Hertzian and friction is assumed 
to play no part in theyrocess. 

S. 2 THE BRANDT. MODEL 

The model developed by Brandt (1955) consists of 

sets of spherical particles. The primary set, of radius R 

are randomly packed. A smaller set, radius OR 
I are 

randomly packed in the interstices of the primary set. 

There is also a tertiary set, radius . 
02 Rv randomly packed 

inýthe interstices of the secondary set and so on. 

Although the packing is assumed to be 'random (an average 

coordination number is gathered from empirical evidence 

(Smith et al (1929)) and the average interparticle force is 

found from an energy consideration of the sphere pack)t 

Brandt nonetheless assumes that similarly sized spheres 

undergo identical deformations at an identical number of 

contacts. In spite of this reservatiqnv Brandt's analysis 

is quite remarkable; account is made for the effect of 

pressurised pore fluid and the work is contemporary with 

analyses that were confined to less realistic regular 

packings. 

The analysis developed in the sequel is restricted 

to spheres of just one size ana no pore pressues are 

considered; 
the corresponding 

I 
Brandt analysis for these 

conditiOns results in the following relation between the 



volumetric strain and the confining isotropic stress: 
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22 
6 3.3. -n. (l - V2) 

E. (1 

where volumetric strain 

Nc mean coordination number 

Cr = isotropic stress 

oco = initial porosity 

Young's Modulus of the particle material 

jj = Poisson's Ratio of the particle material 

8.3 BACKMAN'S EXTENSION OF THE BRANDT MODEL TO INCLUDE THE 

VARIATION OF INTERPARTICLE FORCES THROUGHOUT THE ASSEMBLY 

Backman has attempted to account for the variation 

throughout the assembly of the contact forces. Using the 

same energy consideration as Brandtv Backman (1976) recovers a 

. value for the average interparticle contact force in a pack 

of. randomly arranged and equal-sized particles subject to 

isotropic pressure. This mean value, together with the 

known compressive nature of any such interparticle forces 

between non-adhesive materialsp constitutes the available 

information Of the distribution of contact forces throughout 

the medium. Just as there will be a variation in the number 

of contacts per spherev there will also be a variation in the 

magnitude of the contact forces at these contacts. Backman 

takes the force at any contact to be a random variable 
* 
and 

invokes the Jaynes' maximum entropy formalism to generate a 

probability 
distribution for the contact forces which 

satisfies tile prior information, The analysis for the 

Inaterial 
behaviour can then proceed using the derived 

probability 
distribution. Tile result is different to that 

obtained 
from ail equivalent Brandt analysis. The difference 
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arises simply because a probabilistic description of the 

contact forces has been used; the Hertzianýfunction relating 
particle deformation (and hence volumetric strain) and . 
Antcrpýtrticle force (and hence stress) follows a two-thirds 

power law and so the mean volumetric strain deduced from the 

weighted sum of the individual particle deformations will be 
different to that extrapolated from the deformation of one, 

particle due to the action of the mean contact force at each 
of the mean number of contacts. If the force/deformation 

relation were linear then the results would be identical. 

Backman concludes that: 

Cr3 3. G(W. 3. -n. (1 - V2) 8,2 
--s 

(E. 
(I -x,, ). N 

where GH the Gamma function 

and where the other variables are as defined in Eq. G. J 

4 EXTENDING THE MODEL TO INCLUDE CONFIGURATIONAL CILANGES 

Brandt and Backman specifically exclude from their 

analyses any configurational changes which would lead to 

changes in the local and global values of - coordination numbers 

and porosities. Brandt has argued that the small nature of 

the particle deformations would not cause any new contacts to 

be made at previous near contact points. Whilst this is a 

reasonable assumption if the particle configuration is 

invariant as loading proceeds, the research in, Chapter 5 of 

the maximum entropy distribution of voids would render highly 

probable such configurational changes at the micro-levcl if 

there were changes at the macro-level, The application of 

isotropic pressure could cause a change in the mean porosity 

and hence a change in the pattern of contacts., The . remainder 

of this chapter seeks to account for such phenomena within 

the framework of the assumptions stated in 8.1. 
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Consider a random assembly*of N equal-sized, 

. spherical particles of radius R. If the mean porosity o4 

the assembly prior to any application of pressure is cKO 9 
then the overall volumep VO 

t of the assembly can be written 

3 
VO 4. -n. N. R 8.3 3.0 - oeo) 

When the sphere pack is, stressed isotropically to 

a, level vl . then deformations will occur at each contact. 

The contact forces will vary throughout the assembly and so 

will the consequent particle deformations calculated from 

Hertz theory. A typical sphere is shown in Figure S. J. 

Figure 8-1 

ith sphere, radius R 

contact force (it 
'deformed shape jth contact 

of ith sphere 

XA 

imaginary sphere, 
radius R-AR 
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If this is the ithsphere in the assemblyg define 
its coordination number as Ni . The deformation at the jth 

contact is denoted Aij and is defined as the reduction in 
the'radius at that contact. The actual particlep shown in 
figure 8.1 flattened at its Ni contacts, could now be 

considered to be a smaller sphere of radius R-AR where 
N- 

A, R- AR R-i 
N 

This conceptualisation would allow the whole soil 
model to be considered as being composed of these imaginary 

spheres of reduced radii. Brandt asserts that since the 
deformations are small they are unlikely in themselves to 

create new contacts; Brandtfs model can be regarded as a 
pack of spheres each of which has the average number of 

contactso and with each contact deforming by the same amount, 
Thus the configurationg described for example by a network 
of - lines. joining the centres of spheres, in contactl merely 
undergoes a change in, size, so that new contacts are unlikely 
to form as the-result of the small deformations and the small 
bulging effects experienced by the particles in the model. 
lJoweverp it is possible that the overall configuration of the 

assembly could changeg thereby changing the pattern of 
contactS9 and that the imaginary system of spheres of reduced 

radii could form an arrangement with a new mean porosity K 

The actual porosity of the real system will be less than, oe, 
because of the bulging of the flattened spheres into the 

pores. The parameter oeý is merely a convenient method of 
describing this underlying model of imaginary spheres. It is 

this consideration of the configurational changes that 

distinguishes the model developed here from Brandt's. 

If such a configurational change occurred then the new volume 

of the assemblyv V, would be given by 

All) 
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Eqo, 8.5 can be written 

4. N 
(R_2Si)3 8 

3. (1 

where 2Kj the mean contact deformation of 
the ith sphere 

The volumetric strain, E. is defined as 

vo -v 
vo 

and-can be expressed as 

N 

0<0- + 0, -. RN 8-7 

neglecting terms of higher order in Ej 

The change in strain as the stress increases from 

a, to cr +d v- would be given by the total dif f erential 

o', o dE 
)2 

1+ c9). -3 -5 dZ R. N 91--T 

1 

8.8 

The corresponding small change in volume is 

, dV = V,,. dE 
F 

8.9 

The ensuing analysis equates the external work done 

as-rthc ambient stress cr increases to cr+dc; r to the increase in 

strain energy stored at all the. contacts. To enable this 

, analYsis to be carried out the distribution of interparticle 

forces is required. In the face of incomplete information, 

the distribution used in the analysis should be the least- 

I)iased one consistent with the known prior data and is 

, therefore determined from the maximum entropy method. 
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THE DISTRIBUTION OF INTERPARTICLE CONTACT FORCES 

These forces are known to be limited to a 

-co mpressive nature and the mean contact force can be deduced 

f. or any applied stress a, -. This mean value is found as 

follows: consider the volume V of N spheres under a state 

of stress a- The volume of the pack is given by Eq. 8-5. 

-t! R - 2ii)3 S. io 

If a virtual displacement mechanism of the pack is 

contemplated in which the average radius of the (imaginary) 

spherical representation of each deformed particle is further 

reduced by a small amount 6. but otherwise the configuration 

remains constanto there will be an overall virtual volume 

decrease 8V given by 

L(R-Ei) (R-Zi-gp] IM -«) 
1 

i=l 

sv 4. -n (R - 2ii) 2 

JT 

neglecting 
terms of higher order than 

The external 'virtual work done by. tho applied 

pressures canýbe expressed as 

N2 
Mext 

-L(R - Aj) 
.88.12 i=1 

ith 
The internal virtual work done at the j1h contact 

of the , sphere would be just Fij 
.8, where Fij is the 

contact force. The total internal virtual work at all 

corltacts 
is thus' 

N N. 
Fij- .6 

8Wint J 
1 
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or Wnt 8-13 

where the mean contact force 

and Rc the mean coordination number 

Equating the internal and external work (Eqs. 8ý0 

and S.: 12) leads to the required value for 

ie 
4. Ai)2 0_ LR 

. 0 -W. N. Nc 
1=1 

However, since Ai is small in comparison to R then 

F 0_ 4., 7T. R2 
. 0- M). = Nc 

Now, the forces Fij are random variables whose mean 

is known and which are non-negative (compression positive). 

Let, P(Fij =f Pff) represent the probability density 

function for the forces R so that IJ 

JpM. df 1 
CJ 

CID jp(f ). f. df F 8.16 

f 0 

Eq. 8.16 represents the given data and the least- 

biased estimate of the function Pff) is given by the solution 

of tile program 

Max S JPM. IogeP(f). df =- 
O 

subject to 

CO 

()fp(fl. 
df = 8.17 

Jp(Rf. df 
() 

f ý: 0 



The difficulties 
, 

at'ssociated with the entropy 

technique when applied to continuous parameter spaces were 

discussed in Chapter 3; the solution to program 8.17 is well 

behaved and possesses the necessary scale invariance. 

The solution is simply 

---p(f) = L. exp(---! -) 8.18 FF 

THE STRAIN ENERGY STORED AT THE CONTACTS 

For the j th contact of-'the ith sphere the strain 

energy stored when the ambient stress is a' is denoted U0 

and is given by 

Uij 
IN 

8.19 
()jFjj. 

dAjj 

The value of Aij obtained from Hertz theory 

(Deresiewicz (1958)) is 

Aij 3. (l - j, 2 ). F ij 
4. E. Rl 

where Young's Modulus of particles 

Poisson's Ratio of'particles 
/ 

radius of the undeformed particles 

Eq. 8,20 can be written more compactly as 

I 
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8.20 % 

k. F S. 21 Ij 

where 
3. (1 _ IJ2) 

4. E. Rl 

so, that Eq. S. 19 becomes 
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Fi'j- 2 

uij k ! 
-. Fý dFij 

O. 

J 
3 lj 

2-k. 8.22 Uij 6 
Fý 

For all contacts the total strain energyj UI is 

thus 

N Ni 

U Uij F- F,! 

1=1 j=1 

5 
Uk .08.23 

j=1 j=1 

But since the Fij are random variables then Eq. 8.23 can be 

written 

Z. k 5- 
U p(f). f 3. df 

5-0 

U 2. N. Rc, k. pff). P Af 
Of 

Recalling Eq. S. is 

P (f -exp( -f T 

an .d putting 
xf 

then 
U 2. N. A,. k. Ojexp(-x). x; - Fi. dx S. 24 60 

Noting that the Gamma function, 0(y) 
, is defined by 

G (y) 
Ofe-tAY-1A 

then Eq. 8.24 becomes 
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1. N. Nc*k. F3 ß(q3) 8.25 
5 

S. 7 THE CHANGE IN STRAIN ENERGY CONSEQUENT UPON A SMALL 

INCREASE IN THE AMBIENT PRESSURE 

If the ambient stress level changes from cr to 

a-+ dcr then the change in the strain energy U 'Will be 

z5 
dU 2-. N. k. G(8/3). (5. pc. F3. dF! + P-ý. dnj 

53 
8.26 

, where account is taken of the variations in the contact 

forces and the configuration. -The increase in strain energy 

must equal the work done by the external pressures since it 

has been assumed that there are no frictional losses. 

Thus 

a-. dV = dU 8.27 

. S. 8 THE CHANGE IN CONFIGURATION CAUSED BY A CHANGE IN STRESS 

The next part of th 
,e 

analysis involves finding the 

configurational change as measured by dx consequent upon a 

change in the stress level. The procedure is to develop 

Eq. * a. 27 and relate dac to dcr. The expressions for crdV and 

dU are extended separately and finally equated. 

ManiPulation will then yield dor, in terms of do- 

From Eqs. 8 3,8.8. and 8.9 

N 
C7--. 4. ir. N. R3 + -2- v. dV 1 Wx 

3.0 - mY R. N 

N 
+ 

3.0 -m) 12S S. 28 R. N 
Lc 

1=1 
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Expressions for 2ýi and d2Ki are now required. 
-- 

Eq. 8.21 states 

2 
Aij k. FIj 3 

and application of the-probability density distribution for 

Fjj (Eq. 8.18) allows the mean values to be written 

N- 90 f2 
2Ki =1 exp(- F 

). f 3. df 8,29 
Ni oJ 

which can be expressed*in terms of the Gamma function as 

2. 
Aj k. 6 (51). F3 8-30 

r, o that 

dAj lk. G(5ý3). F 3. dF 
3 8- 31 3 

Also', from Eq. 8-15 

4.7r. R2 
8.32 

1 
(1 - C>e, ). PC 

and s0 

dF . (dLr + o-dA 8.33 

Strictly, dF should be calculated by,. fOrming the 

total differential from Eq. 8.14. This involves the terms 

Zi which in turn are functions of F 'itself. It can be 

s1lown that their participation in the final expression for 

dF is insignificant and so Eq. 8.33 is recovered. 

Eqs. 8.30 and 8.31 can now be 'written 

2 
4. -rT. R '5. k. G R3). o-3 8.34 (l - (X). NJ 
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and d2Ki = 
4. -a. R 2 

1 2. k. G(%). d* -1ý. [d 
o- + 

( Y- 8'. 35 
0( (1 -oe. ). 

k 3 Nc 

To enable these four equations to be'written more 

c. ompactly put 

z 
2 

4. -n. R2 ý: T 
B-36 

so that- 
3 

V. 0, - 8-37 

dF = 
A(d+ d"' a-. dR- 

C" )N B-38 
C ' 

Zi = Z. k. G(56). 8-39 

dii ZX Z.. G(56). O-'7 3 Jda- a-. d 8.110 3 
.3-, v, ) fie 

Recalling Eq. 8.28 

TA V 
3N 

= q-k-tv-N. R 
-[(-l + --! 

Lýj). doc + 2R N 

N 

0, . 3. (1- ) R. N 

and subst ituting for ZKj and d2ii from Eqs. 8-39 and 8.110 

yields 

TAV 
a-. N. Nc. R. Z2 kdoý + B. d cr C. d Nj s. 1,1 

3. (1 

where, 
Z is as defined in Eq. 8.36 and where 

A =-1+ 
5'Z*k 

- 0(5/3). cri R 

B = 2. (1 - cK Mj). ar R 

C =-2. (1 - oe. ). G(5/3). 0- 3 
x- R NC 
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Now, cK. relates to the imaginary packing of spheres 
; which model the configuration of the real system, and Ac is 

a parameter which relates to both the real and imaginary 

configurations. Chapter 5 demonstrated the dependence of Rc 

on c< in a system of randomly arranged spheres. Although 

that analysis did not include consideration of stresses, the 

. 
imaginary system of spheres of reduced radilo paramýtered by 

forms an identical system and in the absence of any 

other information the same dependence of Pc on M can be 

assumed. 

ie. 

d &. clx do< * 

so that Eqp S. 41 becomes 

8.42 

N. RR Z2 
or-AV -- 7* 

)[ (A + C. d--MN). do< + B. dm] 8.43 IM dK 

Leaving aside for a moment q'. dV and turning to dU 
, then 

Eq. s. 26 states 

25 
dU 2. N. k. G(§3). (5-Rc-F3. dP + F3. dRc 53 

Substituting from Eqs. 8.37,8-38.8.42 for dF and dR. 

thell Eq. 8.44 becomes 

dU = (r--Z. N-Z3. k. G(8'3)- 5.. Ncxýidtr 
5E3 

(ridRc)d, < 
cd 

8.115 

Equating the right-hand sides of Eqs, 6-43 and 
the form dictated by Eq. 8.27 yields after somc 

InaniPulatiOll 
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2z 
-3 Z. k. c7-? fýc 5, 

_ý- 
k. a 

-ý--G(8/3) 2' 45 G(13) -'2. G(813)) 5G 
(513) 

R. 0Rd 

R: dcr 3 
. 
2. Z---k 

.G (8/3) G (5/3) 8.46 
CK) doý R 

thus' relating the increment of configurational change, dog, 

to the increment of stress, 

Making use of the identity (Bell (1968)) for the 

_Gamma 
function, C7(X). 

(x-1). G(x -1) 8-117 

SO that G (8/3) !. G(5/3) 
3 

then Eq, S. 46 simplifies to 

5 /3). -ld(r 
PC 

+ 
Z. k. G(5/3). 

2'ý 2 Z- k Rc-G 

3R 
a0r, [1 C-ý R. ff 33 doc j 

8.119 

-k+Y. G(5/3). a-i f )-d 
R 

da- all, 
or dv. I. 2. Y. G (5/3). 

3 

8.50 

where 
Z. k _V2) 
R E. (1 op, ). k 
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B. 9 THE INCREMENTAL STRESS-STRAIN LAW 

. For a model that precluded configurational 

changes2 the increment of Hertzian-type strain, dC 

produced by an increment of stress, do- 
, would be just 

d6' = 3. dA 0 
R 

where dA 0= corresponding increment of the 

mean particle deformation 0 

Now., from Eq. 8.32 

2. a 
F 4.? T. R Z2. Cr 

3 

and dF Z2. dcr 

Sirlee, o-ý and Nc are invariant in this case. 

Using Eq. 8.31 then 

dLo = -Z. k. G(5/3). F ýdF 
3 

dSo 2 Z. k. 0(5/3). o,: 3. do, - 
3 

r, o that Eq. 8.51 becomes 

-- - d6' 2.; ý--k. G (5/3). d (7- 
R 

or-2. 
Y. G (5/3). Cridcr 

"vj1j. cjj is the result obtained by Bachman (076). 

8.51 

8.52 

8.53 

8.51, 

8.55 

Recalling Eq. s. 8 

dE c"So + 3. A+ 3-11-' &S s. 56 ---C< ýRR 
N 

, jvhere N-A LAi 

and N. dA 
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Elimination of Lj'ý dLi and then F and dF by 
Eqs. 8.309 8-3-1p 8-32,8.33 produces the expression 

dE 1- oe' -[( -1 + 3Y. G(5/3). or3 ). dm 

1 
O-: dK Z. d Nc ) (dcr + (1--7) - 9,1 8.57 

Regrouping and substituting for dR, from Eq. 8.42 yields 

dC 1- oe, doc. [- pe + Y. G(5/3). cri. [5. Pc-2. (l -Vý) d PC CTZ- 

""0 ve). Y'GI513)- Cr-ý 8.58 
CK 

I 

Now, from Eq. 8.50 
jr 

d<r Z. 2. Y. G1 do, ý =3-8.59 
+ Y. G( 

33 

and from Eq. 8.54 

1 
AEO = 2Y. G( 5 13) - Oý» *T. d 0- 8.60 

so that Eq. 8.59 bccomes 
0 

J. (l oc). Rc. dEo 
g- S. 61 PC cl '11- - 'i'll -w')'dýocl 

viiich can be substituted togctlier with Eq, 8,60 into Eq. 8.58 
to sivC 
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d Rc 
dC dEý 1+ 2 -k+YM3). cr . 

(5. Pc-2 am- 
-ex 3 

_k+ y. G(S 2d Ný) 
3 -Rc 3 dA 

j 
8.62 

In more compact form 

AC d6o. to . 
[I 

+ Rc + IT 
oc 3 Nc +T 

where dE' 2. Y. G(5/3). (7- 3. d(r 

y Z. k 
- 

3., )-r. (l -D2) 
Ell -oe. ). N 

r 

P2) 
4. EM 

2 
Z 4., n. R 

1- CK ). 
fý) 

I dN or-3. (. k. RC - J. ttý) 33 

8.10 COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

8.63 - 

The strains predicted from the differential 

relation (Eq. 8.63) are compared with experimental data 

collected by Ko and Scott Q967) and Daramolu (1977) in 

Pigurcs 8.2 amd 8.3 below. The materials used in the two 

series of tests wore Ottawa sand and Hum River sand 

rcspcctivclyt and they therefore do not correspond exactly 

to the present model which assumes equal-sized spherical 

particles. A and Scottq when making calculations of Hortz, 

strainst note that the contact radii of the particles are 

about a third of the average particle radii, which serves to 

t 
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increase the overall calculaied strains by a factor 33 when 
incorporated into their'H6rtz model. 

Ham River sand is similar in this respect and so 
this correction has been incorporated into Eq. 8.63 when 

predicting the behaviour for both sets of test results. 

For Ko and Scott's data the fikst cycles of loading have 

been neglected and attention paid to the second cycles which 

are largely conservative. In order to prevent collapse of 
the samples a datum pressure of 4 psi* was used, zero strain 

being assig I nod to this pressure. Accordingly, the calculated 

strains have been adjusted2 subtracting the 4 psi strain' 

level from the other strains. The material constants used 
in the calculations and taken from Ko and Scott (1967) were 

10 7 
psi 

v=0.17 

Daramolats results Constitute a first cycle loading 

and unloading down to a datum of 100 KN/M2 0 

In both cases the agreement is good at the lower 

]ýorosities. The discrepancies for the looser conditions can 

be attributed to: 

Macro plastic behaviour due to interparticle 

-slippage. 

ii. Micro plastic behaviour due to plastic 
deformation at the contacts since the 
interparticle forces are higher for a given 
stress level in a looser assembly. 

These results are encouraging; the incorporation 

of stochastic effects at the microlevel has predicted 

behaviour that is borne out by experiment, The model is a 

simplistic one in several respects, For example, thdre are 

undoubtedly kinematic constraints operating at the microlevel 
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but it has'not been poss. ible at this stage to include them. 

Clearlyv as more constraints are rccognised and formulated 

then the form of the probability distributions will be 

changed (and uncertainty reduced) so modifying the predicted 

behaviour. 

Once again the recognition and appreciation of 

stochastic effects that operate in civil engineering systems 

has been achieved (and led to greater understanding) by the 

application of the consistent rationale of systems analysis 

advocated throughout this thesis. Clearly, much research 

remains to be done in the particular area of the analysis of 

granular media briefly studied herein, but the techniques 

used in this study seem to have much to offer in future work. 

Figure 8.2a 
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Figure 8.2b 
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Figure 8.3a 
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Figure 8.3c 
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CLOSURE 

9.1 CLOSING COMMENTS ON THE ORGANISATION OF THE THESIS 

The aim of the preceding chapters has been to 

construct a rationale for tackling civil engineering 

problems and demonstrate the application of the rationale 

and its elements in specific examples. The lengthy treatise 

on probability theory and the maximum entropy formalism has 

been included so that the view of probability developed 

therein can be, on constant recall in the later chapters; 

the notion of probability in civil engineering is still, 

sometimes, confused and a misinterpretation of its meaning 

often causes unnecessary misunderstanding and distraction 

from the central issues. Of course$ probabilistic 

techniques are not wholly foreign to civil engineering as 

the development of probabilistic codes of practice and the 

widespread use of statistical methods in hydrology amply 

demonstratev but nevertheless there are a great number of 

engineers and d. esign procedures that still adopt a 

deterministic stance. 

I 
The mention of 'probability of failure' to those 

who take this deterministic view often draws the question 

"which value of probability of failure should be used in 

design? '19 as though some unique numerical value exists for 

universal use. Just as there is no universal beam, there 

is no universal value of probability of failure for use in 

every design. Neither of these factors is predetermined; 

they are a function of the system and the adopted rationale. 

It is the costs of success and failure that determine, 

through the objective function, the optimal design and by 

implication the probability of failure, and so the 

probability of failure of the optimal design is a result of 

the design rationale and not an input to it. Account of 

the possible consequences of design and their probability 

is therefore central to the rationale and have led to 

a discussion of utility theory*in the main text. 
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The combination of the probabilities of occur, rences 
and their effects led to a prescription for decision-making 

which was 'in accord with common sense. The prescription 

advocated herein is that of maximising the expected utility. 
The operation of the methods of assignment of probability 

and utility has been discussed and demonstrated in the later 

chapters. The examples chosen for illustration are diverse 

in nature but serve to show the universality of the 

proposed scheme. The detailed presentation of just one 
full-size application has been avoided as it was thought 

that this would lead to an ineffective demonstration of the 

rationalep 'since it would, -focus attention on only one aspect 

of civil engineering, suggesting that the rationale was 

peculiar to just one class of problem. Moreover, the time 

spent on the incorporation of detail (a necessary task in a 

real problem) would have rendered the thesis unnecessarily 

cumbersome. 

Chapter 5 and the subsequent chapters are intended 

to demonstrate the operation of each of the elements 

discussed in the earlier chapters and arepresented in a 

broadly similar pattern. Thus Chapter 5 discusses the 

application of the entropy technique in the assignment of 

probabilitiest using an 
. 

aspect of granular media as an 

example. A rewarding by-product of this analysis has been 

the'greater understanding of system behaviour, a 

characteristic feature of a consistent systems approach. 

In the earlier chapters, the discussion of probability and 

entropy was followed by discussion of utility theory and so 
Chapter 5 is followed by the investigation of utility 

assignment techniques in Chapter 6. The combination of 

probability estimates and utility measures in the 

prescription of maximising the expected utility is then 

illustrated in Chapter 7 by a novel solution to a problem 

in the operation of a ready-mixed concrete mixing plant. 
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Chapter 8 concerns the study of the mechanics of 

granular mediaý and once again demonstrates the ability of 

systems techniques to reveal system behaviour by a proper 

encoding of system properties. T116 chapter has been 

purposely separated from its apparent partner, Chapter 5, 

since it illustrates a more specialised aspect of systems 

analysis; although it involves extensive use of the maximum 

entropy formalism, its inclusion alongside Chapter 5 would 

have temporarily diverted attention away from the central 

theme at that point& 

9.2 FULFILDýENT OF THE THESIS 

The Thesis had two components, firstly to 

construct a rationale for decision-making in civil 

engineering systems and secondly to show that the operation 

of this rationale possesses the added benefit of giving 

insights into system behaviour. It is felt that these dual 

aims have been significantly fulfilled within this volume. 

Many questions inevitably remain unanswered together with 

others that have been raised by the work itself. However, 

the presentation of a logical framework for probabilistic 

reasoning and its subsequent combination with a consistent 

theory of value, and specifically addressed to the civil 

engineering professiony has been largely achieved, 

Systems techniques in civil engineering have not been as 

rewarding as they could have been and a significant 

element of this failure must be attributed to the lack of 

familiarity with and agreement on the concepts involved. 

IIf this volumev aimed at filling this gap from within 

the profession rather from without, provides a basis for 

discussion and a wider understanding and application of 

systems techniques then the thesis will have been justified. 

A striking feature of this thesis is the emergence of the 

entropy formalism as the primitive concept in the algebra of 

plausible 
' 
reasoning; it has greatly influenced the 

development of the rationale in this volume and potentially 

holds the key to the solution of many other problems in the 

future. Any achievement of this thesis cannot be deemed 
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definitive and it is perhaps worth taking this opportunity 
to indicate some problems that the thesis has exposed and 

some others that could be approached with greater 
confidence. . 

9.3 UNANSWERED QUESTIONS AND TOPICS FOR FURTHER STUDY 

The value of systems techniques in civil 

engineering will only be appreci-ated if successfully applied 

to real problems. Inevitably, there will be occasions when 

ill luck produces a less than desirable result, buts without 

the benefit of hindsight, satisfaction can be gained from 

the decision process adopted. Where, then, are the areas 

that could benefit from the application of the rationale? 

The current applications of probabilistic 

techniques in structural engineering and hydrology have by 

no means exhausted the applicability of the rationale 

proposed herein. Certainly there appears some scope even in 

modern structural codes of practice for a greater choice and 

variety in the recommended factors of safety (or equivalent 

failure probabilities) to reflect a greater appreciation of 

and sensitivity to the possible consequences of design. 

Clearlyp the discarding of the codes and reversion to 

complete individual-design would be wasteful but there is 

no reason why the advantages of the systems rationale could 

not be realised through the codes themselves. 

In the area of hydrology there are still many 

worthwhile opportunities for the use of systems techniques. 

Water quality is rapidly assuming importance commensurate 

with water quantity. This has occurred not only because of 

the greater awareness of pollutant effects in the water supply 

but also due-to the shortages of water that have exacerbated 

them. The droughts of 1975 and 1976 have not been met by 

decisions to make significant increases in storage capacity, 

fully recognising that any system is liable to failure. 

The consequences of failure have therefore been-outweighod 

by the cost of upgrading the system. However, recent 

droughts have revealed flaws in the control rules for 
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reservoir release in times. -of shortage. There is an 

apparent need to quantify the consequences of the various 
levels of failure and their probabilities.. These failure 

levels could be characterised, by the need for restrictions 
in supplyo relaxation of pollutant constraints and so on. 

The stochastic variables would be the, possible-future 

demands and inputs to the system. Analysis of these 

problems seems to offer considerable scope for research 

and is being pursued elsewhere. 

The current malaise in transport planning stems 
from many sources. A primary one has been the prevailing 

economic climate which has resulted in many changes of 

policy- 0A secondary factor has been the ineffective use 

of, data and prediction of variables. Certainly, the vast 

sums spent on transport studies have not been wholly 

wo, rthwhileý mainly because they have vainly sought precise 

estimates of stochastic variables. Often the large amounts 

of data collected have not been translated into usable 

information (for a review of recent transport studies see 

Atkins', (1977)). Stochastic effects are an inseparable 

component of transport problems and they should be fully 

accounted for. Though this stochasticity has sometimes 

been recognisedý there has been little attempt to account 

for it at the outset; indeedq the recognition of the 

inherent uncertainties has often manifested itself in more 

complex and expensive prediction exercises that seek to 

produce point estimates of future demandq load and so on, 

but which almost universally fail to either estimate the 

accuracy of the forecast or determine the utility of the 

data collection. Moreovcro the reliability of the forecasts 

is rarely injected into later forecasts. A probabilistic 

statement of the predictions would be of great value in 

the planning stage,; a single point estimate of a stochastic 

variable will lead to an illogical rationale whencver t1lo 

penalty for error is a non-linear function of the error 
itself. 
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The systems approach does not represent an 
instant solution technique for transport problems but it 

does offer some guidance in the difficult area of defining 

the infra-system interactions and in the assignment of 

probability and utility measures. It is perhaps because 

: the early promises of systems techniques were not fulfilled 

(by an inability to encode system properties) that the 

transport planners have remained faithful to an inconsistent 

rationale. On reflection it would appear that the 

application of the rationale advocated herein would be more 

fruitful if applied to smaller parts of the whole system. 

Successful applications here would naturally lead to more 

complete studies. Research in the accuracy of forecasting 

techniques and the effects of errors would appear to be a 

, worthwhile starting point, The application of systems 

techniques to small scale traffic management studies also 

seems prom: Lsing.. _Both 
these aspects are being followed up 

elsewhere. 

i, I% 

Chapters 5 and 8 have raised some questions about 
the behaviour of granular media. The random microstructure 

of real materials is certainly a major factor in their 

behaviour and analyses in this field must surely account 
for this. The insights. into system behaviour developed 

herein are a contribution to this research and it is 

anticipated that valuable extensions to this work will be 

made elsewhere. 

The possible subjects for future research 

mentioned above are by no means exhaustive but they do 

indicate the available scope and it is expected that their 

study will lead to a wider application of the techniques 

zLnd rationale advocated herein. 
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